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Abstract

The phytohormone auxin plays a key role in many plant developmental processes.

Its polar cell-to-cell transport is linked to and dependent on auxin efflux transporters

and their polar localisation in cell membranes. This relies on feedback loops between

auxin and its transport on many levels. Hypotheses brought forward in auxin biology,

trying to elucidate the nature of these feedbacks, such as the canalisation hypothesis,

depend on mechanisms by which auxin transport is established and maintained on

specific routes through tissues. Auxin transport canalisation is based on a proposed

feedback between auxin flux and auxin transport polarisation, with the result that auxin

transport is directed by the strength of auxin fluxes. Despite this phenomenon being

well described in biology, its underlying mechanisms are largely unknown. Many of

them are occurring at the cell level, justifying a focus on cells in elucidating the nature of

this feedback. In this thesis, computational modelling of self-organising mechanisms

potentially leading to such phenomena at a cell level has been accomplished. While

many auxin transport models are already available at tissue and whole plant scales,

such a single cell model is a novel contribution. With the main focus on auxin/proton

interactions grounded on the results of biological experiments, a feedback by which

auxin influences its own transport by the activation of plasmamembrane-bound proton

pumps is described. In simulations, it is shown to lead to increased allocation of auxin

in cells as well as to enhancement of all auxin transport fluxes over the membrane, and

in due course to the establishment of canalisation-type polarisation patterns, without

polarised transporter localisation. The results point towards a functional redundancy

of polarisation in auxin transport and lead to hypotheses on differential energisation of

auxin transporters, which may play a role in auxin transport polarisation events.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In this thesis, self-organising aspects in the cell-to-cell transport of the plant growth

hormone auxin are investigated by the formulation of mathematical models and their

implementation in computer simulation. Feedback between auxin and protons at a

cell scale, which are partly well known from biology, have been implemented and in-

tegrated in the context of auxin transport. Computational modelling allowed for an ex-

ploration of the systems behaviour with implications for future biological experiments.

1.1 Aim and focus of this thesis

The aim of the work presented in this thesis is to explore dynamics of several feed-

backs between the plant hormone auxin and its transport from cell to cell in plant

tissues, which are vital for the establishment of specific accumulation patterns during

auxin transport, some of which are critical to plant development. While some of these

feedback mechanisms are well known from biology, much remains still unclear, partly

because it is difficult to measure auxin concentration in living plant tissue, but partly

also due to the complexity of regulatory networks in which auxin is involved. There

is evidence of a feedback between auxin and protons, with some experimental data

available in previously published studies, but to my knowledge this feedback mecha-

nism has not gained enough consideration so far to elucidate its implications for auxin

transport. The work in this thesis is an attempt to address some of the questions con-

cerned with such an investigation by the formulation of a theoretical model of auxin

1



1. Introduction

transport at a single cell level, using a continuous deterministic approach with ordi-

nary differential equations (ODEs). The main focus of the work presented here was

on self-organising mechanisms leading to ordered cell-to-cell transport of auxin, and

on proposing and testing hypotheses about mechanisms that could not be directly ad-

dressed by experiments alone. This thesis does not contain biological experiments

for model validation, however the theoretical models described have been evaluated

using existing data from the literature. Moreover, the models are testable using wet ex-

periments, and their predictions (especially changes in pH due to auxin transport and

the formation of pH gradient patterns over the cell membrane) are targeted towards

biological experiments for validation.

1.2 Structure of this thesis

The thesis consists of the following sections:

Chapter 2: Auxin biology. This chapter gives the necessary biological background

to the reader. The field of auxin biology is reviewed by presenting the importance of

auxin in plant development. The concept of polar auxin transport is introduced and

the cellular basis of polar auxin transport are explained.

Chapter 3: Computer models in auxin biology. Since computational modelling

has already been used intensively in auxin biology and since the thesis presents sev-

eral models of auxin transport, this chapter gives an overview of the models that have

been published already, their scope and their assumptions. Key achievements and

open questions in those models are discussed. Some of the material in this chapter

has been published in an article where I was co-author [63].

Chapter 4: A single cell model prototype for PIN polarisation. In this chapter, a

model prototype is presented: an auxin transport model on a single cell level, capable

of auxin transport polarisation due to PIN polar targeting and resulting in canalisation-

driven transport. It was implemented in Matlab and the results are described in this

chapter.

2



1.2. Structure of this thesis

Chapter 5: Auxin and protons. Since the model prototype did not include sufficient

detail, it did not give further insights in the open questions that were intended to be

targeted within this work. The relationship between auxin and protons was considered

to be a next step in examining auxin transport at a cell level that has not been explored

in previous auxin models. In this chapter, the current knowledge about auxin/proton

interactions is reviewed.

Chapter 6: AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin and proton interactions. Based on

the biological data available, a model of auxin and proton interactions is proposed and

described. Its implementation first as a set of submodels, then as a unified model is

documented. Simulations were undertaken with the modelling package COPASI and

the results are presented in this chapter. Parts of this chapter have been submitted

towards publication.

Chapter 7: Minimised auxin/pH models: From AP-10 to AP-2. With the next aim

to put the core model of the last chapter into a spatial context, the core model is min-

imised mathematically to reduce its complexity towards a level that is more easily im-

plementable in a numerical solution of such a model. The equivalence of the minimal

models with the original core model is verified.

Chapter 8: SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model of auxin/proton dynamics. The

minimised core model is extended towards a reaction diffusion model. Issues in the

numerical solution of this set of equations are addressed and eventually solved. The

results of this computer simulation, written in Python, are presented and discussed.

Chapter 9: Conclusion and Outlook. This chapter gives a short summary of the

key findings of this thesis and puts them into context of what has been presented as a

literature review in chapters 2 and 3. As well, interesting open questions arementioned

at the end of this chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
Auxin biology

Auxin is a plant hormone involved in a remarkably wide range of processes. The name

auxin is derived from the greek word auxein - ’to grow’, pointing to its role as a facili-

tator of growth during plant development. In this chapter, a general overview of auxin

biology and a short historic outline of auxin discovery are given. As well, the phe-

nomenon of polar auxin transport and current ideas about its underlying mechanisms

are reviewed.

2.1 A brief history of auxin biology

In 1880, Charles and Francis Darwin published a book on The Power of Movement in

Plants [36]. Amongmany other experiments, they described the bending of coleoptiles

in several plant species (the coleoptile is a sheath covering embryonic leaves and the

shoot tip in grasses [11]) towards a unidirectional source of light. While the coleoptile

would usually bend towards the light, this reaction did not happen when the tip of the

coleoptile was covered with tin foil or if the tip was cut off. Their conclusion was that

’[...] it is a general rule with seedling plants that the illumination of the upper

part determines the curvature of the lower part. [...] These results seem to

imply the presence of some matter in the upper part which is acted on by

light, and which transmits its effects to the lower part. (p. 484 ff.)’
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2. Auxin biology

While the chemical substance auxin (indole-3-acetic acid, IAA) was already known by

that time [46, 191], it took nearly 50 years until Darwin’s idea of a hypothetical signal,

transmitted from the coleoptile tips to lower parts of the plant and promoting growth,

could be linked to this substance. In 1926, Fritz Went successfully isolated auxin

from Avena coleoptiles [244], after experiments in which he placed agar blocks under

coleoptile tips and subsequently was able to induce growth in decapitated coleop-

tiles by placement of the agar. The transmitted growth-inducing substance that was

captured in these agar blocks was a few years later named auxin by Kögl [99]. In

the following years, a few synthetic auxins like 2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid)

have been synthesized and been applied as herbicides in agriculture [26, 238]. While

IAA is the most abundant naturally occurring auxin, apart from synthetic auxins there

are also other substances with a close structural similarity to auxin, showing similar ef-

fects on plant physiology and development. The chemical structures of two prominent

auxins are shown in figure 2.1.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: The chemical structure of auxins. Left: The structure of indole-3-acetic
acid (IAA) , the most abundant endogenous auxin. Right: The chemical structure of 1-
naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA), a prominent synthetic auxin. This figure is reproduced
from [63].

A very famous appearance of auxin in non-scientific history was the wide application of

auxins as defoliants during the Vietnam war under the name of Agent Orange, which

is a mixture of 2,4-D with another synthetic auxin, 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic acid

(2,4,5-T). The use of auxin as herbicide shows how powerful this substance really is

for plants - while large amounts of auxin can kill them, and absence of auxin impairs

growth [75, 158], it seems that just the right amount of auxin enables plants to thrive.

But what is the right amount, how is this amount regulated over time in different parts

of the plant and by which mechanisms does auxin control growth?
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2.2. The many roles of auxin

2.2 The many roles of auxin

Before trying to outline some of the answers that biologists provided to these ques-

tions over the last decades, it might be useful to remember two quite obvious, yet very

important aspects of plant biology at this point. First, plants are sessile organisms,

which means that they are not free to move, and second, plant development is a con-

tinuous process going on through a plant’s life span [11]. As long as a plant lives, it

usually grows and develops new organs, such as leaves or roots. In contrast to animal

systems, plants show a more close connection between tissue establishment and re-

action to environmental inputs, resulting in adaptive growth and ongoing adaptation of

the adult body plan to changing environmental situations. On these grounds, adaptive

growth in plants can be viewed as somewhat equivalent to behavioural responses in

animals [118], allowing them to react flexibly to changing environments despite be-

ing sessile. Moreover, the organisational structure of plants is less hierarchical than

in animals, resulting in more distributed control systems and emphasizing the role of

communication between single plant cells to establish coordinated developmental re-

sponses at tissue and whole plant levels [118, 153]. Plant hormones play a vital role in

this network of intercellular communication. There are several known plant hormones,

such as abscisic acid, cytokinin, ethylene, gibberellins and strigolactone, but among

these, auxin is often considered to play a leading role [13, 220, 248].

The following sections provide a short overview of the most prominent processes in

which auxin is involved as a regulator. Auxin action is not easy to track down and

the regulatory pathways by which it affects plant development are arranged in highly

complex and self-organising networks involving many positive and negative feedback

loops [18, 117, 118]. This overview does not intend to be exhaustive, but aims rather to

present a taste of some prominent aspects of this intricate auxin regulatory network,

providing a contextual background for the computational modelling study presented

later in this thesis. In what follows, two aspects will often be mentioned: polar auxin

transport and the feedback between auxin and its transport proteins. These mecha-

nisms are further elucidated in section 2.3. Since the work presented in this thesis fo-

cusses on the lower-level mechanistic basis of auxin action rather than on higher-level

developmental processes, these higher-level features of auxin biology are presented

first in order to give the necessary biological background information.
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2. Auxin biology

Cell elongation and cell division. The mechanism by which coleoptiles bend to-

wards the light is due to a differential growth rate in cells below the coleoptile tips

[220]. Cell columns on the shaded side elongate at a higher rate than cell columns on

the illuminated side. This cell elongation is one of the mechanisms triggered by auxin.

Based on numerous experiments involving different amounts of auxin present versus

elongation length of tissues during a given time, growth-response curves for certain

auxin levels could be established, showing that increase of auxin concentrations in

tissues are generally causing an increased growth of these tissues, but higher lev-

els of auxin inhibit growth, leading to bell-shaped curves of growth response to auxin

[75, 91, 93, 150, 203, 176]. These growth responses to auxin can result from changes

in cell division, cell elongation, or both [163]. Auxin can regulate the transcription of

cell-cycle related genes, which presumably influences cell cycle progression [236],

leading to cell division and replication. The elongation of cells is hindered by the rigid-

ity of cell walls. Here, biochemical wall loosening and osmotic uptake of water are

both necessary to enable elongation [220]. In this context, the acid-growth hypothe-

sis states that auxin-induced acidification of the apoplast (the cell wall space outside

the plasma membrane) results in wall loosening [76, 175], which is promoted by the

activation of pH-dependent proteins called expansins [34, 44].

Auxin signalling. Much of the complexity of how auxin is perceived in cells and how

auxin triggers cellular processes is still not fully understood. However, insights into

auxin signalling have been gained over the last decades and should bementioned very

briefly in this overview. Auxin causes changes in expression of many genes, such as

the Aux/IAAs (Auxin/Indole-3-acetic acid inducible genes) and some ARFs (auxin re-

sponsive factors) [115, 144]. ARFs bind to the promoters of auxin-induced genes with

promoters carrying Auxin Response Elements (AuxREs). Aux/IAA and ARFs dimerize

at low levels of auxin, bringing the Aux/IAA proteins to the promoters, where they act

as repressors of transcription. Increasing auxin levels lead to binding of auxin to the

F-box protein TIR1 in SCFTIR1 (SCF stands for Skp, Cullin, F-box containing complex

and is a multi-protein ubiquitin-ligase), resulting in recruiting of the Aux/IAA proteins,

forming a complex which attaches ubiquitin to the Aux/IAA proteins. This ubiquitina-

tion leads to the degradation of Aux/IAA proteins. Once Aux/IAAs are degraded, the

ARFs on the promoters of auxin-responsive genes are able to homodimerize and sub-
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sequently stimulate gene transcription [115, 144, 228, 242]. Since Aux/IAA-ARF also

represses Aux/IAA genes, degradation of Aux/IAA leads oncemore to the transcription

of Aux/IAAs, establishing a regulatory feedback of auxin-responsive gene expression

[137, 177].

Plant tropisms. The ability of plants to turn or grow towards certain environmen-

tal stimuli is often referred to as tropism [148]. Apart from phototropism (the growth

towards light), which has already been mentioned above, there are other tropisms

connected to and dependent on auxin action, mainly gravitropism, the growth in re-

sponse to gravity, and thigmotropism, the growth with respect to touch [148, 220].

Gravitropism is found in most plant parts. Many aspects in this response are auxin-

dependent [161], especially on the function of the auxin transport proteins AUX1 and

PIN2 [15, 202, 216, 251] (see section 2.3.1 for a more detailed discussion on these

and other auxin transport proteins).

Shoot branching and apical dominance. Plants are potentially able to grow through-

out their life span. Of particular importance are well-defined tissue regions called

meristems, containing undifferentiated cells that have the function of stem cells. Along

the apical-basal axis there are apical meristems, which consist of the RAM (root apical

meristem) and the SAM (shoot apical meristem). In the shoot, there are also so-called

axillary meristems, which are derived from the primary SAM and located in the axils of

leaves (the angle between leaf petiole and the main stem), able to establish new axes

of growth [11, 133, 201, 220]. These axillary meristems are often dormant and their

growth is inhibited by the apical bud, a phenomenon called apical dominance. A role

for auxin in this process was discovered in 1933 by Thiemann and Skoog in experi-

ments where the primary apex was removed, triggering the activation and subsequent

outgrowth of the lower buds. This process could be inhibited by the application of

auxin on the site of the removed shoot tip [225]. The applied auxin moves basipetally

from the shoot tip towards the roots (see section 2.3), however its inhibitory effect on

buds was subsequently found not to occur directly [206], and also to involve other hor-

mones, namely cytokinin and strigolactones [133]. Cytokinin, produced in roots as well

as in shoots and moving upwards towards the leaves, promotes bud outgrowth [116].

Auxin inhibits cytokinin synthesis both in shoots and roots [116], whereas cytokinin
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enhances auxin synthesis and inhibits auxin transport and signalling [88, 145], which

links both hormones in a regulatory feedback. Another hormone involved in auxin-

controlled apical dominance is strigolactone, negatively regulating shoot branching

[233] and dampening auxin transport [35], while its synthesis is up-regulated by auxin

[116].

Phyllotactic patterning. The spatial arrangement of leaves, or related organs, in

the growing shoot is termed phyllotaxis. Phyllotactic patterns have often raised in-

terest beyond plant sciences, especially in mathematics [1], because of their highly

geometrically ordered nature. A well-known example are spiral phyllotactic patterns,

such as the compound flowers of sunflowers. The number of clockwise versus anti-

clockwise spirals are consecutive numbers in the Fibonacci series, and the divergence

angle between leaf primordia is very close to the the golden angle [107]. There is a

body of evidence that auxin regulates phyllotaxis by the establishment of regular distri-

bution patterns of auxin maxima in the SAM [180], which themselves are the product of

an interplay between auxin and its cellular transporters that is still not fully understood

to date [108, 178, 196].

Vascular tissue formation. Vascular tissue is the conductive tissue in higher plants,

consisting of bundles of cells with the function of providing supporting structure for the

plant as well as transporting substances between leaves and root [39]. The vascular

bundle consists of two conducting tissue types: the xylem which mainly conducts wa-

ter and mineral nutrients from the root towards the leaves, consisting of dead cells that

underwent apoptosis, and the phloem, conducting sucrose and other substances and

consisting of living tissue [11]. The development of vascular tissue to connect newly

formed organs such as leaves to the already existing transport system of the plant has

been shown to be regulated by auxin to a high extent [39, 131, 194]. Auxin transport

is usually basipetal in the shoot, which means directed from the site of its production,

mainly young expanding leaves, towards the root of the plant. The canalisation hypoth-

esis describes how during cell-to-cell transport auxin flow canalises to form narrow files

of auxin transporting cells by a feedback between auxin, its flux, and its transporters

[189]. The cells through which these distinct paths of auxin lead may subsequently

differentiate to vascular tissue [39]. The movement of auxin in leaves and the induction
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of leaf venation patterning has been found to rely on the same mechanism of auxin

transport canalisation [184, 185]. During the following sections, the current mecha-

nistic explanations of both the main polar auxin transport stream and the canalisation

hypothesis will be discussed in more detail.

Root patterning and development. Similar to the involvement of auxin in regulating

growth and branching in shoots, there is also evidence that growth and patterning in

roots is maintained and regulated by auxin and auxin transport dynamics. In the RAM

of the root tip, auxin maxima occur and are steadily maintained [73] and auxin levels

are correlated with the expression of PLETHORA (PLT) genes which control stem

cell activity [2, 60], however the exact mechanism of the interaction between auxin

and PLT remains elusive and possibly includes several intermediate signals [41, 42].

The formation of lateral roots also relies on auxin action. Application of auxin triggers

lateral root development, while treatment with the auxin transport inhibitor NPA results

in arrested lateral root development, with auxin being redistributed towards the root tip

[29]. Since lateral roots originate from deeper layers of the parental root, auxin may

also be involved in remodelling the cell wall structures towards outer layers of root

tissue to enable lateral root outgrowth [213]. Other factors involved in auxin-controlled

lateral root formation include elevation of auxin levels by physical stresses due to root

bending and curvature [112] and interactions with the plant hormone ethylene [85],

which is also an important factor in plant root growth and has been found to up-regulate

auxin synthesis in roots [217], while auxin itself is able to promote ethylene synthesis

[14].

Other involvements of auxin. Apart from these prominent aspects of auxin action

in development, auxin is also involved in other notable processes, such as the es-

tablishment of the embryonic axis of polarity [59, 243], fruit development and ripen-

ing [157, 229] and regulation of leaf senescence [120, 156]. Auxin also participates

in metabolic reactions to tissue wounding by stimulating several factors involved in

wound healing [223].
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2.3 Routes of auxin transport

Auxin is produced mainly in young developing leaves [122, 123], but also in other parts

of the plant [30]. Many alternative and genetically redundant routes lead to auxin

production and are still not fully understood to date, however some pathways have

been elucidated over the last years, which are mostly dependent on a tryptophan (Trp)

precursor [5, 224, 249]. The routes of auxin transport through higher plants have a

directionality from the shoot tip towards the roots, a phenomenon often referred to as

polar auxin transport stream (PATS). In the roots, this transport stream is reversed

at the tips in a fountain-like manner, directing auxin back upwards in outer cell layers

[12, 166] (see figure 2.2). Since these directed routes in PATS are established by

a concerted cell-to-cell transport of auxin through tissues [149], this mechanism is

driven by the interplay of auxin and its transporters at the cell level. Therefore, the

following sections focus on the cellular basis of auxin transport and the feedbacks

between auxin and its transporters, leading to such an ordered phenomenon as PAT,

and thereby linking short-range with long-range signalling.

Figure 2.2: A scheme of the route of polar auxin transport in plants. Auxin is mainly
produced in young leaves near the shoot apical meristem (located at the shoot tip) and
then transported basipetally towards the root tips, where its transport directionality is
reversed (red arrows).
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2.3. Routes of auxin transport

Figure 2.3: The chemiosmotic hypothe-
sis of auxin transport. Cell wall com-
partments (dark grey) have a pH around
5.5, while the cytosol is nearly neutral
in pH. In the cell wall, part of the auxin
is protonated (IAAH), while in the cy-
tosol virtually all auxin appears in its
anionic form (IAA− ). Arrows indicate
the routes of auxin transport over cellu-
lar membranes. Auxin in its protonated
form is able to enter the cell unaided
(bare dotted arrows). Transporter pro-
teins in this figure include importers of
the AUX1/LAX family (green), and ex-
porters of the PIN (red) and ABCB fami-
lies (blue), acting on anionic auxin. This
figure is reproduced from [63].

2.3.1 The cellular mechanisms underlying auxin transport

The chemiosmotic hypothesis of auxin transport describes how auxin is transported

across the cell membrane [186]. Auxin is a weak acid, with a pKa of 4.75 [220]. The

pKa is the negative decimal logarithm of the acid dissociation constant Ka and indi-

cating at which pH a monoprotic acid such as auxin is half dissociated. Dissociation is

the reversible process by which an acid separates in water. In the case of auxin, due

to this mechanism the proton is split off from the auxin molecule (IAAH) and added to

one water molecule (H2O). As a result, the water molecule is turned into a hydronium

ion (H3O+ ) and the protonated auxin (IAAH) is turned into its anionic (or ionised) form

(IAA− ). In the acidic extracellular space (apoplast, or cell wall space), auxin is disso-

ciated to a much lower extent, compared with the near-neutral cytosol (the intracellular

fluid), in which nearly all auxin is ionised. The plasma membrane shows a higher per-

meability for protonated auxin due to its lipophilic nature, whereas the permeability for

anionic auxin is much lower, and so anionic auxin is virtually unable to leave the cell

unaided. This poses a mechanism by which auxin is trapped in cells, unless specific

transporters facilitate its efflux (see figure 2.3). The chemiosmotic hypothesis predicts

a polarised auxin transporter abundance in cells in order to establish the directed flow

of the PATS [174, 186].

Many auxin transporters have been described during the last years. Among the auxin

efflux transporters there are two prominent families: PINs and ABCBs (or PGPs).
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Transporters of the PIN family are named after the pin-formed phenotype of pin1

mutants in Arabidopsis, indicating that PINs play a crucial role in plant development,

such as phyllotactic patterning, which is responsible for the formation of new leaves

[21, 101, 167]. A very prominent member of the PIN family is PIN1, a transport pro-

tein consisting of two sets of five transmembrane regions, separated by a hydrophilic

loop [61]. It is one of the so-called canonical ’long’ PINs (PIN1-4, PIN7) that are often

found to be polarised in cells, which means that they are often asymmetrically dis-

tributed on the plasma membrane [221, 255]. Directed auxin flux has been found to

occur in tissues with polarised PIN distribution, where the direction of the auxin flow

through a tissue is determined by the polar localisation of PINs [247]. Other mem-

bers of the PIN family (PIN5, PIN6, PIN8) are termed ’short’ PINs and lack parts of

the central hydrophilic loop. They are found in endosomal compartments, giving rise

to the hypothesis that they might be involved in auxin homeostasis within cells [147].

One striking feature of long PINs is that they are not statically inserted in membranes,

but rather undergo redistribution between the plasmamembrane and endosomal com-

partments, often referred to as PIN cycling: PIN insertion into the plasma membrane,

followed by PIN endocytic recycling [53, 57], dependent on vesicle transport proteins

(PIN endocytic recycling is clathrin-dependent), which are transported to endosomes

along microtubules [132, 162]. Some factors have been found to play a role in the di-

rectionality of PIN accumulation, such as an exchange factor for ARF GTPases (ARF-

GEFs), called GNOM in Arabidopsis [67, 222] or the protein kinase PINOID, which

catalyses PIN phosphorylation and regulates PIN polarisation [98, 136]. While these

factors seem to be required in PIN polar targeting, there is still little knowledge of the

exact mechanism behind PIN polarisation. Auxin is able to up-regulate the transcrip-

tion of PINOID and of PINs [117, 237], and also influences the stability of PINs on

the membrane by inhibiting PIN endocytosis, thereby stabilising PINs at the mem-

brane [159]. While the effect of auxin on transcription is dependent on the TIR1/AFB,

Aux/IAA-ARF pathway described in section 2.2, its effect on endocytosis is regulated

by other means, maybe through the detection of extracellular auxin by ABP1, an auxin

binding protein [195].

Transporters of the ATP-binding cassette B family (ABCBs), or P-glycoproteins (PGP),

are also involved in auxin efflux and have been found to stabilize PINs at themembrane
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and sometimes co-localize with PINs [20, 226]. Some studies suggest that ABCBs are

important for the effectiveness of PIN-dependent polar auxin transport [146]. ABCBs

seem primarily to regulate long-distance auxin transport and are not required to es-

tablish routes of auxin transport, or for organogenesis [226].

A prominent family of auxin influx transport proteins, called AUX1/LAX (like AUX), is

also critical in auxin transport [15, 28, 101, 251], and is involved in the regulation of

root gravitropism, phyllotaxis, lateral root formation and root growth [8, 15, 166]. The

Arabidopsis mutant aux1 is defective in carrier-mediated auxin uptake and AUX1/LAX

proteins are important for the creation of auxin sinks [127], however, loss of AUX1

function does not seem to have obvious effects on the phenotype, beyond defective

root gravitropism [255].

There are two additional mechanisms that could account for auxin transport from cell

to cell. One idea proposes a neurotransmitter-like transport of auxin from cell to cell

[9]. Since PINs are cycling between endosomes and cell membranes in vesicles, it

is possible that auxin uptake takes place into vesicles already in the cell, which are

later fused with the plasma membrane thereby releasing auxin into the extracellular

space by a neurotransmitter-like secretion. Another hypothesis concerns the possibil-

ity of auxin transport from cell to cell through plasmodesmata, which are cytoplasmic

bridges between cells, and which are connected to the endoplasmic reticulum [6, 187].

Neither hypothesis is well supported by biological findings [24].

2.3.2 Auxin transport canalisation

The auxin transport canalisation hypothesis has been proposed by Sachs in 1981

[189], stating that initial auxin fluxes between cells are reinforced by a feedback be-

tween auxin and its transporters, eventually leading to distinct routes (canals) of strong

auxin flux. This hypothesis has been useful in understanding the formation of vascular

tissue, including leaf veins, where auxin and its transport routes lay out the path for

subsequent tissue differentiation [184]. Since PINs are important in establishing auxin

flux directionality, this idea would imply a feedback between auxin and PINs, causing

PINs to accumulate where the auxin flux is highest and polarise in the direction of the

flux. This source-sink PIN polarisation pattern can indeed be observed using imaging

techniques involving GFP-tagged PINs [21, 160]. However, there are still many gaps
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in understanding the mechanistic basis of auxin transport canalisation, with an often

posed question towards how cells could sense auxin flux in order to polarise efflux

transporters in the direction of flux [117]. As well, the notion that auxin forms maxima

in the SAM during the process of phyllotaxis, inferred from the indirect observation

that the synthetic DR5 auxin response reporter is activated at the sites of incipient

leaf formation [235], seems to contradict the canalisation hypothesis, since the forma-

tion of auxin maxima would require PIN polarisation towards higher auxin instead of

lower auxin. It has to be noted, however, that DR5 reporters do not respond to auxin

concentration directly, but to auxin dependent gene expression.

With these open questions in mind, and the difficulty of measuring auxin concentration

directly, the use of computer models to formulate and test hypotheses underlying auxin

transport dynamics is useful and has indeed helped to understand better some of

the complex aspects in PAT [63, 106, 232]. Therefore, the following chapter has its

focus on this theoretical approach. During the next chapter, computer models of auxin

transport that have already been published are reviewed and their assumptions and

the impact that they have on our current understanding of auxin biology are discussed

in detail.
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CHAPTER 3
Computer models in auxin biology

In auxin biology there are, despite many advances over the last decades, still many

open questions. In the last chapter, some of these advances have been presented.

The integration of auxin transport with auxin signalling, leading to the regulation of

physiological and developmental processes, and the interplay of auxin with other hor-

mones such as cytokinin, strigolactones or ethylene, have been reviewed. We already

saw that auxin transport plays a crucial role within this complex network of intertwined

processes, since it ensures that auxin is available at places where its action is nec-

essary, that auxin is depleted from parts of tissues in order to produce concentration

gradients (as is the case in phyllotactic patterning in the SAM), and it allows information

to be transmitted from one place to another.

Some of these open questions are: how is regulated auxin transport from cell to cell

established in plant tissues, resulting in specific transport patterns such as in the es-

tablishment of maxima in the root and shoot meristems, or in distinct canals of auxin

transport in the context of canalisation? How are such transport patterns established

in cells? We saw that the chemiosmotic hypothesis of auxin transport, now widely

accepted and refined by the discovery of several auxin carriers [47, 58], hints towards

the dependency of auxin transport on the interplay and polarisation of auxin transport

proteins. On the other hand, the last chapter also discussed mechanisms by which

auxin regulates its transporters, both on transcriptional and post-translational levels

(see section 2.3.1). How can these regulation mechanisms arrive at sometimes dif-

ferent results, especially at flux-oriented (canalisation) versus up-the-gradient auxin
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transport (as in phyllotaxis)? How do cells ’know’ where to transport auxin and how

does concerted transport between cells in a tissue emerge? And how do the dynam-

ics of auxin transport within tissues influence higher level features such as shoot or

root branching? There are also problems on a methodological level: it is, for instance,

extremely difficult to measure auxin content in living cells or cell compartments. How-

ever, there are methods to infer auxin gradients in tissues from the visualisation us-

ing DR5:GFP, an auxin responsive promoter element fused to the Green Fluorescent

Protein (GFP) gene [151]. Still, precise quantifications of auxin concentrations are not

possible with these methods, since DR5 does not report auxin concentrations directly,

but responds to auxin dependent downstream gene expression.

As a response in order to understand better the dynamics and underlying processes of

auxin transport, many computer models have been developed over the last years, tar-

geting these open questions mainly at the tissue and whole plant scales. This chapter

gives a review of the progress and implications of these models to date and discusses

important knowledge gaps in auxin transport modelling that lead to the development of

a new model of auxin transport dynamics at a single cell level, which will be described

in the following chapters.

3.1 Computational modelling in biology

Computational modelling is a powerful tool to broaden our understanding of complex

processes by formulating, quantifying, simulating and testing the mechanistic rules

(such as the relationship between chemical or biological entities) upon which the be-

haviour of the whole system of interest hypothetically rests. While modelling does not

prove a mechanism, it potentially increases the strength of an explanation by explor-

ing the consequences of one or several mechanisms and the importance of underlying

assumptions, thereby guiding future empirical experiments, the results of which then

can feed back into the modelling process [170], an integration of theoretical and ex-

perimental approaches in biology that is often referred to as systems biology [96].

Mathematical and comptuational modelling are often distinguished, because mathe-

matical modelling explicitly defines the relationship entities, thereby unambiguously

characterizing the system of interest formally, while computational modelling provides

executable models based on algorithms which simulate how the system progresses
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from one time step to the next [25, 55]. However, computational models are often

implementations of explicit mathematical models.

In biology, theoretical modelling approaches have been very fruitful over the last decades,

for example in the use of mathematical models in physiology, such as the Hodkin-

Huxley model of action potential formation in nerve cells [82], in population ecology,

such as the Lotka-Volterra model of predator-prey dynamics [69], or in developmental

biology, with the prominent example of Turing’s reaction-diffusion models of morpho-

genesis [231]. Apart from deterministic mathematical approaches, stochastic model

approaches are now also widely used in systems biology, especially if the model deals

with a system involving only a small number of agents (molecules, genes) that do not

allow for formulating an average agent behaviour with continuous equations.

There are many modelling techniques available and have been used extensively in

biology with stochastic, deterministic or hybrid approaches, such as modelling using

ODEs (ordinary differential equations), time series analysis, SDEs (stochastic differ-

ential equations), agent based modelling, L-systems, Boolean networks or cellular

automata, each of them with their own strengths and limitations. A variety of these

methods has already been used in auxin-related modelling to date (for further re-

views on different methodologies in plant models and comparisons between them,

see [106, 121, 143, 183, 232]).

3.2 Auxin transport models

Most models of auxin transport are at a tissue or whole plant scale. The regulation

of transport is mainly established by means of auxin feedback on its transporters,

especially on PIN proteins [106], leading to auxin transport polarisation. These models

can be categorised into the following groups: (a) phyllotaxis models, (b) canalisation-

type models, and (c) unified models, integrating the mechanisms leading to (a) and

(b). Whole plant models are mostly concerned with the establishment of branching

patterns. The following sections give an overview of auxin transport models published

to date.
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3.2.1 Canalisation Models

In canalisation models, the formation of auxin canals due to the feedback between

auxin transport and auxin transporter allocation is examined. Early models have been

established by Mitchison [140, 141, 142], based on biological experiments of Tsvi

Sachs [189]. Sachs showed in a series of experiments with pea stems that vascu-

lar tissue formation occurs between auxin sources (for example, applied exogenous

auxin) and sinks (for example, existing vasculature which removes auxin from a tis-

sue). Mitchison also considered the predictions of the chemiosmotic hypothesis of

auxin transport, namely that transporter polarity in cells accounts for polar auxin trans-

port, since otherwise auxin would be trapped in cells [70]. Two possible mechanisms

were employed in Mitchisons models: facilitated diffusion [141] and transporter po-

larisation. In the facilitated diffusion model, auxin diffusion increases with flux, which

remains controversial because a mechanistic explanation of this diffusion enhance-

ment remains elusive [185]. However, Mitchison makes it clear in his article that this

increase in diffusion might be an emergent property of underlying mechanisms in a

similar manner as the increase of conductance of electrical currents in gas as the

temperature rises. It has also to be noted that ’facilitated diffusion’ does not mean

diffusion in the strict sense of Brownian motion of molecules, eventually leading to

the dissipation of concentration gradients in a given fluid, but this term also includes

trans-membrane movement of substance by carriers, as long as the substance is not

transported against a chemical gradient.

In his polar transport model [142], auxin fluxes directed the insertion of transporters

into the membrane, such that higher fluxes between two cells resulted in a stronger

abundance of transporters between them. Cell wall space was not explicitly consid-

ered in this model, instead transport occurred directly from cell to cell, which is a com-

mon abstraction in auxin models [102]. This model was able to reproduce canal for-

mation between auxin sources and sinks, and even could account for the formation

of more complex loops in leaf venation [142]. Both models, facilitated diffusion and

polar transport, were dependent on the square of auxin flux, such that a non-linear re-

lationship between auxin flux and the flux enhancement mechanism is needed for the

formation of stable canals. An example of canalisation in a 2D grid of cells is shown

in figure 3.1.
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3.2. Auxin transport models

Figure 3.1: Auxin transport canalisation. A schematic tissue is drawn as a two dimen-
sional grid of square cells. Cells acting as auxin sources are black; auxin sinks are
white. PIN localisation in the membrane (green) shows the direction of auxin efflux
and thus the direction of overall auxin transport through the tissue. Initial fluxes of
auxin (upper left) are reinforced and lead to the development of auxin transport canals
between source and sink (upper right). Lower left and lower right: The situation with
two source cells. One possible result could be a branching pattern where both canals
drain into the same sink. In both situations, auxin is drained from surrounding tissues
(grey cells). This figure is reproduced from [63].

A prediction of Mitchison’s canalisation model was that the canals exhibit high auxin

flux and low auxin concentration, contrary to the results obtained by indirect visuali-

sation techniques using the DR5 auxin responsive element [194], indicating high con-

centration in auxin canals. In a more recent model, Kramer could show that these

canals with high auxin concentration could be reproduced when including auxin influx

carriers in canal-forming cells, which were able to deplete the surrounding tissue from

auxin [101]. Similarly, if parts of the membrane compete for the allocation of auxin

efflux transporters, such canals with high flux and high concentration of auxin could

also be established, with the result of reproduction of branched vein patterns, but no

closed loops [54]. A more recently presented canalisation model [239] has been able

to reproduce both high flux, high concentration canals, and several leaf venation pat-

terns, such as closed loops, with the underlying mechanism of auxin flux enhancement

depending on the inhibition of PIN endocytosis (relocation of PINs towards endoso-

mal compartments) by a signal from a slowly diffusing apoplastic auxin-receptor. The
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3. Computer models in auxin biology

canalisation mechanism relies on the competition between cell membranes for free

diffusing auxin receptors, however it requires the sudden immobilisation of receptors

once they are bound to auxin. While it is indeed unlikely that a receptor molecule such

as auxin binding protein 1 (ABP1, the putative candidate for this receptor molecule

as suggested by the authors) would change its diffusion coefficient in such a dras-

tic way by binding to auxin, which has only around 1.5 % of the molecular weight of

ABP1 [50, 99], this is in fact an approximation to the receptor-auxin complex binding

at the cell membrane which is nearest to where the complex formed. This model was

also able to reproduce canalisation in the context of bud outgrowth competition due to

apical dominance with the same mechanistic assumptions of cells competing for an

extracellular auxin receptor.

A minimal canalisation model for PIN polarisation in a file of cells has been proposed

by Alim and Frey [4], predicting an excitable polarisation front which is able to trigger

PIN polarisation within cells. The model is implemented in 1D, it does not consider

apoplastic space and it is notably solved analytically, thus it is a pure mathematical

model not relying on computer simulation. It is able to reproduce bipolar cells, which

could account for the occurrence of closed vein loops in leaf vein patterning. The

feedback between auxin flux and auxin transport involves a mechanism by which the

endocytosis rate of PINs from the membrane into the endosomal compartments is

reduced in membrane parts exhibiting high flux.

3.2.2 Phyllotaxis models

There is substantial evidence that in the shoot apical meristem (SAM) geometrically

distributed auxin maxima are formed which can account for phyllotactic patterning (see

section 2.2). Inhibition fieldmodels of primordium formation go back to Hofmeister [83],

who proposed the hypothesis that a developing leaf primordium P i would inhibit the

formation of new primordia P (i+n) , an inhibition that weakens with increasing distance

to P i . Based on several possible signals including activating or inhibiting signals or

both, which could act in such a way, a wide range of commonly found phyllotactic pat-

terns could be reproduced in computer simulations [208]. One of these signals has

been proposed to be auxin and its polar transport patterns in the SAM, based on bio-

logical results which indicate that auxin maxima are formed, depleting the surrounding
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3.2. Auxin transport models

Figure 3.2: Up-the-gradient transport mechanism of auxin. In phyllotaxymodels, auxin
is often hypothesised to accumulate at local maxima (M) that precede organ initiation.
To illustrate typical PIN polarisation patterns around an auxin maximum, the picture
shows a schematic tissue of square cells (red: high concentration of PINs in the mem-
brane, black: low PIN concentration, blue: auxin concentration). Arrows represent the
direction of auxin transport. This figure is reproduced from [63].

tissue of auxin [178, 179]. In auxin transport models attempting to unveil the dynamics

of auxin maxima formation in the SAM, the polar transport is therefore preferentially

taking place towards the neighbour with higher auxin concentration. This apparently

relies on a feedback of auxin transport polarisation towards higher auxin concentration,

which is sometimes also referred to as ’up-the-gradient’ as opposed to ’with-the-flux’

[10]. An illustration of this mechanism is given in figure 3.2.

In thesemodels, an initial condition with heterogeneous auxin distribution in cells leads

to the polarisation of PINs towards cells with more auxin [89, 207]. The mechanism be-

hind this is unknown, but one study proposed a hypothetical signalling mechanism by

which a cell is informed about the auxin content of its neighbour cells as a driver for PIN

polarisation [89], a mechanism which has also the potential of pattern formation be-

yond phyllotactic patterning, such as peaks, stripes and reentrant peaks with different

wavelengths, and that these patterns also occurred when the PIN stability on the mem-

branes was altered explicitly by the hypothetical signal [190]. The process of auxin

maximum establishment takes part in the uppermost layer of the SAM, the epidermal

layer [207]. The so-called reverse fountain model suggests that once a stable auxin

maximum is established, a primordium forms at this position. Following the initiation of
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organ development, auxin is then transported down into subepidermal layers towards

the nearest auxin sink to form a canal connecting the new organ with already exist-

ing vascular tissue [214]. Therefore, an auxin maximum is apparently established by

up-the-gradient polarisation of auxin transport, but then the tissue with an auxin maxi-

mum apparently switches to a flux-driven polarisation. In the reversed fountain model,

phyllotactic patterning and canalisation meet and are linked, despite being seemingly

antagonistic processes because of opposing polarisation mechanisms. How do cells

switch from one regime to the other, or is there in fact an unified mechanism?

3.2.3 Unified models

There are several models that attempted to shed light on this transition mechanism.

One of them introduced the hypothesis of travelling waves, where auxin maxima, once

formed by up-the-gradient driven PIN polarisation, move around the tissue, thus es-

tablishing canals behind them, consisting of cells that remain polarised [134]. While

interesting, this underlying mechanism for moving maxima is, at least up to now, not

corroborated by any biological evidence that could explain such a behaviour.

Another proposed unifying model was able to produce phyllotactic patterning and

canalisation both on flux-driven PIN polarisation [211]. The resulting polarisation of

auxin transport was up-the-gradient, if auxin sinks were weak, while strong auxin sinks

led to canalisation of auxin flow. Initially the simulation only contained weak sinks,

causing the formation of auxin maxima, whereupon, after a threshold of concentration

is reached in the cell containing the auxin maximum, the cell switches its identity from

being an epidermal cell to being a primordial cell. Such a developmental switch could

account for the transition to PIN polarisation towards strong sinks in sub-epidermal

layers. Another attempt to unify canalisation with phyllotaxis mechanisms in auxin

transport has been presented by Bayer et al. [10]. The switch between the polarisa-

tion scenarios in their model is dependent on the auxin concentration in cells, which

leads to a gradual transition from up-the-gradient to flux-driven polarisation with in-

creasing auxin concentration. Additionally, their model required a hypothetical signal

from the existing vascular tissue in order to establish accurate connections between

the developing veins of new primordia and existing vascular strands in the stem.
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3.2.4 Whole plant models

Based on previous models which were able to reproduce plant growth dynamics and

branching patterns by modelling the interaction between plant subunits (modules),

which are treated as entities which are ’less-than-independent component[s] of an

independent whole’ [33], Yang and Midmore [252] presented a simple computational

model for resource allocation during plant growth and shoot branching. This model

also assumes a modular nature of plant architecture and allows for competition be-

tween the modules, which are rivals for resources. This model combines photosyn-

thetic activity, nutrient uptake from the soil (focussed on nitrogen as a critical resource),

auxin and cytokinin transports and allows for growth of the shoot. The ratio between

root and shoot modules is regulated by nitrogen uptake in root modules (correlated

with cytokinin production) and phytosynthetic activity of the shoot modules (correlated

with auxin production). Auxin concentration in a module increases the vascular con-

nectivity of this module to the next, thereby amplifying its access to resources from

roots, represented by cytokinin. On the other hand, cytokinin production is dependent

on the nutrient availability and therefore limited. This model was able to reproduce

apical dominance after shading (or removing) the shoot tip by self-organisation of the

quasi-independent modules and their interplay.

Another whole plant model, proposed by Prusinkiewicz et al. [173], relies on the same

principle of modular plant architecture and connectivity between such modules instead

of including single cells, assuming that the behaviour of these modules is mirroring the

behaviour of cells, and including a canalisation-type feedback mechanism between

auxin and its flux from module to module. Buds (including the shoot apex) are auxin

sources and the root is an auxin sink. During the simulation, buds compete for the

access to the auxin sink, which leads to an auxin transport switch: If one of the buds

is active, an auxin transport canal from this bud towards the sink establishes based

on a feedback of flux on polarisation (each module contains an equivalent to PINs

that can be allocated to the module border facing the neighbouring module). As a

result, even though the main stem has high auxin flux, other buds cannot export their

auxin, because of the high auxin concentration in themain auxin canal, which accounts

for apical dominance. Once the active bud is removed, auxin concentration in the

main stem falls, enabling lower buds to export auxin and polarise, which subsequently
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activates them to grow out. By allowing for growth of the plant system, this model could

reproduce a range of branching patterns occurring in nature as well as the behaviour

of some auxin mutants with altered auxin transport or response.

3.3 PIN polarisation in auxin transport models

The exact mechanism of how auxin feeds back on PIN polar targeting is still unclear.

However, computational models involving such feedbacks have made assumptions

about the nature and directionality of such a feedback. Some of these assumptions

are illustrated in figure 3.3. Here, I want to recapitulate the main assumptions of auxin

feedback on auxin transporters, as made in models of auxin transport to date. An

unidentified feedback between auxin flux and transporter polarisation is made in most

flux-driven models [4, 54, 142, 173, 211]. There are some criticisms of that assump-

tion, questioning that cells could possibly sense auxin flux in a way that polarisation

towards flux could occur [103, 134]. However, such a mechanism could be less ob-

scure than this argument suggests. In an agent-based model of auxin transport in a

tissue, such a flux sensing mechanism has been reproduced as emergent behaviour,

resulting from simple rules of single PIN molecules responding to auxin concentration

[64]. If the PINs stay at the membrane as long as enough auxin is present to trans-

port, given a constant insertion rate, this would delay PIN removal from membrane

regions with stronger auxin flux, eventually leading to polarised cells (a result that is

reproduced in chapter 4 in this thesis with a deterministic ODE model).

A similar mechanism, involving the feedback of auxin on the PIN removal rate from

membranes, is employed in the canalisation model of Wabnik et al. [239], based

on the action of an auxin receptor molecule in the cell wall. Polarisation of PINs,

guided by intracellular auxin gradients and mediated by a cellular auxin receptor, has

been proposed by Kramer [103], however ABP1, which has been proposed by the

author to be a putative receptor for this mechanism, is very unlikely to account for this

because auxin binding to ABP1 is only stable in acidic compartments, while the cytosol

is neutral in pH, and there is no evidence that ABP1 is present in the cytosol [230].

In up-the-gradient models of PIN polarisation, a signalling mechanism enabling the

cell to react to different auxin concentrations in its neighbour cells has been proposed

[89, 190], but there are also models with no specified mechanism to inform cells of
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Figure 3.3: Subcellular events of PIN dynamics, as employed in auxin transport mod-
els. a) On the left, the feedback of flux (F) on PIN targeting is shown. PIN proteins
(red) cycle between the membrane and endosomal compartments (E). Flux could ei-
ther influence the insertion or removal of PINs from the membrane. b) The situation in
up-the-gradient models: Auxin concentration in the neighbouring cell (A) feeds back
on PIN cycling. c) shows the hypothetical feedback on PIN cycling driven by cytoso-
lic auxin gradients (G) around already inserted PINs. The area G shows cytosolic
auxin concentration (grey) and lower concentration near PINs (white), where auxin is
depleted through active efflux. This figure is reproduced from [63].

the auxin concentration in the neighbouring cells [10, 207]. There are also alternative

hypotheses for a mechanism leading towards this type of polarisation, involving the

physical forces between expanding cells in the growth zone of the shoot tip [78, 152].

3.4 Concluding remarks

In chapter 2, the importance of auxin action in plant development has been reviewed

on the basis of biological evidence, and it was stressed that auxin action is interlinked

with auxin transport. While both are connected by several feedback loops [117], re-

sulting in a highly complex regulatory system, auxin transport is a key aspect in this

system and an important means to integrate auxin actions at different organismic lev-

els. Computational modelling in auxin biology as an aid to understand better its dy-

namics has been reviewed in this section and has been shown to focus intensively on

auxin transport. There are some models of auxin action available that are not explicitly

focussed on auxin transport, such as a mathematical formulation of the AUX/IAA sig-

nalling mechanism in cells [137], but the majority of computer models in auxin biology
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are aimed towards understanding the mechanisms underlying auxin transport, namely

the nature of auxin feedback on its own transporters to establish well defined transport

routes which lead to events like canalisation or phyllotactic patterning. Among those

models, the vast majority have a focus on PIN polarisation on cell membranes, while

there are a few exceptions that explore alternative polarisation scenarios, such as an

evolutionary prototype of PIN polarisation based on the activity on ’short’ PINs within

cells [240].

It is quite remarkable that the obvious importance of subcellular mechanisms of auxin

transport has, at least not yet, led to more attempts in focusing on auxin transport

and feedback mechanisms between auxin and its transporters at a single cell level.

In such a model, assumptions on the nature of such feedback mechanisms could

gain much more attention than in higher-level models. As well, on the grounds that

robustness in biological systems often derives from redundancy of its constituent pro-

cesses [38, 241], it would be interesting to see if there are other polarisation events in

auxin transport at a cell level that correspond to PIN polarisation, potentially helping

to elucidate mechanistic explanations of auxin feedback on auxin transporters and the

robustness and flexibility of such feedbacks.

In the next chapters of this thesis, such an attempt is made and described. First,

a single cell prototype model of auxin transport is formulated and tested, and in the

following extended towards a feedback mechanism that has been overlooked so far

in computer models of auxin transport: the feedback between auxin and protons at a

cell level. Eventually, the implications of such a feedback mechanism are tested in a

spatiotemporal single cell model of auxin transport (see chapter 8).
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CHAPTER 4
A single cell model prototype

for PIN polarisation

From the previous chapter, it is evident that there is a need for a single-cell model of

auxin transport to provide mechanistically plausible hypotheses of auxin transport and

PIN polarisation on the system level of cells.

In order to estimate the scope of such a model, a 2D model prototype has been devel-

oped, including only two guiding mechanisms: (1) Auxin movement by means of dif-

fusion within cell and apoplast, passive cellular uptake and active transport of auxin;

and (2) PIN cycling dependent on auxin gradients over the membrane. The model

prototype was developed to estimate and formulate the issues that could be expected

from a 2D simulation of a single cell in general and, more specifically, from simulating

auxin transport in that context. This chapter describes and discusses the underlying

assumptions of this model, its mathematical formulation as a set of ODEs, its numeri-

cal solution by computer simulations, written in Matlab, and the results obtained. One

difficulty in the model was the need to quantify polarisation in order to compare sim-

ulation results with different parameter settings. A solution for this problem has been

established and is also elucidated in the following sections. The results of this model

showed that PIN polarisation could be reproduced based on an auxin-gradient-driven

PIN cycling mechanism, with an overall polarisation that is consistent with auxin canal-

isation. The scope and limitations of this model prototype are discussed at the end of
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this chapter.

4.1 Assumptions and model topology

The model environment comprised one plant cell, surrounded by a cell wall and 6

boundary cells that can either act as auxin sources, auxin sinks or are inactive (neither

source nor sink). The model topology is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Notable assumptions

of this model are:

• The cell and its environment are represented in two dimensions.

• The cell and its vacuole are rectangular objects in this environment. The vacuole

is not involved in auxin transport and allocation and is acting as a structural, inert

block. It is an obstacle for auxin transport within cells

• Auxin diffuses freely within the apoplast and cytosol. The plasma membrane

acts as a diffusion barrier between these two compartments. Since according

to the chemiosmotic hypothesis of auxin transport cells act as ’auxin traps’, it is

chemically evident that auxin is not free to diffuse across the plasma membrane

[73]. Auxin transport between apoplast and cell is dependent on three transport

mechanisms in this model, (a) passive influx, (b) active influx (AUX1-mediated)

and (c) active efflux (PIN1-mediated). These mechanisms will be characterized

further by the following.

• PIN cycling is characterized by a symmetric insertion of PINs into the membrane

at a constant rate and by a removal rate which is dependent on auxin gradients

over the membrane. The pool of PINs in this model is constant and neither up-

regulated by auxin on a transcriptional level nor synthesized or decaying in time.

• AUX1 importers are symmetrically distributed on the cellular membrane, and

in the discretised model this is accomplished by symmetric random distribution

in some membrane grid cells. It has to be noted, however, that for some root

tissue cells AUX1 has also been shown to be distributed asymmetrically [215].

The rather generic model presented here does not account for this possibility,

which is consistent with trying to keep the model as simple as possible.
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Figure 4.1: Topology of the model. A rectangular cell, bordered by a cell membrane
(mem) and surrounded by 6 boundary cells (bc1 - bc6). The apoplast (apo) consists
of cell wall space between the central and the boundary cells. A big vacuole (vac) is
located in the cytosol (cyt) of the cell. Line breaks in the membrane symbolise the
insertion sites of AUX/LAX importers (AUX). Colours represent auxin concentrations
between 0 (light grey) and 1 (black), according to the colourbar, except for the cell
borders, which are plotted grey for better visibility.

• The apoplast thickness is homogeneous.

• Growth is not explicitly modelled, therefore no structure in this model will expand

or shrink throughout the simulation process.

• All substances occur in concentrations high enough to allow for a continuous

mathematical representation of their relationships using ODEs.

4.2 Mathematical formulation

Diffusion of auxin in two dimensions is expressed by the general diffusion (heat) equa-

tion for the apoplastic compartment:

∂Aapo

∂t
= D

[
∂2Aapo

∂x2
+
∂2Aapo

∂y2

]
(4.1)

and, accordingly, for the cytosolic compartment:

∂Acyt

∂t
= D

[
∂2Acyt

∂x2
+
∂2Acyt

∂y2

]
(4.2)
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where Aapo is the amount of apoplastic auxin, Acyt is the amount of cytosolic auxin and

D is the diffusion constant for auxin. No diffusion takes place between the compart-

ments apoplast and cytosol, thus the exchange of auxin between these compartments

relies entirely on transport mechanisms. Movement of auxin over the cellular mem-

brane takes place as (a) passive influx, (b) active, AUX/LAX- mediated import or (c)

active, PIN-mediated export. The passive influx from apoplast to cytosol is based on

the chemical affinity of apoplastic IAAH to the lipophilic cell membrane. Once in the

cell, auxin dissociates due to the higher pH of the cytoplasmic environment and its

affinity to the cell membrane is diminished. This reflux rate is assumed to be zero,

based on the chemiosmotic model of auxin transport [186] and its indications that the

amount of protonated auxin in cells is not significant, and therefore passive influx is

understood as monodirectional.

The equations for auxin transport over the plasmamembrane only apply for the bound-

ary between apoplast (apo) and cytosol (cyt) in the model, such that the passive influx

of auxin over the membrane (from the apoplast to the cytosol) is expressed as

A(apo→cyt) = µpAapo (4.3)

where Aapo is apoplastic auxin, µ is the membrane permeability for IAAH and p is the

fraction of IAAH in apoplastic compartments.

Both active influx and active efflux, supported by transport proteins, are expressed as

Hill functions depending on auxin concentration. Therefore, active AUX/LAX-mediated

influx from apoplast to cytosol at the boundaries of these compartments is expressed

by

A(apo→cyt) =
Am

apo

Km
AUX + Am

apo

(4.4)

with KAUX as the saturation parameter for Auxin influx and m as the Hill coefficient

for the Hill function describing a saturation equation for active influx, dependent on

apoplastic auxin concentration alone.

Similar to equation 4.4, PIN-mediated active efflux from the cytosol to the apoplast at

the boundaries of these compartments can be described as
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A(cyt→apo) =
An

cyt

Kn
PIN + An

cyt
(4.5)

with KPIN as the saturation parameter for auxin efflux and n being the Hill coefficient

for efflux.

PIN cycling. Endocytosis and recycling of PIN proteins, referred to as “PIN cycling”,

are based on the assumption of a pool of PINs, expressed in arbitrary units (a.u.),

which is homogeneously distributed inside the cell. The total number of PINs, PINtot

is constant. PINs that are near the membrane attach at an insertion rate η and rejoin

the cytosolic PIN pool with an apparent drop-off rate, which is the removal rate for PINs

from the membrane due to endocytosis, consisting of the background endocytosis rate

k and the auxin gradient-dependent endocytosis rate g , which mirrors the strength of

the auxin gradient over the plasma membrane. PINfrac , the fraction of PINs near the

membrane, is equal to the perimeter/area-ratio of the cytosol, under the assumption

of homogeneous distribution of PINs in the cell. The amount of PINs potentially free

for insertion into the membrane is PINfree = PINtot × PINfrac . The dynamics for the

PIN cycling mechanism are

dPINins

dt
= ηPINfree − (k − g)PINins (4.6)

dPINfree

dt
= −ηPINfree + (k − g)PINins (4.7)

where PINfree is the amount of free PINs in the cytosol, PINins is the amount of PINs in-

serted in the membrane, k is a basic drop-off rate for PINs inserted into the membrane

and

g =


0 if Aapo ≤ Acyt

(Aapo − Acyt) if Aapo > Acyt and (Aapo − Acyt) < k

k if Aapo > Acyt and (Aapo − Acyt) ≥ k

The parameter g represents the feedback of auxin on the PIN drop-off rate, which is

dependent on the auxin gradient over the cell membrane. If the auxin concentration

in the apoplast is lower than in the cytosol, only the basic drop-off rate k determines

the rate of endocytosis. If however the concentration of auxin is higher in the apoplast
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Figure 4.2: Spatial Finite Difference discretisation. As an approximation of the spatial
structure of the model, the whole model environment is discretised into a 2D grid. Each
grid point has a compartmental identity, represented in this figure by colours: red for
auxin source, yellow for auxin sink, blue for apoplast, green for plasma membrane,
white for cytosol and pink for vacuole. In the computer model, auxin transport between
those grid points is evaluated (grid lines).

than in the cytosol, the endocytosis rate is diminished by the difference in auxin con-

centrations between the apoplast and the cytosol. The minimal rate of endocytosis is

zero, such that in situations where (Aapo − Acyt) ≥ k , the parameter g is set to k .

4.3 Computational model

To implement the model described above in computer code, several methods have

been applied and are described in the following sections: Discretisation of the model

environment, implementation of the PIN cycling mechanism, definition of boundary

conditions and how the computer model transports auxin at the boundary conditions

and the numerical solution of the equations above.

Computational implementation of the model. The implementation of the mathe-

matical model in computer code was based on a few further assumptions. First, the

spatial information of the model has been discretised into a 2D grid order to solve the

equations above numerically. The spatial discretisation of the model environment is

illustrated in figure 4.2. There are several boundary conditions in this model, due to the

several compartments source/sink, apoplast and cytosol involved. Thus, the transport

of auxin between these compartments is defined in the following way in the computer

model:
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(1) While the cell in the model environment is surrounded by 6 boundary cells (see fig-

ure 4.1), exchange of auxin between the apoplast and these boundary cells only takes

place if these boundary cells are defined as auxin sources or sinks. In the generic

model, only one boundary cell acts as auxin source and only one boundary cell acts

as auxin sink. The other boundary cells are not exchanging auxin with the apoplast.

(2) The amount of auxin in source and sink cells is fixed. Auxin transport between the

source/sink cells and the apoplast takes place by diffusion.

(3) Since the model environment is spatially discretised into a set of grid points, trans-

port of auxin between apoplast and cytosol takes place only between two neighbouring

grid points if one belongs to the apoplast and the other to the cytosol.

(4) PINs are modelled as discrete units, which could be referred to as a ’pack’ of

molecules. The symmetric insertion of PINs into the membrane at a constant rate is

implemented in the following way: First, all cytosolic grid points bordering to apoplastic

grid points are numbered. These will be referred to as ’membrane’ grid points in the

following. At each time step that allows for PIN insertion (determined by the insertion

rate η ), one of these ’membrane’ grid points is chosen at random. This grid point is

then taking one unit of cytosolic PINs that are free to undergo PIN cycling (PINfree ). As

long as this grid point has PIN inserted, it performs auxin efflux. The decay of PINs at

these grid points (endocytosis) is evaluated at every time step. Once the PIN concen-

tration at a ’membrane’ grid point falls below a threshold (set to 0.1 in the model), the

PIN unit is added to the pool of free PINs and the grid point is considered to contain

no more PINs, therefore not performing auxin efflux towards the apoplast any longer.

The endocytosis parameter g is evaluated locally for every ’membrane’ grid point.

Explicit Method. The Finite Difference Method (FDM) was applied to discretise and

solve the set of equations (4.1) to (4.7), using Matlab. A straightforward way to im-

plement FDM is the explicit or Forward-Time-Centered-Space scheme (FTCS) [172],

which was used in the first implementation of the model. Generally, with using FDM,

the partial differential equations get discretised in time and space and are approxi-

mated by a set of algebraic equations [48]. The grid size was chosen to be equal both

in x- and y-direction for the whole environment. Equation 4.1 can then be discretised

as
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4. A single cell model prototype for PIN polarisation

Figure 4.3: Stencil in the FDM-discretisation
of the PIN polarisation model. One cell with
coordinates (x , y) is connected to four neigh-
bour cells (N1 - N4) and exchanges auxin
with them. In the FDM discretisation of the
whole model environment, every cell is con-
nected to its neighbouring cells in this man-
ner, creating a rectangular grid.

∆A(x , y)

dt
= D

[
∆A(x) + ∆A(y)

dx2

]
(4.8)

where dt is a discrete time step, dx is the chosen grid size, which is equal in direction x

and y , ∆A(x , y) is a discrete change of auxin at the point (x,y), ∆A(x) is the difference

of auxin concentration at point (x,y) to the neighbouring grid points in the x-direction,

and ∆A(y) is the difference of auxin concentration at point (x,y) to the neighbouring

grid points in the y-direction.

Using the explicit method, at each iteration point, the new auxin values on the grid

point (x,y) at time t + 1 is approximated from the values of time t , by using the values

of the grid point and the surrounding grid points, which forms a so-called stencil as the

unit of the whole spatial grid (see figure 4.3). Equation 4.8 can be solved explicitly as

At+1
(x ,y) − At

(x ,y)

dt
= D

[
At

(x−1,y) + At
(x+1,y) + At

(x ,y−1) + At
(x ,y+1) − 4At

(x ,y)

dx2

]

and, transferring all values at time t towards the right hand side,

At+1
(x ,y) = At

(x ,y) + dt · D

[
At

(x−1,y) + At
(x+1,y) + At

(x ,y−1) + At
(x ,y+1) − 4At

(x ,y)

dx2

]

Time step, grid size and diffusion constant can, for better readability, be combined to

a term r , which is defined as

r =
dt · D
dx2

and the explicit solution for equation 4.8 finally gets simplified as

At+1
(x ,y) = At

(x ,y) + r
[
At

(x−1,y) + At
(x+1,y) + At

(x ,y−1) + At
(x ,y+1) − 4At

(x ,y)

]
(4.9)
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4.3. Computational model

Thus, the solution of equation 4.1 using the explicit method is the evaluation of auxin

at time t + 1 , according to eq. 4.9 for every grid point at every time step in the simu-

lation. Equations 4.3 to 4.7 are processed the same way (note, however, that only 4.1

describes a two dimensional process).

Using the explicit method, one has to consider the stability criterion for r , which has to

satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability criterion r 6 1
4 [172] to reach numerical

stability of the solution [48]. In order to meet this criterion, time steps had to be chosen

very small. After implementation of this method it was soon clear that the solution was

numerically unstable due to the diffusion term, and by choosing a sufficiently small

time step, computational costs grew enormously.

To solve this instability problem, an implicit scheme for solving the diffusion equation

was implemented.

Implicit method. Equation 4.8 can also be solved implicitly, using the Backward-

Time-Centered-Space (BTCS) scheme [172], which leads to

At
(x ,y) = At+1

(x ,y) − r
[
At+1

(x−1,y) + At+1
(x+1,y) + At+1

(x ,y−1) + At+1
(x ,y+1) − 4At+1

(x ,y)

]

and further,

At
(x ,y) = (1 + 4r)At+1

(x ,y) − rAt+1
(x−1,y) − rAt+1

(x+1,y) − rAt+1
(x ,y−1) − rAt+1

(x ,y+1)

Auxin concentrations at time t+1 are now on the right hand side of the equation. If this

equation is written for every point (x , y) in the modelling environment, it leads to the

formulation of a system of linear equations that can be solved implicitly. The resulting

system of equations has as many variables as there are grid points in the modelling

environment. With this method, auxin concentrations of all grid points in the model

environment at each time step are evaluated by standard matrix solving techniques.

In matrix notation, this system of equations can be expressed as

M · x = b

where M is the sparse band matrix representing the connectivity of all grid points in

the environment, x is the vector of all grid points and b is the result vector, containing
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4. A single cell model prototype for PIN polarisation

Figure 4.4: Sparse connectivity matrix of the model environment used for solving the
diffusion part of the equations with an implicit method. Only the first 2200 elements of
the matrix are displayed (the total matrix was of size 10004 x 10004 elements).

the auxin concentration of every grid point. Once expressed in this form, the set of

linear equations can be solved using matrix methods, such as LU decomposition. For

one grid cell and its 4 neighbours this would look like the following:



1 + 4r −r −r 0 0

−r 1 + 4r −r −r 0

−r −r 1 + 4r −r −r

0 −r −r 1 + 4r −r

0 0 −r −r 1 + 4r


×



X1

X2

X3

X4

X5


=



b0 + bc1

b0 + bc2

b0

b0 + bc4

b0 + bc5


where X3 would be the central grid cell and X1,X2,X4,X5 the surrounding neighbours.

The result vector b contains the values b0 (the initial condition) and bc , the boundary

condition for every neighbour cell. A sparse matrix would be the extension of this

example over the whole model environment. It contains the information of connectivity
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between all grid points. Its number of elements is thus n2×n2 , with n being the number

of grid points. By far most entries of the sparse matrix are zero, hence its name. The

sparse matrix of this model is illustrated in fig. 4.4.

One of the advantages of the implicit method over the explicit method is its uncondi-

tional stability that allows for much bigger time steps. As for the error of this method,

the FTCS scheme is first order accurate in time and second order accurate in space.

This means that the global error is smaller in the spatial dimension than in the time

dimension [172].

4.4 Computer simulation

The model was implemented using Matlab. A list of all parameters in this model is pro-

vided in the table A.1 (appendix). Auxin diffusion was solved with the implicit method,

while all other equations were solved explicitly at the same time step. Simulations, us-

ing a time step size of 0.1 seconds and an overall simulation time of 20 minutes (12000

iterations) led to accumulation of auxin in the cell and internalization of PIN proteins.

Polarisation of PINs occurred within 5 minutes of the simulation time and stayed stable

throughout the remaining simulation, even with longer simulation time (for a detailed

description of the results see the section 4.5). However, though the polarisation of

PINs was visible and easy to detect rather intuitively from the visual simulation out-

put, this result showed an urgent need for unambiguous quantitative description. The

question whether or not, and to what extent, polarisation is measurable turned out to

be an important one and thus will be discussed in the following section.

Measuring polarisation

In published models of auxin transport dealing with polarisation the pattern of PIN

localisation in the membrane and thus polarised cells are either input of the model,

obtained from immunocytochemical labelling of PIN proteins in real plant tissue, re-

vealing a somewhat fixed pattern of PIN localisation that does not change throughout

the simulation [37, 73] - or, if polarisation is an output of the model, e.g. [10, 54, 89], it

is validated by the successful reproduction of an overall polarisation pattern matching

that observed in real tissue and is directly visualised. So, for instance, if the model

can reproduce the formation of a new auxin canal between new leaves and already
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4. A single cell model prototype for PIN polarisation

existing vascular bundles, polarisation and subsequent direction of auxin flux can be

arguably determined as to occur ‘in the right way’. This kind of argumentation is suf-

ficient because it reproduces what can be seen in plant development. In this case,

polarisation is either supposed to be occurring or not, which means, leading to a final

state that matches real-life outcomes or not.

These approaches, both used in models on a tissue level, make it somewhat unnec-

essary to define and measure polarisation quantitatively. This may explain why no

previous model of PAT has provided some quantitative measurement of polarisation.

This, however, seems to be important for models of single plant cells outside of a tissue

context, as in this study.

PIN polarisation could be defined as (1) heterogeneous distribution, leading to clusters

of inserted PIN proteins and (2) a stable directionality of the PIN cluster. It may seem

redundant to mention directionality here, because polarisation as described in point

(1) is no less polarisation if the cluster location changes or fluctuates in time. But from

a biological perspective, directionality may be important in polarisation measurement,

as we will see below. If PINs direct auxin transport, the overall auxin flux through a part

of the plant tissue is the sum of all momentary polarisation directions. If PIN clusters

on the membrane fluctuate over time, the resulting auxin flow through the tissue would

become non-polar, or at least its polarity would be reduced by the changes of PIN

localisation on the cellular level over time.

To formalise this definition, two values are introduced, the polarisation strength, p , and

the centre of polarisation, pc . In the computational model, the membrane is defined

as the set of cytosolic grid points that border to apoplastic grid points. The amount of

all membrane grid points is denoted by m and every membrane grid point is assigned

a number such that the numbering from grid point 1 to grid point m signifies the cir-

cumference of the membrane in the 2D model environment, evaluated by a clockwise

count of all membrane grid points of the model environment. If the membrane is di-

vided in equally sized sectors (in the following, we will consider the case of sectors

with the length m/2), the polarisation sector is the sector with the highest amount of

PINs inserted at each discrete time step, and therefore defines the half of the mem-

brane (m/2) with most PINs inserted. To illustrate this, a sector spanning the range
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4.4. Computer simulation

Figure 4.5: PIN polarisation at time t=90 s (left) and at time t=300 s (right) in one sim-
ulation. Inserted PINs are red dots on the cellular membrane (black). The polarisation
sector is the violet line parallel to the membrane, the polarisation centre is signified by
a short violet line perpendicular to the membrane. The bright yellow dots are PINs just
inserting into the membrane at this time step.

from the upper left to the lower right corner of the membrane on the 2D representation

of the model environment would involve all membrane grid points mg which satisfy

the condition 1 ≤ mg ≤ m/2 . Thus, during the exhaustive search for the polarisa-

tion sector in the computational model, all m possible numbers of membrane sectors

are checked for the amount of PINs inserted and the polarisation sector sctpol is then

defined as the vector containing all membrane grid point numbers of the section with

highest amount of inserted PINs,

sctpol =
{
n (mod m), n + 1 (mod m), ... , n +

m

2
(mod m)

}
with n being the membrane grid point number at which the sector with highest amount

of inserted PINs starts. The membrane grid point which is the half point of this sector

is defined as the polarisation centre pc . The polarisation strength p is defined as the

relative amount of PINs inserted in the polarisation sector, PINsctpol
, compared to the

total amount of PINs in the membrane, PINtot .

p =
PINsctpol

PINtot

In general, we then can define polarisation as

P = p̄

(
m − σpc

m

)
(4.10)
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where p̄ is the mean value of polarisation strength and σpc is the standard deviation of

the polarisation centre during the time course. This connects both parts of the above

presented definition with each other, assuming that a weak polarisation with a stable

directionality has a similar effect on directed auxin flow as a strong polarisation with

unstable directionality.

An algorithm was designed, using exhaustive search to find polarisation sectors, and

implemented in the model, and the values of p and pc were stored for every time step.

The graphical outcome of this determination of polarisation sector and centre can be

seen in fig. 4.5.

4.5 Results

The simulations had a running time of approximately 2 hours for 12000 iterations on a

machine with a 3 GHz Core Duo E8400 processor and 4 GB RAM and resulted in an

equilibrium of auxin gradients usually within 5 minutes simulation time. Polarisation

equilibrated when auxin gradients reached their equilibrium.

Two different boundary conditions for auxin concentrations were used in the simula-

tions: in the first, auxin source cells contained 1 arbitrary unit (a.u.) of auxin and auxin

sinks contained 0 a.u. The second boundary condition that was tested defined auxin

concentrations in source cells to be 0.8 a.u., as opposed to sink cells containing 0.2

a.u. Of the 6 boundary cells, those that have not been defined as source or sink cells

do not exchange auxin with the apoplast (for visualisation reasons, they have been

assigned the value 0.5 a.u., which can be seen in figure 4.6). The test for different

auxin source and sink strengths has been undertaken to compare PIN polarisation

strengths in differing strengths of apoplastic auxin gradients (see below). While the

polarisation proved to be sensitive to auxin concentration gradients in the apoplast,

the cytosolic auxin concentration at the end of simulations was comparable in both

settings of boundary conditions for auxin, given that the other parameters k and Pins

were the same (see figure 4.6). Therefore, auxin gradients over the plasma mem-

brane were found to be dependent to a high degree on the apoplastic auxin gradient.

Thus, a lower apoplastic auxin gradient also brings about lower auxin gradients over

the plasma membrane.
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4.5. Results

Figure 4.6: Auxin concentration in cells with two different boundary conditions for auxin
concentration and the parameter settings Pins = 1 , k = 0.01 . Polarisation direction is
towards the sink boundary cells. Left: Auxin concentrations in the model environment
at the end of 12000 iterations with boundary conditions Asource = 1 and Asink = 0 .
Boundary cells containing A = 0.5 do neither export nor import auxin. Right: Auxin
concentrations in the model environment at the end of 12000 iterations with boundary
conditions Asource = 0.8 and Asink = 0.2 . For the topology of the model environment,
refer to figure 4.1.

Stable polarisation of PIN proteins in the cell membrane was obtained mainly with

k < 0.2 and Pins > 1 . The results from a set of simulations using different parameter

values for k , Pins and Asource/Asink showed that themodelled system does not produce

the same output with all parameter settings.

The resulting scenarios of PIN polarisation are pictured in fig. 4.7. The figure shows

the extreme possibilities between which most outcomes occurred - between a stable

centre of polarisation and fluctuating polarisation sectors. This illustrates quite well

the usefulness of our definition of polarisation, as stated above.

To estimate parameter influence on polarisation, a set of simulations was run with dif-

ferent values of 4 selected parameters, of which two, namely the drop-off rate for PINs

k and the PIN insertion rate ins have an effect on the strength of polarisation (see

fig. 4.8). The size of the vacuole did not seem to change polarisation establishment

and strength. As well, two settings for auxin sources and sinks were tested in order

to check the influence of global auxin gradients (difference between concentrations of

auxin source and sink cells) on polarisation strength. Outcomes with stronger global

auxin gradient GA(1) ([Auxin(source) = 1, Auxin(sink) = 0]) were compared against the

weaker gradient GA(0.6) ([Auxin(source) = 0.8, Auxin(sink) = 0.2]). The mean polari-

sation strength for GA(1) was P = 0.75 , against P = 0.67 for GA(0.6) (with standard
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4. A single cell model prototype for PIN polarisation

Figure 4.7: Two different polarisation scenarios. Above: High polarisation strength
coupled with a stable center of polarisation (using a PIN drop-off rate of k = −0.01).
Below: Medium polarisation coupled with fluctuating centers of polarisation (with k =
−0.2)

deviations of 0.16 and 0.14, respectively) in the set of simulations with differing param-

eters for k, ins and the size of the vacuole. Notably, strong polarisation above GA(0.6)

only occurred for the least values of k , which seems to counteract weak global auxin

gradients by amplifying the response to the gradient. This result indicates that a steep

apoplastic auxin gradient across the tissue is necessary for the establishment of a

strong polarisation signal for PINs.

4.6 Discussion

The PIN polarisation model presented above is able to reproduce PIN polarisation

events on a cellular level that are consistent with the canalisation hypothesis [189],

based on a small set of assumptions. The mechanism driving PIN polarisation relies

on auxin gradients over the membrane, which are assumed to alter the drop-off rate

of PINs from the membrane, probably mediated by endocytosis [97]. While feedback
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Figure 4.8: Parameter analysis: Strength of polarisation (unitless) with different pa-
rameter settings, based on linear interpolation of the results. Upper: Parameters ins
versus k and their influence on polarisation strength. ins is the membrane insert rate
of PINs per second, k is the basic drop-off rate for inserted PINs. Lower: Polarisa-
tion as a function of extracellular auxin gradients G (A) , and the influence of the PIN
insertion rate k on this effect.
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of auxin on PIN stability on the membrane is consistent with biological findings [40,

159], auxin gradients over the membrane might not be necessary for such a feedback.

During the modelling process a quantitative expression of polarisation strength has

been developed and proved to be useful for simulation comparisons. The simulation

resulted in the establishment of polarisation within several minutes for most parameter

settings. This may be too fast compared to biological time scales of polarisation, which

is in the range of hours. However, the simulation might be scalable by adjusting the

model parameters, particularly the rate of symmetric PIN membrane insertion and

the basic PIN drop-off rate. This has not been undertaken on larger time scales, but

variations of the PIN insertion rate ins during parameter sensitivity analysis suggest

that the time frame is indeed scalable in this manner, since PIN polarisation converged

more slowly with lower insertion rates. Additionally, lowering the basic drop-off rate k

for PINs also counteracted the tendency towards lower polarisation strength as ins

was reduced. Moreover, parameter sensitivity analysis indicated that the strength of

the apoplastic auxin gradient between auxin source and sink cells is critical for a high

polarisation strength (see fig. 4.8). The size of the vacuole seems not to influence

auxin gradients across the plasma membrane.

The model includes several simplifications and assumptions that may not reflect the

behaviour of plant cells in a way that is sufficiently realistic. Many feedback mecha-

nisms described in Chapter 1 are not considered, such as the up-regulation of PIN

expression by auxin or the role of other proteins of the PIN family or factors whose

functions are necessary to establish PIN polarisation (eg. PINOID kinase or GNOM,

see [67, 98, 222, 182]). However, including these factors might not change the overall

results of the PIN polarisation model prototype, because they are likely to only ei-

ther influence the response strength (for the case of PIN up-regulation) or provide the

necessary condition for PIN cycling, both of which may not influence the qualitative be-

haviour of the model. Beside this, the extracellular auxin gradient in the basic model

might be much steeper than in real plant tissues. Especially if the diffusion constant

for Auxin is really as high as it is considered to be in some studies [73, 89], one would

expect that apoplastic auxin gradients would soon blur, in which case the PIN cycling

mechanism presented here would not yield clear polarisation patterns. However, exact

measurements of apoplastic and cytosolic auxin concentrations are still elusive.
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At this point, some very interesting questions arise which will be further investigated in

the following sections. First, if PIN polarisation is driven by auxin gradients, how would

PINs be able to sense these gradients? Gradients as a mechanistic explanation are

not very likely, however they could, together with PIN polarisation, be the result of lower

level mechanisms. What could be the nature of such mechanisms? And what is the

role of apoplastic auxin gradients in this context? The discussed model gives some

consistent results, but not much insight for polarisation events on a single cell scale.

This might be due to an apparent lack of complexity, suggesting that more biological

detail has to be added to yield a satisfactory computational model that provides us

with stronger hypotheses on auxin transport and PIN polarisation on a cellular level.

Because of that, in the following chapters the number of agents involved will be in-

creased and the question of the importance of auxin/proton interaction is brought into

focus.
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CHAPTER 5
Auxin and protons

In the last chapter, a model prototype for auxin transport in a single plant cell has been

presented. The analysis of its results showed the need to include further details in

such a model in order to get more useful insights about the mechanisms driving auxin

transport and the polarisation of auxin transporters at a single cell level. A very obvious

aspect of auxin transport is based on steep proton gradients between compartments.

Plant cells are surrounded by cell walls, which provide a rigid structure to withstand

the osmotic pressure in cells [209]. The cell wall space consists of a component mix-

ture of proteins, polysaccharides and lignins varying in composition between plant

species [205], allowing small molecules to move around freely within the extracellular

space. While the cytosolic compartment of cells has a pH of 7 to 7.5, the apoplast is

much more acidic, with a pH usually below 6 [52]. As has been already mentioned in

section 2, the chemiosmotic hypothesis of auxin transport [186] proposes that com-

partmental pH influences auxin, a weak acid with a pKa around 4.75, by changing

its dissociation status and subsequently altering its passive transportability across the

plasma membrane. This is dependent on observations that the plasma membrane

has a lower permeability for anionic auxin (IAA− ) than for protonated auxin (IAAH)

[74, 174].

From that, it seems that auxin and pH are related at least in part. Apoplastic and

cytosolic pH play a role in determining how much auxin enters and leaves the cell

passively. But not only passive auxin transport is dependent on protons. While auxin

efflux is to some extent due to ABCBs (PGPs), energised by ATP alone, the activity of
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two other families of auxin transporters is dependent on the proton motive force over

the plasma membrane: (a) PIN auxin efflux facilitators [21, 167], especially the long

PINs (PIN1, PIN2, PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7) [255], and (b) AUX/LAX importers, acting as

auxin/proton symporting proteins [94, 251]. Thus, auxin transport from cell to cell is

possibly dependent on compartmental pH. This has certain implications for the under-

standing of the dynamics of auxin transport in mathematical modelling. To estimate

the strength of auxin influx and efflux, energisation by the proton motive force needs to

be considered. While some available auxin transport models have included this detail

[239, 103], others have merged it with auxin transport rates [4, 10, 73, 89, 207, 211].

Since the latter do not include the apoplast as a seperate compartment, this seems to

be a perfectly valid method. And, assuming that compartmental pH does not change

over time, it might also remain valid if the apoplast is explicitly modelled (which is the

case in the root model of Grieneisen et al. [73] and in the leaf vein formation model of

Alim and Frey [4]). However, there is a large body of evidence that compartmental pH

is not stable during auxin transport. Auxin has been found to activate plasma mem-

brane proton pumps, thus lowering apoplastic pH [51, 76, 91, 181, 200, 245], a finding

that is often associated with the so-called acid growth hypothesis of auxin [76], which

is discussed in the following section.

If auxin transport is dependent on pH and on the other hand pH itself is dependent

on auxin concentration, we are confronted with an interesting feedback phenomenon,

leading to questions of the specific quality and dynamic properties of such a feedback.

If lower apoplastic pH causes more auxin to enter cells, more auxin in cells cause

the apoplastic pH to drop, then possibly even more auxin is able to enter the cell.

This could be due to (a) a stronger proton motive force over the plasma membrane,

supporting AUX1/LAX action, (b) a change in auxin dissociation status in the apoplast,

or (c) a mixture of both. But how valid is this idea?

The possibility of such a feedback phenomenon between auxin and pH has been pre-

sented before [73, 114], but has to our understanding not yet been tested rigorously by

computational modelling. However, modelling may help to understand better the plau-

sibility, quality and stability of such a phenomenon and can help to advance our under-

standing of auxin transport by simulating several possibilities of auxin/pH interactions

at a cell level. In this chapter, such a model is described. First, the model construction
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by splitting the modelling process into subunits is documented, and each subunit is

tested against biological data. These subunits are (1) pH homeostasis in plant cells,

(2) auxin dissociation and transport over cellular membranes, and (3) activation of

proton pumps by auxin. After validating each submodel through experimental settings

reproducing real, ’wet’ experiments already undertaken, the submodels are merged

into a single, non-spatial model of auxin/pH interactions. This model is again tested

against biological data (mainly dose-response experiments for auxin). Finally, the pa-

rameter sensitivity of the model is evaluated and implications of the model results are

discussed and compared to what we already know from plant biology.

However, before the auxin/pH model is presented, the status of relevant research is re-

viewed, mainly aiming to give background information on the importance of pH in plant

cells, on the mechanisms that lead to pH homeostasis and on potential mechanistic

explanations of the interplay between auxin and proton pumps.

In the following sections, the relationship between auxin and pH is reviewed on the

basis of available literature. As well, published models of auxin transport and pH

homeostasis in plants are reviewed.

5.1 Maintenance of pH in plant cells

The cytosolic pH lies between 7 and 7.5, according to most biological measurements

[52, 105, 204, 254]. Cytosolic pH is regulated by four mechanisms: H+ binding by

buffering groups, H+ transport out of the cell, H+ transport into the vacuole, and the

so-called biochemical pH-stat, controlling the number of carboxyl residues, such as

malate [139]. Transmembrane proton fluxes are compensated by other ion fluxes

[17]. These compensatory ion fluxes (mainly K+ and Ca2+ ) are not considered in the

auxin/pH model. While K+ and Ca2+ are contributing to the electrochemical gradient

over the membrane and the inclusion of their transport mechanisms might be use-

ful in models investigating membrane potentials, the scope of the model presented in

the following sections is rather on the proton motive force over the plasma membrane

which is energising auxin transporters and thus K+ and Ca2+ are omitted.

Generally, the role of cytoplasmic buffering is considered to be of minor importance in

overall pH homeostasis, as compared to the role of proton pumps (H+-ATPase) [109].
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Both cytosol and apoplast contain proton buffering components. The cytosol shows

a mean buffer capacity of around 30 mM/pHunit [43, 52, 76, 81], characterizing the

amount of added protons to cause a drop of 1 pH unit. This buffering capacity is in the

same range as in animal cells [109]. The apoplast with its typical pH between 5.25 and

6.75 shows a much bigger acidity tolerance [86] and therefore a much lower buffering

capacity than the cytosol (around 3 to 4 mM/pHunit) [155]. The change of apoplastic pH

depends mainly on the modulation of plasma membrane bound H+-ATPase activity,

but also on proton-coupled nutrient transporter action, on the export of acidmetabolites

and on CO2 evolution [169]. Thesemetabolic contributions to pH are not considered in

the presented model. Experiments and mathematical modelling of unicellular plant or-

ganisms (Eremosphaera viridis) showed that, apart from cytoplasmic buffering, short-

term active response of cytoplasmic pH regulation could be mainly due to the vacuolar

H+-ATPase activity [155]. Plasma membrane bound proton pumps are, according to

some studies, rather exporting H+ at a constant rate [17]. However, this might differ to

the situation in multicellular plants, where apoplasts do show a low buffering capacity

and thus plasma membrane bound proton pumps may not be involved in fast regu-

latory response to cellular acidification. As mentioned before, H+-ATPase activity is

pH-dependent: acidic conditions in the cytoplasm activate proton pumps [17], alka-

linisation inhibits them [109]. Lowering the cytosolic pH, e.g. by lactic acid, induces

plasma membrane H+-ATPase (proton pump) activity [76]. Optimal pumping rates

occur at cytoplasmic pH values around 6.6 and regulation of proton pump activity by

pH seems to rely on a some form of direct pH sensing, however the exact mechanism

behind that is not fully known [109].

5.2 Auxin/pH interactions

There is evidence that auxin and pH influence each other mutually. One side of this

interaction is characterized by the pH dependence of auxin dissociation and by the de-

pendence of auxin transport over the cell membrane by either the proton motive force

(energization of auxin transporters) or the amount of dissociated auxin (permeability

of the membrane for dissociated versus undissociated auxin). The other part of this

interaction is auxin-dependent pH changes, especially auxin-induced apoplastic acid-

ification (see figure 5.1). Both directions of auxin/pH interactions are briefly reviewed
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AUXIN

pH

IAAH  (protonated) IAA⁻ (anionic)

Import (AUX/LAX)Import (passive) Export (PIN)

Auxin
dissociation:

Auxin
transport:

Figure 5.1: Feedbacks between auxin and pH. Auxin dissociation is dependent on
pH, while (apoplastic) pH itself is altered by auxin stimulation of proton pump activity.
Auxin transport is also pH-dependent, either directly by the strength of the proton mo-
tive force for transporter energization (AUX/LAX and PIN transporters) or indirectly by
the abundance of protonated auxin for passive auxin uptake. Full arrow heads mean
’contributing to’, while empty arrow heads mean ’influencing’ or ’changing’. Empty ar-
row indicate the influence on processes (e.g. pH influences the rates of conversion
between protonated and anionic auxin).

in this section.

5.2.1 Effect of pH on auxin

Formulating auxin dissociaton yields the kinetic equation

IAAH + H2O 
 IAA− + H3O
+

The pKa for this reaction is 4.75 (see [220]). Therefore, the dissociation curve for auxin

due to the compartmental pH can easily be calculated (see fig. 5.2). From the pH

dependence of dissociation, it can be concluded that nearly all auxin is anionic inside

the cell, whereas there is a higher fraction (> 10%) IAAH in the apoplast, dependent

on the acidity of the cell wall space: The lower the apoplastic pH, the more auxin

remains undissociated.

Another influence of pH on auxin concerns auxin transport, which is pH-dependent

to some extent. This relationship has been expressed as pH-dependency of auxin

transport speed through plant tissues in older studies [79, 174]. Now that some of

the membrane-bound transport proteins involved in this process have been identified,

more detailed characterization is possible. The auxin importers of the AUX/LAX family
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Figure 5.2: Dissociation of auxin. The dissociation curve for auxin, omitting the effect
of protons bound or freed by auxin during the dissociation process. In the cytosol,
nearly all auxin is anionic (IAA− ), whereas the apoplast contains a higher fraction
of protonated auxin (IAAH). Auxin abundance is expressed in arbitrary units. The
dissociation status in the cytosol (pH 7) and apoplast (pH 5.5) are highlighted.

act as symporters, carrying two protons for every anionic auxin molecule [94, 251]. On

the other hand, efflux carriers from the PIN famliy are energised by the proton motive

force across the plasma membrane [105]. And, as already stated by the chemiosmotic

hypothesis of auxin transport [186], the dissociation status of auxin in the apoplast

defines passive uptake of auxin in cells by defining the amount of extracellular non-

polar auxin and therefore the strength of passive influx over the cell, which is limited

to non-polar auxin (see figure 5.1).

5.2.2 Auxin effects on pH

Auxin acidifies the apoplast in a concentration-dependent manner within the scope of

usually 1-2 pH units for maximum acidification [56, 76, 91, 200, 245]. This has in previ-

ous years often been discussed under the term acid growth hypothesis [76, 110, 175],

which states that this acidification accounts for the loosening of the cell wall structure,

which is a necessary step towards the growth of cells, since the rigidity of the cell wall

does not allow for growth under normal conditions. There are also other factors in-

volved in this process, and catalysing it, such as expansins [44, 192]. A low apoplastic

pH indeed seems to be a condition for cell wall loosening, as has been shown with

acidic buffer experiments and the treatment of plant tissues with the fungal toxin fu-
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sicoccin, a ’super-auxin’ [32], which activates plasma membrane proton pumps by the

displacement of the C-terminal inhibitory domain of the H+-ATPase [87]. However,

some authors expressed doubt that auxin-induced acidification would be sufficiently

strong to account for growth [110, 111, 199]. The mechanisms by which auxin in-

duces apoplastic acidification are still unclear. However, there are three concurrent

hypotheses which shall be discussed in the following: (a) the ABP57 hypothesis, (b)

the H+-ATPase up-regulation hypothesis, and (c) the ABP1 hypothesis.

(A) The ABP57 hypothesis. In one study based on data from maize seedlings, a

putative candidate for a component of this mechanism, ABP57 , has been shown to

be involved in stimulation of proton pumps in the presence of auxin in PM (plasma

membrane) vesicles [95]. According to this model, ABP57 has two binding sites for

auxin and stimulates H+-ATPase if one, and only one, of the docking sites for auxin

is occupied (see figure 5.3). This mechanism could account for the bell-shaped dose-

response curves of apoplastic acidification as a response to auxin [56, 91, 200, 245].

However, there are several drawbacks to this hypothesis. First, the effect of ABP57

has so far only been demonstrated in vitro with isolated plasma membrane vesicles

containing H+-ATPase, but not yet in vivo, and on the other hand, ABP57 is not ubiqui-

tous in plants [113], so for instance Arabidopsis thaliana does not have a homologue

of the protein proposed to account for ABP57 activity in maize„ while it still shows

auxin-induced apoplastic acidification [245], comparable to plants having one or more

homologues.

(B) The H+-ATPase up-regulation hypothesis. Auxin-induced apoplastic acidifi-

cation could also be explained by H+-ATPase up-regulation at a transcriptional level

in the presence of auxin, according to a study of Rober-Kleber et al. [181]. Auxin at

a concentration of 30 µM, according to this study, increased H+-ATPase ex-pression

levels by a factor 2 to 3. The idea behind this hypothesis is that auxin increases the

amount of proton pumps. In due course, as the abundance of proton pumps in the

plasma membrane rises, overall proton efflux from the cell is also elevated, thus lead-

ing to apoplastic acidification. This mechanism does not rely on further activation of

proton pumps by auxin.
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Figure 5.3: ABP57 -mediated proton pump activation, following the model from Kim
et al., 2001 [95]: ABP57 (black triangles) is a protein with two binding sites for auxin
(violet blocks). With one molecule auxin attached, ABP57 will activate proton pumps
(blue structures in the plasma membrane) by interfering with the autoinhibitory domain
on the proton pump, which will lead to more efflux of H+ ions out of the cell. This is
accomplished when the ABP57 :auxin complex at a specific site on the proton pump.
However, if two auxins bind to one ABP57 (ABP57 :auxin:auxin) the activation does
not occur, and the autoinhibitory domain of the H+-ATPase remains effective.

(C) The ABP1 hypothesis. Another conflicting hypothesis of AAA (auxin-induced

apoplastic acidification) mechanisms employs Auxin Binding Protein 1 (ABP1) as the

mediating agent between auxin and proton pumps [230]. ABP1 is located inside the

ER and at the outer side of the plasmamembrane, where it acts as a hormone receptor

[16, 230]. The ABP1 hypothesis for auxin-driven proton pump activation proposes a

signalling cascade between ABP1 and the PM- H+-ATPases as a result of auxin bind-

ing to ABP1. This hypothesis is interesting because it seems to oppose one assump-

tion of the acid growth hypothesis, namely that auxin regulates proton pump activities

from within the cell. In the ABP1 hypothesis, this regulation is assumed to occur in the

extracellular space. However, the exact mechanism of the signalling cascade remains

elusive to date.
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5.3 Auxin/pH dynamics and pH homeostasis in previous

computational models

Most published computational models of auxin transport do not consider compartmen-

tal pH, often due to not treating the apoplast explicitly as a compartment, but rather

considering auxin transport to take place directly from cell to cell [4, 10, 134, 207, 211].

However, for those models that include pH, usually only fixed compartmental pH is de-

fined, as a means to determine the amount of dissociated auxin and in due course the

respective amount of passive auxin flux over the membrane [103, 89, 239].

It is interesting to note that pH homeostasis in higher plants has apparently not led

to considerable interest in computational modelling so far, despite the impression that

some of its aspects are not fully understood to date. However, there are some the-

oretical studies dealing with aspects of pH homeostasis, such as the regulation of

pH in vacuolar vesicles by proton pump activity [92], the mechanochemical activity of

vacuolar proton pumps [124], or the generation of action potentials over membranes

involving H+-ATPase activity [212]. There is one study that mathematically explored

pH homeostasis dynamics of the unicellular algae Eremosphaera viridis [17]. In this

model, pH homeostasis was based on mechanisms of passive buffering and proton

pump activity and the cell reaction to weak acid application has been simulated. This

approach to model pH homeostasis is similar to the approach chosen in the auxin/pH

model, which is presented in the following sections.

To explore the positive feedback between auxin and protons that has been described in

this section, and to investigate its effect on auxin transport, a kinetic model of auxin and

proton interactions at a cell level has been formulated. Its implementation, first as a

unified model, composed of separate subunits, in a non-spatial context; its subsequent

minimisation; and finally its deployment in a two-dimensional spatial context will be

described during the following sections.
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CHAPTER 6
AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin

and proton interactions

As described in the previous chapters, the relationship between auxin and pH has not

yet been included in computational modelling. Therefore, based on the knowledge

about feedback dynamics between auxin and pH from biology, a new model has been

developed to investigate their qualitative and quantitative behaviour at a single cell

level. In the following sections, the steps towards such a model are described and the

rationale for its underlying assumptions is given. The model name is AP-10 (where

AP stands for Auxin-Proton model and 10 is the number of model components in this

model - see chapter 7 for further elucidations on the definitions of components and

variables in this context), to distinguish it from further minimised versions of this model

(AP-4 and AP-2), which are presented in chapter 7.

6.1 Model description

The overall auxin/pH feedback model consists of three subunits, which were devel-

oped and analysed separately before they were linked. These subunits are (1) pH

homeostasis, (2) auxin dissociation a reversible process by which auxin as a weak

acid dissociates into its anionic form IAA− , thereby releasing a proton, and transport

and (3) auxin-induced apoplastic acidification. The conceptual unified model (AP-10),

resulting from merging these submodels with each other, is described in the following
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sections. Three compartments are defined in the model cell: cytosol, vacuole and

apoplast. Their dimensions were estimated to be typical for plant cells [11]: rectangu-

lar cells with width/height = 30µm , length = 50µm , containing a rectangular vacuole

with half the cell width, height and length, surrounded by apoplastic space with width

= 0.1µm . The cytosol is separated from the apoplast by the plasma membrane (PM);

cytosol and vacuole are separated by the vacuolar membrane or tonoplast (TP).

6.1.1 General assumptions underlying AP-10

AP-10 relies on three general assumptions. These are discussed below, before the as-

sumptions underlying each of the submodels will be discussed in detail. First, there are

no concentration gradients inside a compartment. All compartments are considered to

be homogeneous, in the sense of being well mixed. In addition, the compartments are

understood as containers with a defined volume and membranes therefore have a de-

fined area. Second, the three compartments apoplast, vacuole and cytosol are, taken

together, assumed to be a closed system with no input or output. This means that nei-

ther signalling nor traffic of substances from or to the outside of this closed system are

considered. In addition it is assumed that substances are neither produced nor decay

throughout the simulation. Finally, substance concentrations within the compartments

are assumed to be high enough to model the system with a continuous approach,

using ODEs that describe standard reaction kinetics.

6.1.2 Submodel 1: pH homeostasis

To investigate auxin/proton interactions in greater detail, it is a necessary first step to

understand proton dynamics in a cell without any addition of auxin. If the ability of auxin

to shift compartmental pH (see section 5.2.2) is to be theoretically explored, a logical

first step would be to focus first on the ability of plant cells to maintain their pH (see

section 5.1) and to formulate a model which is able to mimic this behaviour realistically.

If auxin is later added to the model, pH shifts can then be assumed to occur within the

limits of the cellular ability to withstand such changes due to the mechanisms under-

lying pH homeostasis. As a consequence of this, a submodel for pH homeostasis in a

single plant cell has been developed. For a diagram of this submodel, see figure 6.1.

In the following, the specific assumptions for the pH homeostasis submodel are listed:
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Figure 6.1: A simplified structure of submodel 1. The environment consists of 3 com-
partments, apoplast (apo), cytosol (cyt) and vacuole (vac). Protons are pumped over
the tonoplast (cyt/vac) and plasma membrane (cyt/apo) via H+-ATPase (full arrows).
Reflux of protons over tonoplast and plasmamembrane occurs due to H+ co-transport
of ions and other substances (semi-dotted line). Free H+ concentrations in cytosol and
apoplast are attenuated by buffer kinetics (HBuf dissociation and dotted lines). Only
cytosolic buffering is shown, for reasons of better visibility.

Table 6.1: Kinetic reactions for the pH homeostasis model (submodel 1). The sign "="
refers to reversible reactions, A− is the anionic form of the buffer HB .

Reaction Rate(s) Description

H2O + A− = HB + OH− kb1/2 Buffer dissociation 1 in apo/cyt

HB + H2O = A− + H3O
+ ka1/2 Buffer dissociation 2 in apo/cyt

2H2O = OH− + H3O
+ kw1/2 Water self ionisation in apo/cyt

H3O
+
c → H3O

+
a Ap · VP ·(H3O+

c )
p

K p
P +(H3O+

c )p PM proton pump

H3O
+
c → H3O

+
v At · VT ·(H3O+

c )
t

K t
T +(H3O+

c )t TP proton pump

OH−
c → OH−

a POH− OH− reflux over PM

OH−
c → OH−

v POH− OH− reflux over TP

H3O
+
a → H3O

+
c PH+ H+ reflux over PM

H3O
+
v → H3O

+
c PH+ H+ reflux over TP
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• Passive buffering and proton pump activity are sufficient to account for pH home-

ostasis, and the biochemical pH-stat mechanism is not considered in this sub-

model. The reason for not including the pH-stat mechanism is that the inclusion

of metabolic pathways considerably increases complexity, without adding indis-

pensable information.

• Passive buffering is assumed to take place both in the cytosol and in the apoplast.

The buffer capacity of the cytosol is, however, around an order of magnitude

higher compared with the apoplastic buffer capacity (see section 5.1).

• Passive buffering relies on single species of one mono-protic acid per compart-

ment with a pKa value equal to the typical compartmental equilibrium pH. This

assumption is a simplification, as the buffering capacity is very likely based on

a mixture of several components, such as phosphate, and other n-protic acids.

However, since the exact cellular buffer composition is not known and extracel-

lular pH values during the simulations do not exceed the range between pH 4

and pH 7, which is easily buffered by cells [72], assuming a single buffer species

does not seem problematic, especially since pH homeostasis does not entirely

rely on chemical buffering. Proton pumps are assumed to be infinitely energized

by ATP. There is no limitation of proton pump activity by a finite amount of ATP.

• There is just one type of proton pump present in both the plasma membrane

and the tonoplast in the model. This is, of course, a simplification, since at least

two types of proton pumps occur in plants, ATPases and PPases, which seem to

show different abundances in plasma membranes and tonoplasts [65, 76, 128].

However, neither ATP nor PP are modelled explicitly and both types of proton

pumps seem to transport H+ in a pH-dependent manner [92]. Moreover, the

activity of proton pumps is understood as counteracting the proton reflux over

their host membrane [72]. This process is regulated directly by cytosolic pH [22,

76, 109]. Since this holds both for plasmamembrane and tonoplast bound proton

pumps [22, 76, 155], the assumption of single-type proton pumps, as employed

here, does not contradict biological evidence for the scope of this model.

• Proton refluxes over the membrane are the sum of all proton fluxes down the

electrochemical gradient. Membrane permeabilities for H+and co-transport of
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Table 6.2: Kinetic reactions for the auxin transport/dissociation model (submodel 2)

Reaction Rate(s) Description

IAAH + H2O = IAA− + H3O
+ kaux1/2 Auxin dissociation in apo/cyt

IAAHa → IAAHc α · (IAAHa − IAAHc ) Passive auxin influx

IAA−
a + 2H3O

+
a → IAA−

c + 2H3O
+
c β Active auxin influx (AUX/LAX)

IAA−
c → IAA−

a γ Active auxin efflux

H+due to several H+ - symporter activities are contributing to these ionic re-

fluxes. However, proton influx due to AUX/LAX activity is treated separately in

this submodel (see section 6.1.3).

• The vacuole is considered to act both as an infinite source and sink for protons

and has a fixed pH. Vacuoles are acidic and have usually a varying pH, but since,

except for proton reflux over the tonoplast, which is counteracted by vacuolar

proton pump activity, no process in the model is dependent on vacuolar pH, the

assumption of fixed (or infinitely strongly buffered) vacuolar pH is reasonable.

All kinetic equations, based on the above listed assumptions, are given in table 6.1.

6.1.3 Submodel 2: Auxin transport and dissociation

According to the chemiosmotic hypothesis of auxin transport, the dissociation status of

auxin determines its passive transportability over the plasma membrane (see section

5.2). While protonated auxin is able to permeate membranes, anionic auxin needs

the help of transporter proteins to cross the plasma membrane. The most prominent

of these transporters are influx carriers of the AUX1/LAX family symporting two pro-

tons for every anionic auxin molecule [94, 251], ATP-energised ABCB (PGP) carriers

[66, 226, 227], and efflux transporters of the PIN family [21, 23, 62, 105, 254], which

are probably neither consuming ATP nor antiporting auxin, but are most likely efflux

facilitators energised by the proton motive force across the plasma membrane [105].

In short, the assumptions for auxin transport, leading to the formulation of kinetic re-

actions for submodel 2 (see table 6.2), are:
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Table 6.3: Kinetic reactions for the AAA submodel. ABPa is the active form of ABP,
able to activate the H+-ATPase, while ABPi does not result in H+-ATPase activation.

Reaction Rate(s) Description

IAAc + ABP = ABPa k(ABP)1/− 1 ABPx :IAA complex formation (ACF 1)

ABPa + IAAc = ABPi k(ABP)2/− 2 ABPx :IAA:IAA complex formation (ACF 2)

H3O
+
c → H3O

+
a Ap · VABP ·ABPa

KABP +ABPa
ABPx :IAA activation of PM-H+-ATPase

• Passive trans-membrane flux of IAAH relies on a single membrane permeability

parameter for auxin, α .

• Active influx of IAA− is mediated by AUX1/LAX symporters, co-transporting two

H+ with each IAA− molecule into the cell.

• Active efflux of IAA− relies both on ABCBs and PINs, and is treated as one single

reaction. Since the model does not include spatial information, polarised auxin

transport is not considered separately from symmetric auxin efflux.

6.1.4 Submodel 3: Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification (AAA)

Auxin causes apoplastic acidification by activating plasma membrane proton pumps

[76]. The precise mechanism by which this stimulation of proton pumps occurs is

still unclear. The model assumptions for this mechanism are based on the ABP57

-hypothesis (see section 5.2.2), which provides a quantitative kinetic estimation for

all agents involved, and it, at least in vitro, effectively shows how AAA may work.

However, since the protein which appears to have this activity in maize, ABP57 , does

not seem to be ubiquitous in plants [113], this mechanistic assumption is modified

to state simply a functional equivalent to ABP57 has the role of a mechanistic link

between cytosolic auxin concentration and apoplastic acidification activity of PM-H+ -

ATPase, which equivalent is named ABPx. The kinetic reactions of the AAA submodel

are given in table 6.3. In detail, the specific assumptions for AAA are:

• ABPx has two binding sites for auxin. If only one is occupied, the resulting

ABPx:auxin complex (ABPx(a) with a for active) stimulates proton pumps. If both
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BH ⇌ B⁻ + H⁺ BH ⇌ B⁻ + H⁺ 

IAAH ⇌ IAA⁻ + H⁺ 

H⁺ H⁺ H⁺ 
ATP

ATPADP + P

ADP + P

PIN1

IAAH ⇌ IAA⁻ + H⁺ 

ABP(a) ⇌ IAA⁻ + ABP 

ABP(a) + IAA⁻  ⇌  ABP(i) 

AUX1

Apoplast Cytosol Vacuole

 Proton pump

 Activation

Activation / 
Inhibition

Figure 6.2: Detailed description of the AP-10 model. This model consists of 3 com-
partments: apoplast, cytosol and vacuole. pH homeostasis on the basis of chemical
buffering and proton pump activity is linked to auxin in two ways: (1) auxin dissociation
and change of auxin abundance for specific transport paths over the plasma mem-
brane (passive uptake, active influx and active efflux), and (2) auxin-induced apoplas-
tic acidification, mediated by an auxin binding protein, ABP. Blue circles: Proton pools
inside compartments. Circle sizes correspond to proton concentrations. Buffer reac-
tions (dissociation of BH) and auxin reactions (dissociation of IAAH) contribute to the
pool of protons. Transport of protons between compartments is due to a) pumping
activity via proton pumps (H+-ATPase ), b) passive reflux over membranes down the
gradient (dotted arrows) or c) H+ symport connected to AUX1 mediated auxin influx.
Accordingly, transport of auxin between apoplast and cytosol is due to a) passive up-
take of protonated auxin, IAAH (dotted arrow), active efflux via PIN1 transporters or c)
AUX1 mediated auxin influx. H+-ATPase activity is stimulated by ABPx(a), the active
form of the auxin binding protein ABPx, associated to one auxin molecule (green dot
line). If another molecule binds to ABP, the inactive form ABPx(i) results, having no
effect on H+-ATPase activity. Proton pumps are also regulated directly by cytosolic
pH (red dot lines).

binding sites of ABP are occupied by auxin, a complex named ABPx(i) (with i

for inactive) is formed, which does not interact with proton pumps.

• Auxin induced proton pump stimulation and H+ -dependent regulation of PM pro-

ton pumps (see section 6.1.2) are additive mechanisms.
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6.1.5 The unified model

After carefully checking against biological data to arrive at a realistic model of each

submodel, especially for the pH homeostasis unit, the next step was to merge all three

separate submodels together to a unified model (AP-10). A diagram of this model is

given in figure 6.2.

6.1.6 Computer simulation

The combined model was implemented using COPASI [84]. The model consists of 16

kinetic reactions with 38 parameters. A list of all parameters and their values is given

in table A.2. The complete system of ODEs of the AP-10 model can be found in the

appendix A, as well as the values for initial concentration (table A.3). The set of ODEs

uses a shorter notation for protons (H+ instead of H3O
+ ) for better readability, and a

Hill coefficient of 1 for all Hill equations. Simulations were undertaken using the default

values of the deterministic (LSODA) solver for time course analysis in COPASI: relative

tolerance was set to 10−6 , absolute tolerance to 10−12 , and the maximum number of

internal steps to 10000. The durations of time course tasks and parameter scan tasks

were usually 2 hours, with interval sizes of 5 seconds.

6.2 Results

First, submodel 1 (pH homeostasis) was used to reproduce pH-stress tests conducted

with real plants [72]. By doing so, model parameters could be fitted to available bio-

logical data on the pH homeostasis behaviour in plant cells. This fitting task was not

performed by formal parameter estimation, but rather by changing parameters towards

values which led to results comparable to biological experiments, especially those of

Gout et al. [72]. Two underlying hypotheses for the pH homeostasis submodel were

tested in the pH stress simulations: constant versus pH-dependent membrane perme-

abilities for H+ /OH - (see section 6.1.2). Second, submodel 3 (auxin-induced apoplas-

tic acidification) was implemented and its parameters fitted to the data of a model of

ABP57 -mediated proton pump regulation, proposed by Kim et al. [95] (see section

6.1.4). Third, all three submodels were combined in one unified model (see figure

6.2) and the AAA-related parameters compared to biological data of auxin/pH dose

response curves. Then, the general model behaviour as a response to AAA could be
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investigated. At last, the underlying assumptions of constant versus pH-dependent

membrane permeabilities for H+ /OH - were tested in the unified model to decide the

question of their respective validities.

6.2.1 pH homeostasis

Themodel could reproduce results of pH-stress experiments conducted on single plant

cells [72], especially for acidic stress, which can be considered to be a phenomenon

more likely to occur in natural environments than alkaline stress, since cells are sur-

rounded by an acidic extracellular space and vacuolar compartments are also acidic.

Extreme initial values for apoplastic pH (transient pH stresses) led to no significant

changes of cytosolic pH, and recovery to apoplastic pH equilibrium occurred after

about 30 minutes after stress induction. When exposed to long-term pH stress, cells

could maintain their pH within the range of ± 0.25 pH units for fixed external pH values

between 4.5 and 8.5 (figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3: pH homeostasis behaviour of the model without auxin added (all auxin val-
ues were set to zero). Left: Time series for different initial apoplastic pH. Cytoplasmic
pH remained closely at 7.5, while apoplastic pH converged to its equilibrium value of
6.4 within 1 hr of the simulation. Right: Cytosolic pH as a function of fixed apoplastic
pHs at the end of pH stress experiment simulations. Data points are taken after 2 hrs
simulation time.

6.2.2 Auxin/pH dose-response curves

To compare the model with available data on auxin-induced apoplastic acidification,

dose-response simulations for different concentrations of exogenous auxin were car-

ried out. Previous biological experiments had recorded acidification of the bathing

medium after adding auxin to the medium in which the plant tissue was incubated [56,
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Figure 6.4: The effect of auxin on extracellular pH, as obtained from experimentally ob-
served dose-response curves for different exogenous auxin concentrations, compared
with the reproduction of dose-response experiments by the computational model. The
model could reproduce the single peak of acidification around 10−6 M [IAA], observed
in Arabidopsis hypocotyls [245], Zea coleoptiles [91], and Lotus roots [200] - consid-
ering that apoplastic acidification peaks in roots may be shifted to lower IAA levels
[95] - but failed to reproduce the second peak around 10−13 M [IAA], observed in Ara-
bidopsis alone [245]. The model output has been taken from a representative run with
pH-independent membrane permeabilities for protons (see section 6.2.4).

91, 200]. This experimental setup was captured in the simulations by fixing apoplastic

auxin concentration. The compartmental pH after an overall simulation time of 2 hours

was recorded and compared to biological data (Figure 6.4).

Parameterisation for this data fitting task mainly concentrated on the parameters KABP

and VABP , shaping the width and amplitude of the acidification peak (figure 6.5). The

model produced a single peak of apoplastic acidification for applied exogenous IAA

concentrations in the range between 10−1 to 10−17 M. Apoplastic acidification oc-

curred at extracellular IAA concentrations above 10−10 M, with a peak at around 10−6

M. The intracellular IAA concentration at the AAA peak was around 10−8 M. This result

was consistent with dose-response curves obtained from oat [56] and maize [91]. Dur-
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ing the simulation, the steady-state for apoplastic pH was reached within 50 minutes

for all exogenous auxin concentrations. Lower auxin concentrations generally resulted

in a faster equilibration of apoplastic pH than higher concentrations. Cytoplasmic pH

remained close to the assumed equilibrium value of pH 7.5, with fluctuations lower

than ± 0.01 pH units throughout all simulations.

Figure 6.5: Apoplastic acidification peak changes due to alterations of parameters
KABP and VABP as compared to the standard model settings (solid lines). While rais-
ing KABP shifts the acidification peak towards higher exogenous auxin levels [IAA](0),
raising VABP led to symmetrically bigger peak area and stronger overall apoplastic
acidification.

6.2.3 General model behaviour

Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification enhanced all auxin transport fluxes over the

plasma membrane throughout a wide range of parameter settings. All auxin fluxes

were increased by around one order of magnitude in the overall simulation over the

range of acidification (figure 6.6, above). This flux enhancement was sensitive to

changes of the auxin efflux strength parameter γ , for both low and high γ values

(γ < 0.01 only showed enhancement of active auxin influx and γ > 50 resulted in no

flux enhancements at all at the peak of auxin-induced apoplastic acidification). More-

over, AAA led to increased accumulation of auxin in the cytosol, as compared to the

assumed apoplastic pH baseline of 6.4. Lowering the initial apoplastic pH led to the

same results, suggesting that AAA was not dependent on certain initial apoplastic pH.

As acidification set in, auxin was depleted from the apoplast and accumulated in the

cytosol (figure 6.6, upper panel).

Throughout the simulations, the equilibrium for cytosolic and apoplastic auxin con-
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6. AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin and proton interactions

Figure 6.6: Effect of auxin-induced apoplastic acidification on auxin transport fluxes
(above) and on auxin distribution (below). Output of the computational model for dif-
ferent exogenous auxin concentrations [IAAH](0) after 2 hours of simulation time, by
which time apoplastic pH stabilized. Upper figure: All auxin transport fluxes over the
plasma membrane were amplified as AAA sets in. Lower figure: Auxin accumulation
in cells was greater with AAA than without AAA.
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centrations after exogenous auxin applications were reached within 10 - 40 minutes,

which is consistent with biological data [164]. Equilibria were reached faster at lower

auxin concentrations, according to the process of auxin-induced apoplastic acidifica-

tion. Not surprisingly, this result was heavily dependent on the settings of the auxin

transport parameters: while low γ (efflux) and high α and β (influx) values led to a

rapid accumulation of auxin in the cytosol and no flux enhancement except for active

auxin influx, high γ and low α and β values resulted in no substantial auxin accumu-

lation in the cytosol. Thus, since apoplastic acidification was dependent on cytosolic

auxin concentrations, its peak was flattened and started at lower external auxin con-

centrations in the first case, while the latter case led only to a narrow peak at higher

exogenous concentrations of auxin (see figure 6.7 ).

6.2.4 Influence of pH homeostasis settings on model behaviour

Influx of protons over the plasma membrane into the cell both from apoplast and vac-

uole down the trans-membrane proton gradient were modelled as a passive reflux

rate. Two assumptions for H+ reflux were tested in the overall model: (a) constant H+

permeability versus (b) pH dependent H+permeability. For pH-dependent H+ perme-

ability, data from plasma membrane vesicles [138] were used to estimate permeability

functions for both H+ and OH - ions. According to this study, at increasing pH, the

permeability for H+ was raised and the permeability for OH - reduced. Under the as-

sumption that the trend of pH-dependency of respective H+ /OH - permeabilities would

be constant and inferable towards lower pH, an assumption that is supported by other

studies finding a constant relationship between pH and apparent proton permeability

at lower pH values [154], these measurements from Miedema et al. have been fitted

to curves using the least square method and extrapolated to lower pH values, since

the measurements were only applied at pH above 8 (see figure 6.8). This led to the

formulation of the following functions:

P(H+) = x · 10(0.52·pH−4.53)

P(OH−) = y · 10(−0.39·pH+4.72)
(6.1)

with x = 10−6 and y = 10−10 . In simulations involving theses permeability functions,

the guiding pH was assumed to be the mean value between the pH of cytosol and vac-
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6. AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin and proton interactions

Figure 6.7: The influence of changes of single auxin transport parameters on the
shape of the AAA peak in dose-response simulations, as obtained after a simulation
time of 2 hours. Reducing the value of α (upper), β (middle) or γ (lower) by an order
of magnitude (dashed lines) or increasing it by an order of magnitude (dotted lines)
resulted in shifts of onset and offset of the AAA peak, but did not qualitatively change
the AAA peak otherwise.
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Figure 6.8: pH-dependent membrane permeabilities for H+ /OH - . Permeability data
from membrane vesicles were taken from [138] and extrapolated to lower pH values.
To obtain the apparent total H+ permeability, respective H+ and OH - permeabilities
of the membrane are summed (dashed blue line).

uole (for tonoplast H+ /OH - permeabilities) or between the pH of cytosol and apoplast

(for plasma membrane H+ /OH - permeabilities).

Using these fitted functions based on data of Miedema et al. for pH-dependent H+ /OH -

permeabilities in the pH stress simulations (see section 6.2.1) did not lead to a good

reproduction of biological data from Gout et al. [72]. First, the pH stress reaction was

much slower, compared to biological data, and the amplitude of the pH stress reaction

was lower, such that it was not noticeably changing over time at all. Therefore, the

respective permeabilities were approximated by simulations involving different values

for x and y , to give a better representation of the pH stress experiments of Gout et al.

(see fig. 6.9). A more reasonable approximation as a result of this parameter fit was

obtained for x = 0.05 and y = 0.002 . The huge difference of the corrected x and y to

those values obtained from Miedema et al. suggests that H+ /OH - reflux over mem-

branes might not mainly be due to H+ /OH - permeabilities of the membranes alone,

but rather significantly due to co-transport of H+ in substrate and ion transport across

membranes [17, 72]

Based on the assumption that the overall trend of pH-dependent H+ /OH - permeabil-

ities, even with the corrected values for x and y , remains the same as in the study of
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6. AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin and proton interactions

Figure 6.9: pH stress experiments with different settings for pH-dependent permeabil-
ities. Left: Reproducing the pH stress experiments of Gout et al. [72], cytosolic pH
changes were monitored following sudden changes in apoplastic pH (black dashed
line, G.). With H+ /OH - permeability settings inferred from Miedema et al. [138] (M.),
cytosolic pH did nearly stay the same during pH stress phases, whereas with approx-
imated (increased) H+ /OH - permeabilities the situation in Gout et al. could be re-
produced more accurately (see section 6.2.1 for more on these experiments). Right:
Development of H+ /OH - permeabilities over the plasma membrane during these ex-
periments, for approximated values and values from Miedema et al. (M.)

Miedema et al., the influence of pH-dependent versus constant H+ /OH - permeabilities

has been tested in simulations including auxin transport. Dose-response experiments

with pH-dependent H+ /OH - permeabilities led to a stronger auxin-induced apoplas-

tic acidification, compared to simulations with constant permeabilities, while the time

scale of AAA was similar in both experimental settings. By adapting KABP and VABP

values, AAA behaviour of the model using constant permeabilities could be approxi-

mated (see figure 6.10). With these adapted values for KABP and VABP , simulations

using pH-dependent H+ /OH - permeabilities led also to very similar results regarding

auxin flux enhancement and pronounced accumulation of auxin in cells during AAA

(see figure 6.11). These results justify the preference for constant proton permeability

across membranes for AP-10 simulations.

To investigate the influence of proton pump parameters on the overall simulation out-

come, Michaelis constants Kt for tonoplast proton pumps and Kp for plasma mem-

brane proton pumps were tested over a range of values. Kt and Kp values varied

within the interval [10−7 , 10−5 ], and Hill coefficients varied within the interval [1, 3].

The overall results of the simulations were robust to all proton pump parameter set-

tings, and were identical both in the time scale of the solution and in the quantitative
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Figure 6.10: Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification under the assumptions of constant
vs. pH-dependent membrane permeabilities for H+ /OH - . Left: Comparison between
dose-response curves for AAAwith pH-dependent H+ /OH - permeabilities (green) and
with constant H+ /OH - permeabilities after 2 hours simulation time. Using the same
parameters for AAA, the pH-dependent model led to stronger AAA because of the
higher OH - permeability of the PM at lower pH (dashed green line). By adapting
KABP and VABP values, AAA behaviour of the model using constant permeabilities
could be approximated (full green line, see fig. 6.5). Right: TIme course solutions
of the simulations over the first 360 seconds of simulation were comparable for con-
stant (independent, i ) and pH-dependent (dependent, d ) H+ /OH - permeabilities in
simulations using different exogeneous auxin concentrations.

Figure 6.11: Auxin fluxes and auxin allocation under the assumptions of constant vs.
pH-dependent membrane permeabilities for H+ /OH - . Left: Auxin transport fluxes over
the plasma membrane at the end of simulations (running time: 2 hours) with AAA in
effect, for pH-dependent (green) and pH-independent H+ /OH -permeabilities (black).
Right: The allocation of auxin in cytosol and apoplast at the end of simulations (running
time: 2 hours), for pH-dependent (green) and pH-independent H+ /OH -permeabilities
(black). Corresponding apoplastic pH values are given for identifying the range of AAA
(solid lines).
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6. AP-10: A kinetic model of auxin and proton interactions

and qualitative response to external pH changes. Therefore, the Hill coefficients were

by default set to 1, and Kt and Kp values were by default set to 10−7 .

6.3 Discussion

The AP-10 model captures the dynamics of a several feedback loops between auxin

and H+ , which have already been proposed [73, 114]. By interlinking the chemios-

motic hypothesis of auxin transport with auxin-induced apoplastic acidification (AAA),

considering them to be two halves of a feedback loop, a framework is proposed and

suggested for use in future models of auxin transport which rely on assumptions at a

single cell level. The results show auxin flux enhancement and increased allocation

of intra- versus intercellular auxin as the result of this feedback.

6.3.1 Modelling of pH homeostasis

The submodel employing pH homeostasis relies on many assumptions that are not

readily supported by data from plant physiology. While some characteristics of plant

cell pH maintenance are known and data about them are available (e.g. buffer ca-

pacity of cytosol and apoplast, cell responses to pH stress - see section 5.1 for further

details and references), the submodel relies as well on assumptions that are less clear

from data. pH homeostasis seems not to be critcal for the influence of AAA on auxin

transport fluxes and allocation, and thus the qualitative and quantitative outcome of

the AP-10 model does apparently not rely on a high accuracy of all assumptions in

the pH homeostasis submodel, as can be seen in section 6.2.4. However, there are

still some issues that might be interesting to discuss here, concerning differences and

inconsistencies of this model with data from physiology and membrane biology.

First, in the pH homeostasis submodel as well as in the overall AP-10 model, pro-

ton fluxes across the plasma membrane and across the tonoplast are assumed to

take place in similar manners. Following simulation experiments with differing proton

pump activities at the plasma membrane versus at the tonoplast, and after employ-

ing different H+ /OH -permeabilities for those two membrane species, most outcomes

were qualitatively similar, as long as they were consistent with the time scale and am-

plitude of biological pH stress experiments [72]. While, based on that, the simplest

assumption for the pH-homeostasis subunit of AP-10 was favoured, resulting in a sim-
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ilar treatment of plasma membrane and tonoplast for proton fluxes, this contradicts

some studies that found differences between these two membrane species, regarding

proton transport properties [68]. However, some of these differences lie in variations

of transport optima for protons, which are not necessarily mirroring apparent variations

in H+ transport situations near the optimum pH, which seems to be tightly controlled

in the cytosol [72].

Another issue is that there is apparently no precise quantitative listing of all buffering

agents available for plant cells, while the proton buffering in the cytosol is likely to

be due to a mixture of different weak acids, such as phosphate and carbonate [72,

155], which contradicts the assumption of buffering being a process accomplished by

a monoprotic acid. This inconsistency is relaxed towards a more general assumption

during the process of further minimising the AP-10 model in chapter 7.

6.3.2 Linking auxin transport to protons

Simulation outcomes for AAA are consistent with the few biological data available on

cell wall pH dose-responses to exogenous auxin [56, 91, 200, 245]. Based on the

assumption that growth responses to auxin correlate with AAA [95], our results are

also consistent with a greater amount of auxin growth-response data [27, 126, 150],

showing bell-shaped curves with peaks around concentrations of 10−6 M auxin (see

figure 6.4).

Previous experiments with the Arabidopsis proton pump AVP1 indicate the influence

of proton pump availability and activity on auxin transport [119], demonstrating that

reduced cell wall acidification in avp1 mutants leads to decreased auxin transport.

The exact mechanism behind this is as yet unclear, but its effect is in accordance with

the hypothesis of increased auxin transport fluxes due to AAA, possibly leading to

increased overall inward auxin transport, as well as with older findings demonstrating

the dependence of auxin transport speed on compartmental pH [79, 164, 174]. In

addition, the finding that auxin allocation in cells is promoted at lower apoplastic pH is

consistent with experimental results [204].
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6.3.3 Auxin influence on proton pumps

The AP-10 model relies on a functionally equivalent process to the ABP57 -mediated

AAA, proposed by Kim et al. [95]. It has to be stated, however, that the main results

of this model do not rely on the precise accuracy of the mechanism involved, and

we would expect the same results with any process employed as auxin/proton pump

mediation, as long as it leads to AAA in a manner that has been observed in biological

experiments [56, 76, 91, 175, 200]. ABP57 is apparently not ubiquitous in all higher

plants [113] and its effect has so far only been shown in vitro. However, among all

conflicting hypotheses of AAA (see section 5.2.2) derived from biological experiments

it provides the clearest kinetic assumptions to date. Our model does not depend on

the exact nature of any of these proposed mechanisms driving AAA, but rather relies

on the occurrence of AAA itself.

Another issue to be mentioned here is the assumption that neither auxin nor protein

synthesis and degradation are considered. For the scope of the model, we rather as-

sume all these processes to be in perfect equilibrium, based on the assumption that

all turnover rates are happening at a time scale greater than our time of simulation. It

is interesting to note, that for longer simulation times, including auxin turnover could

lead to transient rather than stationary pH equilibria [164]. While this mechanism lies

beyond the scope of the AP-10 model, it would imply that enhancement of auxin in-

fluxes and effluxes due to high auxin levels are also transient, leading to pulses of high

auxin influx and efflux at high auxin concentrations.

In this chapter, a model for auxin/pH interactions has been constructed and described.

Since the main results of the model: auxin flux enhancement and shift of auxin allo-

cation towards the cytosol, following the onset of AAA, seem to be robust against a

wide range of parameter changes (auxin transport rates, H+ /OH - permeabilities of

membranes, proton pump settings), and since the model includes many components

that may not be of the same importance for the realisation of these results as the

main components auxin and protons, this model is minimised gradually to simplify it

for easier implementation in a spatial context (see chapter 8), but also to investigate

the importance of each component. This minimisation process is elucidated in the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7
Minimised auxin/pH models:

From AP-10 to AP-2

While the AP-10 model of auxin/pH interactions, described in the previous chapter,

proved to give useful insights into dynamics between auxin and protons, minimising

the AP-10 model could be desirable for the following reasons:

1. Generalising some of the processes without losing the overall model behaviour

may strengthen the understanding of underlying dynamics.

2. By reducing the number of variables involved, given that the result is still equiva-

lent to the AP-10 model, the importance and role of each variable can be clarified

in simulation experiments, while at the same time satisfying the principle of par-

simony.

3. When putting the kinetic model into a spatial context, as is the intention within this

study (see chapter 8), model minimisation helps to reduce computational costs

by removing unnecessary variables (these are variables that do not influence the

model behaviour in a significant way).

In the following sections, minimisation of the AP-10 model with 19 variables (10 com-

ponents) to a 4-component and further to a 2-component minimal model will be de-

scribed. The 4-component model is also referred to as AP-4, while the 2-component
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Table 7.1: Variables and components in the AP-10 model, the 4-component minimal
model (AP-4) and the 2-component minimal model (AP-2). Subscripts of variables
specify their compartmental location (apoplast (a), cytosol (c), or vacuole (v)

AP-10 AP-4 AP-2

components variables components variables components variables

Auxin

IAA− IAA−
a IAA− IAA−

a

A

Aa

IAA−
c IAA−

c

IAAH
IAAHa IAAH

IAAHa Ac

IAAHc IAAHc

Protons H3O+

H3O+
a

H+

H+
a

H
Ha

H3O+
c H+

c Hc

H3O+
v H+

v Hv

Buffer

A− A−
a

B

Ba

A−
c

AH
AHa Bc

AHc

Other

OH−

OH−
a

OH−
c

OH−
v

H2O
H2Oa

H2Oc

ABPfree ABPfree

ABPa ABPa

ABPi ABPi

model is named AP-2. To clarify the terminology used in this context: Components

are specific entities, like auxin, protons or proteins, while variables are components in

a specific compartment (apoplastic H+ , cytosolic H+ , etc.). This distinction is neces-

sary because of the compartmental nature in the model: Kinetic rates (eg. for buffering

processes or transport across membranes) are often not the same for a component in

different compartments. An overview of all model variables and components is given

in Table 7.1.

It has to be noted, however, that minimising the full kinetic model (AP-10) does not

mean that functionalities are skipped. Rather, some reactions are still modelled as
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Table 7.2: An overview of all reactions in the auxin/pH model and the way they are
treated in AP-10 and minimised implementations. Some reactions are implemented
as kinetic equations (K), while others are expressed as functions (F). The term AAA
means here the mechanism underlying auxin-induced apoplastic acidification.

Reaction
Implementation

AP-10 AP-4 AP-2

Auxin dissociation K K F

Proton buffering K K F

Proton transport F F F

Auxin transport

Auxin influx (passive) F F F

Auxin influx (active) K K K

Auxin efflux (active) F F F

AAA K F F

kinetic reactions, whereas others are simplified or generalized as functions. The as-

sumptions which underlie these simplifications and the behaviour of the minimised

models as compared with AP-10 will be discussed in the following sections. For a

first glance at the differences between AP-10 and the minimised models, it is useful

to group all reactions of the model into the following blocks: auxin dissociation, auxin

transport, proton buffering, proton transport, auxin-induced apoplastic acidification. An

overview of how these reactions are implemented in AP-10 and the minimised models

respectively is given in table 7.2.

7.1 4-component minimal model (AP-4)

In the last section it was mentioned that during minimisation of the auxin/pH model

some of the kinetic reactions are simplified or generalised. In a first step towards

the 4-component minimal model, the following considerations have been taken into

account, providing an argument for the validity of those generalisations:

Water self-ionisation and OH - . When looking at the number of components in the

AP-10 model, it appears that proton buffering is over-represented: 5 of 10 components

are involved in proton buffering, which however seems not to be a very complicated
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process. Involving the self-ionisation of water ensures that the pH never reaches unre-

alistic values (below 1 or above 14), however it introduces additional complexity which

may be redundant for three reasons. First, H+ and OH - fluxes over the membrane are

hard to distinguish experimentally and add up to a combined apparent H+ flux (see

[154]), which makes their separate treatment in the AP-10 model not too convincing.

Second, the extreme pH values which are prevented by the self-ionisation reaction of

water were not even approached in pH stress simulations, and therefore this caution

seems unnecessary. And last, the kinetic buffer reactions only mimic the behaviour

of a monoprotic acid, which is not a very realistic assumption, since it is very likely

that cellular compartments are buffered by a mixture of mobile and stationary buffers

[90]. Including a detailed kinetic model of an unsure assumption could be replaced by

simpler mechanisms that meet the parsimony principle to a greater extent. Here, the

simpler assumption might be more realistic.

Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification. Following from the results of the AP-10

model and the subsequent discussion of the mechanisms underlying auxin-induced

apoplastic acidification (see section 6.3), a more generalised expression of the link

between auxin and proton pumps seems desirable. From dose-response curves of

auxin influences on medium pH as well as from growth-response curves to auxin,

AAA seems to progress in a bell-shaped manner [56, 76, 91, 175, 200]. This is in

accordance to the specific ABP57 mechanism, proposed by Kim et al. [95]. However,

since it is not clear which mechanism is really driving AAA, it seems to be reason-

able to extract this bell-shaped behaviour of AAA and use it as an abstraction of the

precise mechanism behind it. Thus, auxin-induced proton transport (see table 6.3)

was changed to X , where X is a Gaussian curve, dependent on the cytosolic auxin

concentration, of the form

X = Xa · exp
(
− (ln(Xb)− ln([IAA]))2

Xc

)
Parameters Xa (curve height), Xb (curve peak location) and Xc (curve peak width)

were fitted to experimental data [56, 91, 200, 245]. A comparison of AAA strength

for the fitted Gaussian is illustrated in figure 7.1. The fitted values for the Gaussian

parameters can be found in parameter tables A.4 in the appendix.
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Proton buffering For simplifying the proton buffering process in the 4-component

model, an unspecified buffer is considered to bind free protons according to the fol-

lowing expression:

Hf 
 Hb (7.1)

where Hf is the concentration of free protons and Hb are protons buffered by B . The

forward and backward reaction rates of this process as well as the amounts are derived

from the definition of buffer capacity,

β =
d(n)

d(pH)
(7.2)

in which β is the buffering capacity, d(n) is the amount of H+ added and d(pH)

is the rate of change in pH [197, 198, 234]. From this definition it follows that the

buffer capacity of a solution signifies the amount of protons that can be added to or

removed from a system to change the pH for 1 unit. Since at equilibrium the forward

and backward reaction of the buffering systemmust be the same (k1 being the forward

and k−1 being the backward reaction rate), it follows that at equilibrium the following

condition must be fulfilled:

k1 · Hf = k−1 · Hb (7.3)

If the amount of β protons is added to the system, the pH drops 1 unit, which means

a tenfold increase in proton concentration, such that

Hfnew = Hf + 9 · Hf (7.4)

Since all other incoming protons are buffered, the amount of Hb after adding β protons

is

Hbnew = β − 9 · Hf (7.5)

Thus, as the amount of β protons is added to the system, equation (7.3) can be rewrit-

ten as

k1 · (10 · Hf ) = k−1 · (β − 9 · Hf ) (7.6)

and the reaction rate k−1 is

k−1 = 10 · k1

β
Hf
− 9

(7.7)

given that the criterion β > 9 ·Hf is met to prevent the rate getting negative. This is the

case in a typical simulation since the lowest buffer capacity in the system, βapoplast ∼
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Figure 7.1: Gaussian curve fitted to AAA strengths from biological dose-response
experiments, obtained from Zea mays [91], Arabidopsis hypocotyls [245] and Avena
coleoptile [56]

0.01 , and the pH in the system is not expected to fall below 3 at any point, which

corresponds to a proton concentration of 0.001 M, as can be seen from the results of

the full kinetic model (AP-10).

Following the considerations above, the 4-component minimal model consists of the

following system of differential equations:

d [IAA−]a
dt

= ka1[IAAH]a − ka2[IAA−]a[H+]a +
1

Va

[
γAPM [IAA−]c

− βAPM [IAA−]a[H+]2a

] (7.8)

d [IAAH]a
dt

= − ka1[IAAH]a + ka2[IAA−]a[H+]a

− 1

Va
αAPM

(
[IAAH]a − [IAAH]c

) (7.9)
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d [H+]a
dt

= ka1[IAAH]a − ka2[IAA−]a[H+]a +
1

Va

[
VX · X (IAA−)

X (IAA−) + KX

− rHAPM

(
[H+]a − [H+]c

)]
− kb1[H+]a + kb2a [B]a

+
1

Va

[
VP · [H+]pc

[H+]pc + Kp
PM

− 2βAPM [IAA−]a[H+]2a

] (7.10)

d [B]a
dt

= kb1[H+]a − kb2a [B]a (7.11)

d [IAA−]c
dt

= ka1[IAAH]c − ka2[IAA−]c [H+]c −
1

Vc

[
γAPM [IAA−]c

+ βAPM [IAA−]a[H+]2a

] (7.12)

d [IAAH]c
dt

= − ka1[IAAH]c + ka2[IAA−]c [H+]c

+
1

Vc
αAPM

(
[IAAH]a − [IAAH]c

) (7.13)

d [H+]c
dt

= ka1[IAAH]c − ka2[IAA−]c [H+]c −
1

Vc

[
VX · X (IAA−)

X (IAA−) + KX

+ rHAPM

(
[H]a − [H+]c

)
+ rHATP

(
[H+]v − [H+]c

)]

− kb1[H+]c + kb2c [B]c −
1

Vc

[
VP · [H+]pc

[H+]pc + Kp
P

− ATP

APM
·
V t

T · [H+]tc
[H+]tc + K t

T

+ 2βAPM [IAA−]a[H+]2a

]
(7.14)

d [B]c
dt

= kb1[H+]c − kb2c [B]c (7.15)

where the subscripts a and c refer to the compartments apoplast and cytosol, Vc

and Va are the cytosolic and apoplastic volumes, IAA− is the anionic auxin, IAAH

is the protonated auxin, H+ is the pool of free protons and B is the proton buffer.

Auxin dissociation and transport involve the auxin forward dissociation rate ka1 and

the backward dissociation rate ka2 , the passive influx rate α , the AUX/LAX dependent

active influx parameter β , and the symmetric efflux rate γ , relating to auxin efflux which

is not dependent on the energisation of the proton motive force (ABCBs). APM and
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ATP are the areas of the plasma membrane (PM) and tonoplast (TP), respectively.

The parameters involved in pH homeostasis are: the proton reflux rate rH , the forward

rate for the buffer reaction, kb1 , the backward rate for buffering in the cytosol, kb2c
, and

in the apoplast, kb2a
, the Hill parameters VP and VT , referring to the maximum rate

of proton pump activity at the PM and at the TP, and the Michaelis constants KP and

KT for the proton pumps at the PM and at the TP. The Hill coefficents p and t refer to

the proton pumps at the PM and TP, respectively. For auxin-induced activation of the

PM-H+-ATPase , X in equations (7.10) and (7.14) is a gaussian function representing

the strength of auxin-induced apoplastic acidification,

X (IAA−) =


Xa · e

(
− (ln(Xb)−ln([IAA−]c ))2

Xc

)
if [IAA−]c ≥ 10−19

0 if [IAA−]c < 10−19

with Xa being the parameter giving the curve maximum value, Xb is the location pa-

rameter, determining the auxin concentration at which the curve maximum occurs,

and Xc is the width parameter of the curve. The parameter VX is the maximum rate

of auxin-induced PM-H+-ATPase activation and KX is the Michaelis constant for this

reaction. All parameter values can be found in table A.4 in the appendix. For a list

of initial concentrations used in the simulations, please refer to the table A.5 in the

appendix.

7.2 2-component minimal model (AP-2)

There are some elements in the 4-component model (AP-4) that cause stiffness when

put into a spatial context, often defined by the difficulty in obtaining a numerical solution

to a system of differential equations due to non-convergence of the solution by the

use of explicit step-by-step methods [210]. This occurs in problems where there are

very different scales of the independent variable on which dependent variables are

changing [172]. While these findings, leading to the necessity of further reducing the

4-component model to get rid of these elements in order to solve the auxin/pH model

in a spatial context, will be discussed in length in chapter 8, mentioning these issues

at this point emphasises the practical importance of the following considerations.

The 2-component model is a reduction of the AP-10 model to the indispensable el-
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ements of the model: auxin and protons. Two kinetic reactions of the 4-component

model are replaced by functions: auxin dissociation and chemical buffering (see table

7.2). In the following, the rationale for doing so is presented.

Simplifying chemical buffering. Following from the 4-component model, in which

an already simplified chemical buffering mechanism was implemented, the buffer re-

action itself can be assumed to be fast, compared with the time scale of the model,

following the estimated reaction rates (see equation (7.7)). However, since the compo-

nents of proton buffering in a cell are likely to be a mixture of mobile and fixed buffers

[90, 218], the exact kinetic rates for buffering are difficult to estimate. In the AP-10

model, a monoprotic acid was assumed to be responsible for buffering, and the ki-

netic reaction rates were estimated from the pKa of the pH equilibrium at which the

buffer was assumed to be in dissociation equilibrium as well (see section 6). In the

4-component model, the assumption of a single buffering species was relaxed to a

more general buffer with constant buffer capacities, resembling a mixture of several

buffer components with differing pKa values, therefore resulting in the same buffer ca-

pacity over the whole range of expectable pH values in a compartment, and showing

a linear buffer response, whereas a mono-protic acid has a peak of its buffer capacity,

where the pH of its compartment equals the pKa value of the buffer, with a decreasing

buffer capacity at compartmental pH further away from its pKa value. Now, a further

step towards generalisation is made, by not specifying the buffer components at all

and not treating them as entities in the model. This has also been accomplished in

other mathematical models including chemical buffering [17, 92, 100] and follows from

the definition of buffer capacity in equation (7.2), whereby (−1/β) is the attenuation

of change in pH when H+ is added or removed from the system.

Thus, if we are only interested in the rate of change of free protons in a compartment,

which is attenuated by the chemical buffering, this can easily be expressed by multi-

plying every incoming or outgoing amount of H+by the factor (ln(10) · [H]x/βx ) , where

[H]x is the actual H+concentration in the compartment x and βx is the buffer capacity

in the compartment x (see [125, 234]).

Simplifying auxin dissociation. Likewise, if we assume that auxin dissociation is

very fast and could therefore approximated to be instantaneous, its kinetic expression
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can be approximated using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation [171],

pH = pKa + log
[A−]

[HA]
(7.16)

where A− is the anionic acid and HA is the undissociated acid. From this equation,

the situation for auxin with a given total concentration of auxin, A , can therefore be

formulated as

[IAAH] = [A] · 10(pKa−pH)

1 + 10(pKa−pH)
(7.17)

which, after tidying up on the RHS, gives

[IAAH] =
[A]

1 + 10(pH−pKa)
(7.18)

and, accordingly,

[IAA−] =
[A]

1 + 10(pKa−pH)
(7.19)

This evaluation of dissociated and undissociated auxin levels due to a given compart-

mental pH has also been implemented in other auxin transport models [103, 106, 239].

While it takes account of the compartmental pH, the main difference to the treatment

of auxin dissociation as kinetic equation, as in the AP-10 and AP-4 model, lies in the

assumption that on the basis of the Henderson-Hasselbalch approximation the con-

tribution of auxin dissociation to the proton pools in cytosolic and apoplastic compart-

ments are omitted. This assumption is based on two considerations: (1) auxin levels

in cells are very likely not in the range that they could considerably affect pH levels

(for the compartment with weakest buffer capacity, the apoplast, auxin concentrations

would have to be in the range of over 100 µM to change the pH in the order of 0.1

units, which might be above typical cellular auxin concentrations [165, 193, 246]. (2)

If, however, the auxin concentration should be in such a range, auxin as a weak acid

would also contribute to the buffer capacity and therefore have less effect on pH than

the same amount of strong acid added. In the following, the ODEs of the AP-2 model

are given:
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d [A]a
dt

= γ[IAA−]c − β[IAA−]a[H]2a − α([IAAH]a − [IAAH]c ) (7.20)

d [H]a
dt

=
[H]a
ba
· 1

Va

[
X +

Vp · [H]c
Kp + [H]c

− rH([H]a − [H]c )− 2β[IAA−]a[H]2a

]
(7.21)

d [A]c
dt

= − γ[IAA−]c + β[IAA−]a[H]2a + α([IAAH]a − [IAAH]c ) (7.22)

d [H]c
dt

=
[H]c
bc
· 1

Vc

[
− X − Vp · [H]c

Kp + [H]c
− Vt · [H]c

Kt + [H]c
+ rH([H]a − [H]c )+

+ rH([H]v − [H]c) + 2β[IAA−]a[H]2a

] (7.23)

where A is the auxin concentration, H is the concentration of free protons, and those

parameters that the system shares with the AP-4 model are identical with those de-

scribed in equations (7.8) to (7.15). Additional parameters not appearing in AP-4 are:

ba and bc , referring to the strength of the buffer capacities in the apoplast and cytosol,

Va and Vc are apoplastic and cytosolic volumes. The accessory equations to evaluate

auxin-dependent PM-H+-ATPase activation and to evaluate the dissociation status of

auxin for the the passive and active transport over the plasma membrane are

X (IAA−) = Xa · e

(
− (ln(Xb)−ln([IAA−]c ))2

Xc

)
(7.24)

[IAA−] =
[A]

1 + 10(pKa−pH)
(7.25)

[IAAH] =
[A]

1 + 10(pH−pKa)
(7.26)

where IAA− is the anionic auxin, IAAH is the undissociated auxin, Xa , Xb and Xc are

height, position and width parameters for the Gaussian function representing auxin-

dependent PM-H+-ATPase activation. Note that the auxin-induced activation of pro-

ton pumps is, in contrast to AP-10 and AP-4, no longer Michaelis-Menten. A compari-

son between Michaelis-Menten and non-Michaelis-Menten formulations in simulations

of AP-4 and AP-2 did not hint towards a noticeable change of simulation output, pro-

vided that the height parameter of the Gaussian, Xa is adjusted for the non-Michaelis-

Menten expression, such that the strength of AAA equals that of the Michaelis-Menten
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expression in AP-4, given the same levels of IAA− . Therefore the simpler formulation

for X (IAA−) was preferred in AP-2. The values for all parameters can be found in

table A.6 in the appendix.

7.3 A comparison of AP-10 with minimal models

To evaluate the equivalence of AP-10 with the minimised models AP-4 and AP-2, re-

sults of all models have been compared side by side with similar settings for auxin

transport rates (α = 0.0006 , β = 105 , γ = 0.08). Settings for the Gaussian function

of AAA were the same in AP-4 and AP-2 (see figure 7.1). The direct comparison of

the outcome of AP-10, AP-4 and AP-2 under these conditions showed that, despite

some minor differences, which are discussed in the following, all models are qualita-

tively equivalent (figure 7.2). In particular, this means that (1) all models were able

to reproduce a peak of AAA at the micromolar range of extracellular auxin, (2) AAA

caused auxin influx and auxin efflux enhancement in all models during AAA, and (3)

auxin allocation was shifted into cells in all models when AAA was in effect. Since

these results are congruent with the main results of AP-10, as presented in chapter 6,

the minimised models AP-4 and AP-2 are therefore considered to be equivalent to the

unified AP-10 model.

The time scale of AAA reaction is very similar in all three models and follows the

same trend: lower amplitudes of AAA due to lower auxin concentrations take longer

to equilibrate than higher amplitudes of AAA due to higher auxin concentrations (see

figure 7.2, upper right). As well, lower AAA amplitudes due to auxin concentrations

above 10−6 M are reached fast in all models.

Active auxin transport due to AUX/LAX transporters are enhanced in all models due to

AAA, however, in simulations with initial auxin concentrations above around 10−4 M,

they decrease again in AP-10 and AP-4, whereas they stay nearly the same in AP-2.

This might be due to the fact that in AP-10 and AP-4, auxin dissociation is modelled as

kinetic equations and therefore apoplastic auxin concentrations in the range reached

during these simulations might contribute to apoplastic proton buffering, causing a

depletion of free H+which are necessary for AUX/LAX-dependent auxin influx (see

also the dose-response curve of apoplastic pH in figure 7.2, upper left), a situation
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between AP-10 and minimised models with similar parameter
settings for auxin transport rates (α = 0.0006 , β = 105 , γ = 0.08). AP-4 and AP-2 had
the same settings for the gaussian AAA function. Upper left: Auxin-induced apoplastic
acidification after two hours simulation time. Upper right: The time scale of apoplas-
tic acidification in simulations with extracellular auxin applied in three concentrations:
10−9 M (dotted line), 10−7 M (dashed line) and 10−5 M (full line). Time scales of AAA
reaction were in about the same ranges for each concentration tested. Lower left:
Auxin concentrations in cytosol (full line) and apoplast (dashed line) after two hours
simulation time. Lower right: Auxin transport fluxes over the PM at the end of two
hours of simulation time: Transport fluxes were elevated during AAA in all models.

that does not occur in AP-2, where auxin dissociation is purely pH-dependent.

During AAA, in the AP-10 model auxin is buffered in the cytosol because of binding

to ABP(x), removing auxin from the overall pool. The strength of this behaviour is

dependent on the concentration of free ABP(x) and is not reproduced in AP-4 and AP-2

due to their generalisation of AAA mechanism towards a Gaussian function. However,

this effect of auxin buffering does not alter AAA and the mechanisms dependent on

AAA to a degree that the qualitative behaviour of the models would be different as a

result.
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To summarise, minimised models of auxin/proton interactions with generalised equa-

tions and simplified assumptions have been shown to be qualitatively equivalent, shar-

ing all behaviours of interest in their respective results. Thus, the simplest minimal

model, AP-2, is considered to be capable of simulating auxin/proton dynamics at a

single cell level in sufficient detail. Based on these considerations, the implemen-

tation of AP-2 within a spatial context is the logical next step to investigate potential

spatial heterogeneities of auxin transport fluxes across the plasma membrane within

extracellular auxin gradients, established by auxin sources and sinks in plant tissues,

based on the dynamics of auxin and protons at a cell level. This development and

implementation of a spatiotemporal model of auxin/proton interactions is the topic of

the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model

of auxin/proton dynamics

During chapter 6, a model of auxin/proton dynamics at a cell level, AP-10, was devel-

oped and this was reduced to a minimal set of components in chapter 7, culminating in

a 2-component model, AP-2. A comparison of these models has shown that they are

qualitatively equivalent, thus sharing the same behaviour: they were all able to lead

to auxin-induced apoplastic acidification (AAA) with peaks at the micromolar range of

exogeneous auxin applied to the system, they all exhibited enhancement of auxin in-

fluxes and effluxes over the plasma membrane when AAA was in effect, and AAA led

to a pronounced allocation of auxin into cells during AAA. Neither model includes spa-

tial information and treats the compartments involved (apoplast, cytosol and vacuole)

as homogeneous containers with certain volumes. However, what would happen if

this core model of auxin/pH interactions would be taken into a spatial context? Auxin

distribution is not homogeneous in plants, which relies on heterogeneities of distribu-

tion of auxin synthesis sites and on variation in patterns of auxin transport (see section

2.3). In the context of the canalisation hypothesis, auxin transporting cell files in the

vascular bundles could act as a sink for auxin, whereas in phyllotactic patterning auxin

apparently builds up in unstable concentration maxima (see section 2.2). Therefore,

concentration gradients between sites of auxin production or auxin maxima (sources)

and vascular tissue draining auxin from tissues (sinks) can be expected. From chap-

ters 2 and 3 it is apparent that the problem of how cell polarisation with respect to auxin
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transport occurs is still in debate and that PIN polar targeting is still not fully understood.

However, both from biological evidence and from tissue-scale models related to auxin

transport it can be inferred that PIN polarisation in the direction of auxin flux (such as

in canalisation) is a common phenomenon (see section 2.3.2). Therefore, there are

some questions that might be interesting to put forward towards the auxin/pH models

described over the last chapters: How do auxin transport fluxes over the plasma mem-

brane change in cells within a tissue context, specifically between an auxin source and

an auxin sink, if auxin/proton dynamics are considered? Is an emergence of net flux

polarisation occurring with our model, if put into such a spatial context? Moreover,

how does AAA affect these net fluxes - does it strengthen or weaken them, or are net

fluxes not influenced by AAA? With diffusion of auxin and protons added to the sys-

tem, would auxin gradients in the cell build up? And, could we detect heterogeneity

in the proton motive force over the plasma membrane, potentially leading to regions

of a stronger proton gradient? Since some auxin transport proteins are energised by

the proton motive force (see chapter 5), such heterogeneities, if occurring in robust

patterns on the plasma membrane, could suggest potential additional mechanistic ex-

planations for auxin efflux polarisation, due to differential energisation of PINs by the

proton motive force.

Such questions lead the way to including the model of auxin/proton dynamics in a spa-

tial context. In this chapter, AP-2 will be extended towards a reaction-diffusion model.

To distinguish this model from other models developed in the scope of this thesis, this

new model will be referred to as SAP-2 (S stands for spatio-temporal, whereas AP-2

refers to the minimised auxin/proton model described in section 7.2).

8.1 Assumptions of the SAP-2 model

Since the core mechanistic model for auxin/proton interactions is transferred into the

SAP-2 model unchanged, all assumption underlying this core mechanistic model (AP-

2) are also underlying the SAP-2 model. For a reminder of these, please refer to

sections 6.1 and 7.2. However, some additional assumptions are made, especially

concerning the cell shape, distribution of proton pumps and auxin transporters on the

membrane, and diffusion of substance and are discussed in this section.
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Cell geometry. Cells are modelled as rectangular objects, very similar to the ab-

straction in the PIN polarisation model (see section 4.1), containing a rectangular vac-

uole and surrounded by cell wall space with constant thickness. The plasma mem-

brane contains equally distributed proton pumps and equally distributed auxin trans-

porters. Transporter cycling, and hence the possibility for transporter polarisation,

does not occur in SAP-2. Both PINs and ABCBs contribute to a constant rate of auxin

efflux. The spatial Finite Difference discretisation is identical to the one described in

chapter 4 and can be found in figure 4.2.

Auxin diffusion. The diffusion constant of auxin in water is 7 · 10−6 cm2 /s [31, 71].

It is interesting to note that there does not seem to exist an unambiguous experimental

determination of the apparent auxin diffusion coefficient within cellular compartments.

Most modellers refer to the estimation of auxin diffusion rates of Goldsmith et al. based

on auxin diffusion in water [71], which is corrected by an arbitrary factor for a more

viscous environment.

Thus, the model of Grieneisen et al. assumes a diffusion constant DA of 600 µm2 /s in

the cytosol, which is 6 ·10−6 cm2 /s [73], about the same range that is employed in the

model of Jönsson et al., where DA is 7 · 10−6 cm2 /s for the apoplast only (this model

assumes no auxin diffusion in the cytosol) [89], whereas others assume lower values

for DA , especially for the apoplast, as Wabnik et al. with a DA of 10−6 cm2 /s [239].

There is one modelling study defining DA coefficients in the range of 4.4 ·10−7 cm2 /s,

suggesting a 5-fold lower diffusion of auxin in the apoplast than in the cytosol [103].

Because of these different suggestions, the SAP-2 model is simulated with different

auxin diffusion coefficients in the range of 0.5−4 ·10−6 cm2 /s, to test whether diffusion

coefficient settings have an impact on the model outcome.

H+ diffusion. Proton diffusion in water is in the range of 10−4 cm2 /s [218]. In the

cytosol, due to the interactions of fixed and mobile proton buffers, the proton diffusion

coefficient is slowed down to values around 1.4 · 10−6 cm2 /s [3]. Thus it appears that

the H+ diffusion coefficient is in the same range as the auxin diffusion coefficient.
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8.2 Extending AP-2 to a continuous reaction-diffusion

system

The AP-2 model, consisting of four ODEs, which are described in equations (7.20) to

(7.23), is transformed into a reaction-diffusion system in two spatial dimensions. The

diffusion terms for this system can be written as follows:

∂[A]a
∂t

= DA ·
(
∂2[A]a
∂x2

+
∂2[A]a
∂y2

)
(8.1)

∂[H]a
∂t

= DH ·
(
∂2[H]a
∂x2

+
∂2[H]a
∂y2

)
(8.2)

∂[A]c
∂t

= DA ·
(
∂2[A]c
∂x2

+
∂2[A]c
∂y2

)
(8.3)

∂[H]c
∂t

= DH ·
(
∂2[H]c
∂x2

+
∂2[H]c
∂y2

)
(8.4)

with the subscripts a and c referring to apoplastic and cytosolic variables, respectively,

A is the auxin concentration, H is the concentration of free protons, and DA and DH

are the auxin and H+ diffusion coefficients. Auxin exchange between source and sink

grid points, bordering to apoplastic grid points, is provided by simple diffusion. Thus,

auxin diffuses freely between grid points defining boundary regions where auxin levels

are at a fixed high level (auxin sources) and the neighbouring apoplastic grid points,

and the same holds for boundary grid points where auxin levels are defined to be

low at a fixed concentration (auxin sinks). All initial values for these boundary con-

ditions can be found in table A.8 in the appendix. No diffusion takes place between

the apoplast and the cytosol, thus the exchange of auxin and protons between these

compartments relies entirely on auxin and proton transport mechanisms. These trans-

port mechanisms take only place at the border between apoplast and cytosol (plasma

membrane) and at the border between cytosol and vacuole (tonoplast). In the discre-

tised model environment, apoplastic grid points which have a cytosolic neighbour grid

point exchange auxin with this neighbouring cytosolic grid point according to

d [A]a
dt

= γ[IAA−]c − β[IAA−]a[H]2a − α([IAAH]a − [IAAH]c) (8.5)
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and, accordingly, cytosolic grid points exchange auxin to neighbouring apoplastic grid

points in the following manner:

d [A]c
dt

= −γ[IAA−]c + β[IAA−]a[H]2a + α([IAAH]a − [IAAH]c ) (8.6)

where α is the passive influx rate for auxin, β is the active (AUX/LAX-mediated) auxin

influx rate and γ is the active symmetric auxin efflux rate, which is not dependent on

the proton motive force (ABCBs). The respective amounts of dissociated and undis-

sociated auxin species are given by

[IAA−] =
[A]

1 + 10(pKa−pH)
(8.7)

and

[IAAH] =
[A]

1 + 10(pH−pKa)
(8.8)

with the pH and auxin values at the actual (apoplastic or cytosolic) grid point. Proton

exchange over the plasma membrane is, in a similar manner, given for apoplastic grid

points neighbouring a cytosolic grid point as follows:

d [H]a
dt

=
[H]a
ba
· 1

Va

[
X +

Vp · [H]c
Kp + [H]c

−

− rH([H]a − [H]c )− 2β[IAA−]a[H]2a

] (8.9)

and, similarly, for cytosolic grid points neighbouring apoplastic grid points, the proton

exchange over the plasma membrane is expressed by

d [H]c
dt

=
[H]c
bc
· 1

Vc

[
− X − Vp · [H]c

Kp + [H]c
+

+ 2β[IAA−]a[H]2a + rH([H]a − [H]c )

] (8.10)

whereas the proton exchange over the tonoplast (between cytosolic grid points and

neighbouring vacuolar grid points) is given by

d [H]c
dt

=
1

Vc

[
Vt · [H]c
Kt + [H]c

+ rH([H]v − [H]c)

]
(8.11)

The pH homeostasis terms employ buffer capacity values ba and bc for apoplast and

cytosol, the Hill equations for the proton pump activity employ the maximum pump

activity parameters Vp and Vt for plasma membrane and tonoplast, respectively, and
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Kp and Kt as the Michaelis constants for plasma membrane and tonoplast bound

H+-ATPases. The H+ reflux over tonoplast and plasma membrane is dependent on

the H+ permeability parameter rH . Volumes Vc and Va for the cytosol and apoplast

are part of the buffering expression: since buffering is, following the assumptions of

AP-2, only taking place at the boundaries between cytosol and apoplast, and between

cytosol and vacuole, the amount of incoming and outgoing H+ is determined by the vol-

ume of the respective compartments (see section 7.2). The term X (Gaussian curve

for auxin-dependent activation of PM-H+-ATPase is, according to equation (7.24),

X (IAA−) = Xa · e

(
− (ln(Xb)−ln([IAA−]c ))2

Xc

)
(8.12)

The parameters Xa , Xb and Xc are the height, position and width parameters of the

Gaussian function describing auxin-dependent activation of the PM-H+-ATPase . All

parameter values can be found in table A.8 in the appendix.

8.3 Numerical solution

As already stated earlier (see section 4.3), high values for diffusion constants call for

very small time steps for straightforward explicit solutions like the FTCS scheme of

numerical solution (also called Euler forward method), to meet the stability criterion

for that solution. This is usually computationally expensive and therefore not recom-

mended in models as the SAP-2 with desired simulation times in the range of hours. A

solution for reaction-diffusion systems containing only linear reaction terms can there-

fore, without such restrictions, often be obtained successfully using implicit methods,

such as the BTCS scheme or the Crank-Nicholson scheme. This was the case with

the PIN polarisation model in this thesis (see chapter 4). However, the SAP-2 model

is different from that, because some of its reaction terms are nonlinear. Take, for in-

stance, equation (8.4), which contains many nonlinear terms: X , Vt ·[H]c

Kt +[H]c
, Vp ·[H]c

Kp+[H]c
, and

2β[IAA−]a[H]2a . Using fully implicit methods, this poses the problem that in equations

with a nonlinear term involving two variables, as for instance in the given example, for

the term 2β[IAA−]a[H]2a , [H]a and [IAA−]a need both to be evaluated at the same time.

Thus, to evaluate the value of [H]a at time t + 1 , we need to know the value of [IAA−]a

at time t + 1 , which in turn we cannot evaluate if we don’t know the value of [H]a at

time t + 1 .
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It has to be noted, that model minimisation from AP-10 to AP-2 did not reduce the

non-linearities in the system. Take, for instance, the mechanism leading to AAA. This

led in AP-10, with ABP(x) employed, to the following formulation for the formation of

ABP(s):IAA complex (see table 6.3)

d [ABP]act

dt
= k1[IAA]c [ABP]free − k−1[ABP]act − k−2[IAA]c [ABP]act + k2[ABP]inact

(8.13)

which contains nonlinear terms. In AP-4 and AP-2, this is reduced to the expression X ,

which is, as a Gaussian function involving [IAA]c as part of the exponent, still nonlinear

(see equation (8.12)). Thus, even if the process is simplified by reducing the number

of variables involved, non-linearity is preserved and passed on to the simplified model

as well.

To summarise the problems in a numerical solution of this particular system of equa-

tions: fully explicit methods are not applicable due to stability constraints which are

mainly dependent on the potentially high diffusion coefficients of auxin and proton

diffusion, while fully implicit methods are not applicable due to nonlinearities in the

reaction part of the equations, which generally leads to expensive computations and

makes fast iterative solution techniques less efficient and more difficult to implement

[188] .

To overcome this issue, several approaches are tried and tested:

1. Iterative techniques to solve nonlinear systems of equations: Fixed point iteration

using the Gauss-Seidel method

2. IMEX approaches: using mixed implicit-explicit methods to solve the system of

reaction-diffusion equations, especially 1-SBDF and 2-SBDF schemes (first and

second order semi-implicit backward differentiation), according to [188]. These

schemes solve the diffusion part of the equations implicitly, and the reaction part

of the equations explicitly.
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8.3.1 Solving using fixed point iteration

At each time point, for every grid point, a set of nonlinear equations was solved by

a fixed point iteration, using a Gauss-Seidel relaxation scheme for iterative solving.

This has been accomplished for the AP-4 model. Each PDE was discretised using the

BTCS scheme, to obtain a set of full implicit nonlinear equations. After that, fixed point

iteration was defined for each equation. When applied to the AP-2model, convergence

of the fixed point iterations could not be reached, therefore this method was considered

unsuitable for a numerical solution of SAP-2.

8.3.2 IMEX schemes: 1-SBDF and 2-SBDF

In previous studies, 2-SBDF has been proposed to be a good method of choice among

other implicit/explicit methods for reaction-diffusion systems with nonlinear reaction

terms [188], with a better accuracy than 1-SBDF. Following a study of Ruuth [188], for

a general reaction-diffusion equation that has been approximated by the centred finite

difference method
dW

dt
= F (W ) + D∆hW (8.14)

where F (W ) arises from the reaction term and D∆hW is the diffusion term expressed

in centred finite differences with D being the diffusion coefficient, e.g. of the form
D

∆h2 (Wi+1 + Wi−1 − 2Wi ) , which is a second order centred difference expression for

a 1D representation, where W at grid point i and at neighbouring grid points (i + 1)

and (i − 1) are considered, and ∆h is the constant mesh spacing; the first order

semi-implicit backwards differentiation scheme or 1-SBDF scheme is given by

W t+1 −W t

∆t
= F (W t) + D∆hW

t+1 (8.15)

where the diffusion term is solved implicitly for time t + 1 and the reaction term is

solved at time t . The second order semi implicit backwards differentiation scheme or

2-SBDF is given by

1

2∆t

[
3W t+1 − 4W t + W t−1

]
= 2F (W t)− F (W t−1) + D∆hW

t+1 (8.16)

where the diffusion term is again evaluated at time t+1 using implicit methods, but the

reaction term is solved using two time points: t+1 and t−1 . To implement this method,

the system state needs to be known for two consecutive time steps, and starting at
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the initial values for the system is not possible, as opposed to implementations of

the 1-SBDF. Therefore, an initial evaluation step needs to be done, which has been

implemented by the LSODA solver [168], which uses an iterative scheme to solve

for the first time step. This method is very slow, but since only the first time step

was evaluated using this solver, this had no considerable consequence on the overall

running time of simulations. With the initial values defined for the system, and the first

time step evaluated by LSODA, the 2-SBDF scheme could be implemented, where,

according to equation (8.16) above, t−1 corresponds to the initial values in the model,

t corresponds to the first time step evaluated by LSODA and all following time steps

are then obtained by iterative solving with 2-SBDF.

To evaluate the behaviour of the IMEX schemes employed with SAP-2, solutions ob-

tained with the 1-SBDF scheme have been compared to solutions obtained with 2-

SBDF, using the same set of parameters, except for different sizes of time steps. This

has been done as a first test for the choice of a numerical method and to test whether

the use of the more efficient 1-SBDF scheme is justified. The results of SAP are dis-

cussed in further detail in the following section, whereas here the difference in the

outcome between 1-SBDF and 2-SBDF as a choice of method is discussed. The re-

sults of this test show a comparable outcome for both schemes and suggests that the

use of 1-SBDF with this model is safe, thus allowing for saving extra computational

costs which are connected to the use of 2-SBDF. The time step size was varied be-

tween dt = 0.01s and dt = 10s . Except for fast changes of concentrations, typically

only occurring at the start of the simulation, the results were very similar for all time

steps used (see figure 8.1). Since with using bigger time steps, those fast perturba-

tions in the results are transient and the solutions approximated following equilibrium

values nearly indistinguishable from solutions obtained with smaller time steps, the

choice for a 1-SBDF scheme with time steps around 1 seem to be justified.

8.4 Results

Simulations of SAP-2 with a choice for time steps dt = 10s had a running time of

approximately 23 minutes on a machine with a 3 GHz Core Duo E8400 processor and

4 GB RAM for 8 hours simulation time. Smaller time steps did not significantly change

the simulation results (see figure 8.1). Two different settings for the SAP-2 have been
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8. SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model of auxin/proton dynamics

Figure 8.1: Comparison between simulations employing the 1-SBDF and 2-SBDF
scheme for a numerical solution, using different time step sizes. Upper left: Mean
auxin concentration in the cytosol, Upper right: Mean apoplastic pH, Lower left: H+

gradients over the membrane at the membrane grid point numbers 90 (dashed line)
and 198 (full line), corresponding to grid indices 1998 and 1382 in the model envi-
ronment, during the first 30 minutes of the simulation. Lower right: The situation for
membrane grid point numbers 90 (dashed line) and 198 (full line) during the first 180
seconds. Simulations with dt = 10s could not capture the fast perturbations in the
solutions at the start, however they later approximate the trajectories of simulations
with smaller time steps. The y-axis represents H+ gradients over the membrane (%
deviation from mean gradient).

tested: (a) the situation for a single cell, surrounded by apoplastic space, bordering to

one auxin source and one auxin sink field, and (b) the same situation for a file of 3 cells.

The results recapitulated and confirmed the central findings of AP-10, AP-4 and AP-2,

such as the general capability to reproduce pH homeostasis, the reproduction of an

AAA peak in presence of auxin, auxin flux enforcement due to AAA and pronounced

auxin allocation into cells with AAA in effect. Additionally, the results gave insights into

the directionality of auxin flux dynamics during simulations, showing that AAA amplifies

the polarity of cells with respect to auxin transport. This polarity is consistent with the

canalisation hypothesis. Moreover, the relative relationship of active versus passive
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8.4. Results

Figure 8.2: Auxin concentrations in the SAP-2 model after 8 hours of simulation time.
A cell, containing a central vacuole, and surrounded by a layer of extracellular space,
is transporting auxin in the context of its boundary conditions - auxin source (left) and
sink (right). The colourbar represents the logarithm of auxin concentrations in the
modelling environment. Concentrations are in the range of 10−12 to 10−6 M. Note
that the concentration of auxin in the cell is homogeneous.

auxin transport fluxes in the course of AAA was investigated, with results showing

that passive auxin influx might be important for the onset of AAA, which then turns on

and increases the importance of AUX/LAX-mediated active influx, thus potentiating the

main auxin/pH feedback reaction outlined in previous chapters. An interesting finding

was that simulations led to considerable heterogeneities of the proton motive force as

a result of auxin gradients and AAA dynamics, thereby showing clear polarisation in

the proton motive force in the auxin source to sink axis, with a stronger H+ gradient

towards the auxin sink.

Thus, the model could reproduce a canalisation-type feedback of auxin on its trans-

port, leading to polarisation patterns without any need of polarising transporters, driven

mainly by symmetrically distributed AUX/LAX importers and a feedback between auxin

and protons within an extracellular auxin gradient between auxin source and sink. The

sensitivity of simulations to parameter choice was investigated, showing that the re-

sults of SAP-2 are generally robust against changes of most parameters. The model

topology, similar to the topology of the PIN polarisation model (see section 4.1), re-

sulting in a typical auxin distribution pattern at the end of a simulation (simulation time

8 hours) is illustrated in figure 8.2.
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8. SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model of auxin/proton dynamics

Figure 8.3: Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification and its effects on auxin transport
fluxes and cytosolic auxin allocation in SAP-2. Upper left: Auxin allocation into cells is
more pronounced when AAA is in effect. Upper right: Auxin transport fluxes over the
membrane are elevated with AAA in effect. The corresponding AAA dose-response
curve for both upper figures, showing pH values in the apoplast at external auxin con-
centrations, can be obtained from the lower figure with α = 0.01 . The curves represent
mean values for auxin fluxes over the plasma membrane, and auxin concentrations
in the respective compartments apoplast and cytosol. Lower: AAA as a function of
boundary conditions (auxin source concentration) and the passive influx parameter,
α . Lower values for α result in a shift of the AAA peak towards higher apoplastic
auxin concentrations as well as in a faster onset of AAA, when compared to higher
values for α . All values were taken after the end of simulations at 8 hours simulation
time.

8.4.1 Reproduction of core AP model findings in SAP-2

The main findings of the AP-10, AP-4 and AP-2 model (see figure 7.2) could be re-

produced in 2D: Auxin-induced apoplastic acidification (AAA) at certain auxin levels
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8.4. Results

Figure 8.4: Time scale of auxin allocation and AAA in SAP-2. Upper left: Auxin al-
location in the cell without AAA (Xa = 0). Upper right: Auxin allocation in the cell
during a simulation with AAA (Xa = 5 · 10−10 ). Grey shaded curves signify the range
of standard deviation of auxin concentration in the apoplast. Lower left: pH evolution
without AAA and same settings as above. Lower right: pH evolution with AAA.

(usually in the micromolar range of extracellular auxin, depending on auxin transport

parameters), pronounced auxin accumulation in cells, as AAA was in effect, and in-

crease of auxin transport fluxes over the membrane as a result of AAA (see figure

8.3). However, due to the extracellular auxin gradient, import fluxes varied in space,

being dependent on apoplastic auxin concentrations. This is in contrast to the auxin

efflux, which occurs at a constant rate. Initially formed auxin gradients within cells blur

out quickly (within minutes) throughout all simulations (see 8.2), which is in contrast

to similar models and will be discussed in following sections. This behaviour is robust

against changes of the auxin diffusion coefficient, suggesting that symmetric auxin

transport rates lead to homogenisation of initial cytosolic auxin gradients.
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8.4.2 Time scale of AAA in SAP-2

Equilibration of cellular auxin concentration is somewhat slower in SAP-2 than in AP-

(10-2), a trend that, since AAA is dependent on cellular auxin, also holds for equilibra-

tion of apoplastic pH once AAA is in effect (figure 8.4), but occurs usually within 5-10

hours, with only slight changes in pH after the first four hours. Higher influx rates gen-

erally led to a faster equilibration and to a faster onset of AAA. Variation of values for

the auxin diffusion constant DA in the range of DA = 50−400µm2/s had no impact on

this result, suggesting that diffusion does not have a major effect on the speed of equi-

libration. However, higher rates for auxin decay (Adecay > 10−4 ) led to a slightly faster

equilibration for simulations without AAA, while this also slows down the AAA mecha-

nism. The difference in equilibration time to the AP models is presumably due to the

fact that these already start with saturated apoplastic auxin concentrations, whereas

in the SAP-2 model the auxin levels in the apoplast are not saturated at the start of the

simulation, but are dependent on the external influx from auxin source fields and on

the external efflux to auxin sink fields, which is an inclusion of auxin production and

degradation terms that have not been employed in the AP models.

8.4.3 Heterogeneity in the PMF due to AAA

A clear polarisation in the proton motive force (PMF) established in simulation that

involved AAA, with deviations from the PMF mean between ±5 to 10 % for most pa-

rameter settings (see also figure 8.10). The polarisation directionality is along the axis

between auxin source and auxin sink (several combinations of auxin source and sink

locations around the cell have been explored in the simulation and led to the same

result). During AAA, the PMF generally rises because of the falling pH in the apoplast,

while the cytosol maintains to its pH close to its initial value, with heterogeneities in the

PMF getting stronger, correlating to the AAA strength. These heterogeneities show a

decreased strength in PMF towards the auxin source and an increased PMF towards

the auxin sink. Bigger vacuole sizes generally led to a stronger PMF heterogeneity

due to a stronger accumulation of auxin in the cytosol. Establishment of PMF po-

larisation relies on the relative strength of AUX/LAX-mediated co-transport of protons

with respect to the H+ reflux rate. Extracellular auxin gradients led to nonhomoge-

neous AUX/LAX influx, which led to a nonhomogeneous proton influx due to the sym-
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Figure 8.5: Proton gradient heterogeneities over the plasma membrane in SAP-2 over
time. Proton gradients are defined as the difference in proton concentration over the
plasma membrane. The vertical axis corresponds to the length of the cell membrane,
as its circumference is converted into 1D. The indicators ul, ur, lr, ll refer to upper
left, upper right, lower right, lower left corners of the membrane in the model environ-
ment. The horizontal axis is the time axis. The variation of proton gradients over the
membrane (Hapoplast − Hcytosol ) at each membrane grid point from the mean proton
gradient over the whole membrane is displayed in percent over the whole simulation
time. Overall, a clear polarisation of the proton gradient emerges after around 1 hour
of simulation time with AAA in effect. Left: The situation without AAA: Proton gradient
heterogeneity stays below ±0.04 % throughout the simulation. Right: The situation
with AAA: Proton gradient heterogeneity raises to ±10 % throughout the simulation.
See figure 8.6 for a polar plot representation of this H+ gradient polarisation pattern.

porter activity of AUX/LAX transporter proteins. Towards the auxin source, with higher

apoplastic auxin levels, this led to a strong active influx of auxin and a slightly dimin-

ished PMF due to co-transported H+ , while towards the auxin sink, lower apoplastic

auxin levels led to relatively smaller auxin and, correspondingly, H+ influx. An illustra-

tion proton fluxes over the plasma membrane during the simulation is given in figure

8.6.

8.4.4 Net auxin fluxes over the plasma membrane due to AAA

Consistent with the findings of the AP models described in chapters 6 and 7, AAA

caused increase of auxin transport fluxes over the plasma membrane during simula-

tions. Influxes are elevated by lower apoplastic pH, leading to pronounced accumu-

lation of auxin in cells, which in turn increases auxin efflux. While the net auxin flux,

defined as Aactive.influx +Apassive.influx−Aefflux , decreases over time without AAA, it rises

before equilibration with AAA (see figure 8.7, upper row). When each respective influx

and efflux is considered, AAA leads to an increase of influxes, with effluxes rising in
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8. SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model of auxin/proton dynamics

Figure 8.6: Proton fluxes and gradients in the proton motive force with AAA in effect.
Left: Proton fluxes and their contributions during a simulation with AAA. The shaded
area corresponds to ± standard deviation of H+ influx due to AUX/LAX co-transport
over all cytosolic grid points that have an apoplastic neighbour grid point (signifying
the plasma membrane), which is contributing to the polarised H+ gradient over the
membrane. This shows that the AUX/LAX co-transport of protons over the membrane
differs significantly in strength, depending on the auxin content of the apoplast. Right:
Polarisation of the H+ gradient over the membrane, illustrated as a polar plot: the
proton motive force is stronger towards the auxin source and weaker towards the auxin
source. The circumference corresponds to the cell membrane circumference, while
radial distances correspond to deviations of the H+ gradient in %, compared with
the mean H+ gradient over the membrane. Purple signifies negative, blue signifies
positive deviation in H+gradient.

turn (see figure 8.7, mid row). Here it appears that lower apoplastic pH triggers active

auxin influxes more strongly than passive auxin influxes. Passive influx might, due to

these findings, act as a spark for the onset of a stronger active influx reaction to AAA,

suggesting that AUX/LAX-mediated auxin import becomes more important after AAA

onset with respect to passive auxin influx.

This has been further investigated by expressing the ratio of active (A) versus passive

auxin influx (P ), φ = A/P , and looking at the value of the ratio φn/φ0 ( φ at the start

versus end of simulation) in experiments using different settings for the passive import

rate (α) and different external auxin concentrations by varying the auxin concentration

in auxin source fields. With this expression, the ratio φn/φ0 gives a measurement

of the relative development of active versus passive import fluxes during AAA. The

result φn/φ0 = 1 indicates that the relationship between active and passive auxin

import stays the same during the simulation, while φn/φ0 > 1 indicates that active

auxin import gains importance, and φn/φ0 < 1 , accordingly, shows that active auxin
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Figure 8.7: Auxin fluxes over the membrane with (right) and without (left) AAA in
effect. Upper: Auxin net fluxesmean (solid lines) and standard deviation (shaded area)
over the plasma membrane. Middle: Auxin influxes and efflux mean (solid lines) and
standard deviation (shaded areas) over the plasma membrane. Influxes are elevated
during AAA. Lower: Net auxin flux development over the membrane in detail in a cell
with auxin source towards the left and auxin source towards the right in the modelling
environment. The vertical axis corresponds to the length of the cell membrane, as its
circumference is converted into 1D. The indicators ul, ur, lr, ll refer to upper left, upper
right, lower right, lower left corners of the membrane in the model environment. The
horizontal axis is the time axis. Net fluxes are the sum of all auxin fluxes over each grid
point in the membrane, according to Aactive.influx +Apassive.influx −Aefflux . Net auxin flux
is generally positive towards the source and negative towards the sink, a situation that
is reinforced with AAA (lower right). Colourbar values represent the net flux strength.
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Figure 8.8: The relationship between passive and active auxin import. The ratio φn/φ0

signifies the ratio of active vs. passive auxin transport at the start (φ0 ) and at the end
(φn ) of the simulations. Values over 1 for the ratio φn/φ0 show an increase of the rel-
ative importance of AUX/LAX-mediated active auxin influx against passive movement
of auxin into the cell during the simulations, while values below 1 show an increase
of passive over active auxin influx. A value around 1 means that the initial ratio φ0 is
maintained throughout the simulation. The ratio φn/φ0 is explored for different initial
values of auxin concentration in the auxin source field and for different settings of the
import parameter α . Simulation times were 8 hours.

import loses importance during the simulation. The question behind this was to find out

whether one could determine a switch between auxin import regimes. The outcome of

this analysis does not point towards such a distinct switch, but rather towards a gradual

increase of φn/φ0 during AAA with a maximum around the AAA peak (figure 8.8).

There is a strong correlation between AAA and the value of φn/φ0 , which increases

as the apoplastic pH falls during AAA. However, with higher auxin concentrations, this

effect is reversed (see figure 8.9).

8.4.5 Parameter sensitivity

The influence of several parameters, especially auxin transport parameters α , β and

γ , as well as inclusion of auxin decay d on the overall results has been tested in

simulations with and without AAA. Generally, the main simulation results (AAA, flux

enhancement, auxin allocation in the apoplast and enforcement of auxin transport po-

larisation according to canalisation) were robust against a wide range of parameter

changes. Auxin decay rate had a dampening effect on AAA by reducing the amount of

free auxin accumulating in the cytosol both by reducing the concentration of auxin in
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Figure 8.9: Active vs. passive transport as a function of AAA and auxin source concen-
tration. At similar apoplastic pH values, the respective strength of active and passive
auxin transport fluxes are different, dependent on apoplastic auxin concentration (the
colouring refers to auxin concentration in the apoplast at the data points, colourbar
shows log10 values of auxin concentrations. The ratio φn/φ0 signifies the ratio of ac-
tive vs. passive auxin transport at the start (φ0 ) and at the end (φn ) of the simulations.
This value is plotted against different initial values of auxin concentrations in the auxin
source field and the apoplastic pH at the end of simulations. The ratio φn/φ0 increases
with increasing AAA (corresponding to the ’left’ side of the AAA peak in figure 8.3) and
decreases again with decreasing AAA (corresponding to the ’right’ side of the AAA
peak). Simulation time for all parameter settings was 8 hours.

the apoplast for auxin import into the cells and by reducing the cytosolic auxin concen-

tration itself. Changing auxin and H+diffusion constant over the range of 0.5−6 ·10−6

cm2 /s both had no significant effect on either AAA, auxin allocation or auxin flux dy-

namics, suggesting that the effect of auxin transport is determining the system’s re-

sponse much more strongly than pure auxin or proton diffusion, which rather both play

a supporting role in auxin and proton distribution.

The effect of auxin transport parameters on simulation outcomes has been tested in

two steps: (a) import versus export parameters, focussing on α and γ in runs with

fixed values for β , and (b) the two import parameters α and β against each other

in runs with fixes values for γ . Auxin import versus export parameters showed very

similar results for different settings of β . While not unexpectedly, import and export

have antagonistic roles in the promotion of auxin allocation in cells, only higher values
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Figure 8.10: Auxin transport parameters α and γ and their influence on simulation
outcomes, with active influx parameter β fixed at β = 5 · 105 . Upper left: Auxin
accumulation in the cell at the end of simulations without AAA, as a function of α
and γ . Upper right: Auxin accumulation in the cell at the end of simulations with
AAA. Middle left: Apoplastic pH at the end of simulations. Middle right: Heterogeneity
in the proton motive force over the membrane at the end of simulations (as ±x %
deviation from mean proton motive force). Lower left: The maximum net flux of auxin
over the plasma membrane at the end of simulations, corresponding to the strength
of flux towards the auxin sink. Lower right: Minimum net flux of auxin over the plasma
membrane, corresponding to the strength of auxin flux into the cell near the auxin
source. Simulation time for all parameter settings was 8 hours.
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Figure 8.11: Auxin transport parameters α and β and their respective influence on
auxin allocation in cells with (upper) and without (lower) AAA. Auxin efflux parameter
γ settings were γ = 0.01 (left) and γ = 0.5 (right), respectively. Cellular mean auxin
concentrations were evaluated at the end of simulation time (8 hours).

Figure 8.12: Auxin transport parameters α and β and their respective influence on the
strength of AAA during simulations. Auxin efflux parameter γ settings were γ = 0.01
(left) and γ = 0.5 (right). Apoplastic pH values were evaluated at the end of simulation
time (8 hours).
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Figure 8.13: Maximum (upper) and minimum (lower) net auxin fluxes over the mem-
brane as a function of auxin transport parameters α and β during simulations, without
(left) and with (right) AAA in effect. Simulation time for all parameter settings was 8
hours.

of γ seem to have a noticeable effect as antagonists to auxin influx. (figure 8.10).

This is due to the fact that higher γ helps to facilitate equilibration, but cannot other-

wise change the system behaviour, which is very much dependent on the feedback

between AAA and influx. Interestingly, increasing the values for γ slightly decreases

the increase in net auxin efflux towards the auxin sink, presumably because it impedes

the accumulation of auxin levels in the cytosol, required to activate AAA. This indicates

that symmetric auxin efflux has less effect on directed flux enhancement than AAA,

even on the strength of overall auxin efflux from the cell. Thereby, auxin influx (by

triggering the feedbacks involved in AAA) is thought to be an important factor in the

establishment of strong auxin transport polarisation.

When compared against each other, settings of the active auxin influx parameter β

have a smaller impact on auxin allocation in the cell than settings of the passive auxin

influx parameter α (see figure 8.11), which points towards the importance of passive
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Figure 8.14: Auxin distribution in a simulation involving 3 cells in a row. An auxin
source is located at the left, an auxin sink at the right side of the environment.

influx to raise auxin levels to a point where AAA sets in, which then triggers the feed-

back on influx. High β in combination with low α rather seems to counteract the AAA

feedback, presumably because of increased H+ reflux due to AUX/LAX co-transport.

For higher values of α , in order to establish a strong AAA feedback, γ also needs to

be high, presumably by raising the φ0/φn ratio by counteracting passive influx. The

correlation between the strength of AAA and the strength of PMF polarisation, as well

as the role of γ at high α values can also be inferred from figure 8.10, where high γ

increases the PMF polarisation strength slightly with high α , but decreases it with low

α .

8.4.6 Auxin and proton dynamics in a file of 3 cells

To test whether the results in a single cell simulation would also hold in an assembly of

cells, SAP-2 has been implemented in a file of 3 cells, with the auxin source field to the

left, followed by cell 1, cell 2 and cell 3 towards the right end of the model environment.

The auxin sink field was located at the right (for a topology and the auxin allocation

pattern in a simulation over 8 hours see figure 8.14). Auxin allocation in cells was

staggered due to the position of each cell with respect to auxin source and sink fields

(fig. 8.15). Auxin flux increase followed the same overall pattern as in the single cell

situation, with a more pronounced influx increase in the leftmost cell (towards auxin

source) and a more pronounced efflux increase in the rightmost cell (towards auxin

sink) during AAA. This finding is consistent with the canalisation hypothesis (see fig.

8.16).

The PMF polarisation pattern from the single cell simulation could be reproduced in

the 3 cell simulation, with PMF heterogeneities in the same direction: stronger PMF
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Figure 8.15: Auxin concentrations and pH evolution in a simulation involving 3 cells in
a file. Cell 1 is the leftmost cell in this file, facing the auxin source field and Cell 3 is
the rightmost cell in this file, facing the auxin sink field.

towards the auxin sink, weaker PMF towards the auxin source. (see fig. 8.16). Thus,

the main conclusion from the of SAP-2 model seems also to be valid in situations

involving more than one cell and is expected to show similar results if employed in a

simulation of plant tissue.

8.5 Discussion

The SAP-2 model, implemented in a single cell and in a 3 cell file environment, led to

similar results, compared with the non-spatial AP models (see sections 6 and 7): the

establishment of AAA at similar auxin concentrations, pronounced allocation of auxin

in the cell and elevated auxin transport fluxes across the membrane when AAA was in

effect. Due to the spatial nature of SAP-2, further insights into the auxin/proton dynam-

ics and their spatial profile could be gained. At the beginning of this current chapter,

three main questions were raised: (a) How do auxin transport fluxes over the plasma

membrane change in single cells or a file of cells due to the auxin/proton dynamics

captured in SAP-2? (b) Do auxin gradients inside the cell build up during simulations?

(c) Does AAA plus diffusion of both auxin and H+ account for the establishment of

proton gradient patterns over the membrane that are consistent with scenarios of ex-

pected PIN polarisation due to the extracellular auxin gradient between auxin source

and sink?

The main findings in the SAP-2 model were that canalisation-type feedback, indepen-
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Figure 8.16: Net fluxes and PMF heterogeneities over cell membranes in a simulation
involving 3 cells in a file. Upper:The vertical axis corresponds to the length of the cell
membranes from Cell 1 (leftmost, towards auxin source) to Cell 3 (rightmost, towards
auxin sink), as their circumferences are converted into 1D. The indicators ul, ur, lr, ll
refer to upper left, upper right, lower right, lower left corners of the membrane in the
model environment. The horizontal axis is the time axis. Upper left: Development of
net auxin fluxes over time. Net fluxes are the sum of all auxin fluxes over each grid
point in the membrane, according to the scheme Aactive.influx + Apassive.influx − Aefflux .
While Cell 1 shows stronger influx compared with the other cells and Cell 3 shows
stronger efflux, both influxes and efflux are increased during the simulation as a result
of AAA. Upper right: The variation of proton gradients over the membranes (Hapoplast−
Hcytosol ) at each membrane grid point from the mean proton gradient over the whole
membrane is displayed in percent over the whole simulation time, for each cell. Cell
1 (towards auxin source), ahead in AAA activity, has an decreased proton gradient
over its membrane in direction auxin source, compared to the other cells, and Cell 3
(towards auxin sink) has an increased proton gradient in direction auxin sink. Lower:
The differences in proton motive force, illustrated in a polar plot. The membranes of
Cell 1, 2 and 3 are drawn as circles, and the radius corresponds to the difference
of proton gradients to the mean gradient of all cells. Purple bars are negative, blue
bars are positive differences against the mean gradient. Cell membranes show clear
polarisation patterns in the proton motive force. This plot corresponds to the situation
after 7 hours simulation time.
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dent of PIN localisation, between auxin and auxin transport emerges in a plant cell

model, based on the feedback between auxin and protons proposed in chapter 6. Two

aspects of this canalisation scenario could be identified: (1) Increasing flux strength

towards the auxin sink with rising auxin levels, and (2) Emergence of polarisation in

the proton motive force (PMF) over the plasma membrane such that the PMF was

stronger towards the auxin sink and weaker towards the auxin source. Since PIN ef-

flux transporter proteins are energised by the PMF, this hints towards the possibility

that AAA helps to energise PINs when they are inserted in membrane parts facing the

auxin sink.

Auxin transport fluxes. All auxin transport fluxes across the membrane were en-

forced as a reaction to AAA, in correspondence to the non-spatial AP-10 model re-

sults (see section 6). During this process, passive auxin influx into the cell seems im-

portant to increase cellular auxin concentrations towards levels that enable the AAA

mechanism to lower apoplastic pH. In due course, active auxin influx get stronger

and play a stronger role in the positive feedback process between auxin and pH.

Given that at the start of simulations net auxin fluxes through the cell are in the di-

rection towards the auxin sink and that increased auxin influx due to AAA enforces

the auxin fluxes across the membrane, this outcome is consistent with the canalisa-

tion hypothesis, which is stating that auxin transport is polarised towards auxin sinks.

However, while in some auxin transport models this polarisation is due to auxin efflux

transporter insertion/retention at the membrane according to flux (PIN polarisation)

[4, 10, 54, 103, 211, 239], in the SAP-2 model this polarisation is driven by the activ-

ity of symmetrically distributed AUX/LAX importers and not dependent on PIN polar

targeting.

Auxin gradients. Evenwith small values for the auxin diffusion coefficient, auxin gra-

dients within cells are only established at the start of the simulation and are blurred out

quite rapidly after several minutes simulation time. This would raise concerns about

auxin computer models employing intracellular auxin gradients [103]. However, since

polarised PIN-dependent efflux is not included in this study, it could not be evaluated

if the expected stronger depletion of auxin near membrane parts with more PINs in-

serted would nevertheless lead to intracellular auxin gradients. Thus, AAA, dependent
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8.5. Discussion

on the cytosolic auxin concentration, is in the SAP-2 model a symmetric process and

does not directly account for the polarisation of proton gradients over the membrane.

Rather, AAA leads to PMF heterogeneities despite being a symmetric process by ener-

gising the AUX/LAX importers, whose co-transport of H+ , dependent on extracelluar

auxin gradients, accounts for PMF polarisation.

It is interesting to bring the ABP1 hypothesis of AAA into mind at this point (see section

5.2.2). According to this hypothesis, ABP1 in the cell wall causes AAA in the presence

of auxin. Since this mechanism would depend on apoplastic rather than cytosolic

auxin levels, and since between auxin source and sink fields the establishment of

auxin gradients in the apoplast is evident, this mechanism could potentially lead to

proton pump activation patterns matching auxin gradients in the apoplast and thus as

well account for proton motive force heterogeneities. However, since directly AAA-

dependent, this very likely would lead to PMF polarisation into the other direction:

stronger PMF towards the source and weaker towards the sink. This hypothesis has

not been further explored in SAP-2.

Polarisation of the protonmotive force over the PM. One of the results in the SAP-

2 model is a polarized pattern in PMF heterogeneity over the plasma membrane with

an increased PMF towards the auxin sink and a decreased PMF towards the source.

This could potentially drive a differential energisation of PMF-dependent auxin efflux

transporters such as PIN, towards exporting more auxin towards an auxin sink as a

result of the feedback between auxin and protons. To my best knowledge, there is no

evidence as of yet if such PMF heterogeneities occur in plant cells which are involved

in auxin transport. However, spatial variations in the membrane potential after the ap-

plication of stimuli such as physical touch or by electrical fields in excitable cells have

been reported [80, 45], which may be accounting for the plausibility of such a mecha-

nism. In plant systems, the growing pollen tube cell has been shown to exhibit internal

H+ gradients that could be linked to growth phenomena [135]. An experimental inves-

tigation on PMF heterogeneities in plant cells could help to evaluate the usefulness of

the predictions of the SAP-2 model.

The PMF polarisation pattern is due to the H+ influx of AUX/LAX-mediated auxin sym-

port. The contribution of auxin from passive influx is not included here, as the underly-
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8. SAP-2: A spatio-temporal model of auxin/proton dynamics

ing AP-2 core model approximates auxin dissociation by the Henderson-Hasselbalch

equation (see section 7.2). However, since protonated auxin, passively entering the

near neutral cell, readily dissociates, this passive influx also releases protons in an ex-

tracellular auxin gradient dependent manner, which could contribute to establish the

PMF polarisation.

To validate the predictions of the SAP-2model, additional biological experiments would

be necessary, assessing the probability of PMF polarisation patterns as well as the

role of AUX/LAX importers in AAA. Some results of the model are, however, corrob-

orated by biological data. First, the feedback of auxin on its transport by AAA, as

presented in this model, leads to cells with higher auxin concentration, which are si-

multaneously exhibiting higher auxin flux towards the sink, which is in accordance with

biological findings suggesting high concentration, high flux canals of auxin transport in

auxin transport canalisation [194]. As well, in experiments on AVP1 over-expression

and avp1-1 null mutants in Arabidopsis, a gene coding for a H+ -PPase, it has been

shown that proton pump activity and polar auxin transport as well as auxin-dependent

organogenesis are linked together [119], suggesting that proton-pump dependent sys-

tem properties could regulate auxin transport to some extent.
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CHAPTER 9
Conclusion and Outlook

In this thesis, I focused on the nature and implications of feedback in the self-organisation

of auxin transport within the single plant cell. After the development of a single cell

model of PIN polarisation (see chapter 4), which failed to give new interesting mech-

anistic insights, a novel model based on a feedback mechanism between auxin and

protons that is well grounded in biological evidence was developed and evaluated.

This feedback was formulated in a core model (AP-10) and was subsequently reduced

towards a minimum number of assumptions (AP-4 to AP-2). The main finding of the

core model were that this feedback accounts for promoted allocation of auxin into cells

and enhancement of both auxin influx and auxin efflux over the cell membrane. In a

spatial context (SAP-2), this core model was able to reproduce polarisation that is in

accordance with the canalisation hypothesis. The feedback between auxin and pro-

tons leads to increased fluxes through cells in the direction of the external sink by

increased influx, due to apoplastic acidification. Secondly, the activity of active auxin

importers (AUX/LAX) accounts for heterogeneities in the proton motive force over the

plasma membrane. The emerging PMF polarisation pattern shows stronger PMF to-

wards auxin sinks and weaker PMF towards auxin sources. This could potentially

influence the activity of PIN-dependent transport, since PINs are energised by the

PMF.

Both mechanisms, stronger flux through a cell and PMF patterning, are PIN-inde-

pendent feedback mechanisms by which auxin influences its own efflux from cells in

the context of canalisation. Thesemechanisms do not need any flux sensor and rely to-
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9. Conclusion and Outlook

tally on the self-organising principles of auxin/pH interactions. The mechanisms could

provide functional redundancy of auxin transport polarisation in cells. This means that

the mechanisms have the same or very similar functions in establishing auxin trans-

port polarisation, which also includes PIN polarisation. However, it is unlikely that this

redundancy represents a full back-up of polarisation without PINs, since (a) pin mu-

tants show strongly altered auxin transport behaviour [21], and (b) AUX/LAX mutants

do not seem to have strongly altered phenotypic appearance [127, 255]. However, this

feedback could be important for two reasons:

1. It could help the onset of PIN polarisation (and thus be a self-organising ’starter’

or ’guide’ of the PIN polarisation machinery)

2. It could help to maintain PIN polarisation by providing a certain background di-

rectionality

The contribution of this present study in the field of auxin transport biology lies in its

focus on PIN-independent feedback mechanisms between auxin and its transport at a

cell level. The vast majority of auxin transport models employ PIN polarisation in cell

membranes as a driving factor in directionality, with less attention on other auxin trans-

porters. One exception is a canalisation model proposed by Wabnik et al. which uses

intracellular PIN polarisation (’short’ PINs inserting into the endoplasmatic reticulum

and by storing auxin in the ER likewise regulating the amount of available auxin for

polar transport) as a hypothetical prototype for auxin transport in earlier evolutionary

stages [240] and another is an auxin transport model by Kramer et al. [101], suggest-

ing that AUX/LAX proteins may play a role in accumulating auxin in cells.

By integrating biological results on auxin-induced apoplastic acidification into cell scale

models of auxin transport, it was possible to focus on principles in auxin transport feed-

backs that have, at least to my knowledge, not been used in auxin transport models

before. Other models have included rates of auxin transport dependent on the mem-

brane potential [190, 239], however themembrane potential relies on the protonmotive

force and a change in apoplastic pH due to auxin, as has been found to occur in bio-

logical experiments also changes the membrane potential, thus altering auxin fluxes

between cells. The dynamics of such events have been investigated in this thesis and
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point towards multiple nonlinear feedbacks in auxin transport at a cell level that are

consistent with auxin transport canalisation.

Outlook and further questions

It is often said that answering a question only produces more questions. This is, of

course, also true for the present thesis. Many questions arose during this work that

unfortunately could not be followed due to time constraints. Some of them, however,

shall be mentioned at this point since I find them particular interesting:

Further exploration of the multicellular simulation of SAP-2. SAP-2 has in this

study only been tested for a maximum of three cells. Auxin source and auxin sink

were explicitly defined, thus enforcing an auxin gradient in the system. It would be in-

teresting to test the system behaviour without such settings. This could be done with a

simulation involving more cells with periodic boundary conditions, where each cell pro-

duces (and degrades) auxin, but with different initial auxin concentrations. With this,

it could be tested whether the SAP-2 model always results in canalisation-type auxin

transport polarisation or if there are other possible transport phenomena emerging

from this model.

Specific roles of auxin efflux carriers: ABCBs vs PINs. In AP-10 as well as in the

spatiotemporal auxin/pH model, auxin efflux is a constant rate, γ . However, we know

that there are different auxin efflux transporters, namely ABCBs and PINs. It could

be that ABCBs provide a symmetric auxin efflux that is necessary for auxin transport

polarisation. This could be tested by the implementation of two different auxin efflux

mechanisms, one that is PMF-dependent (PINs) and one that is not (ABCBs).

The role of ATP as a resource for ATP-dependent processes. Inclusion of ATP as

a limiting resource for energisation of H+-ATPase and ABCBs could lead to interesting

competition phenomena between auxin and proton transport. Since ATP production is

linked to metabolic processes, which to include would increase the model complexity

considerably, a simplifying assumption that may work could be to add an ATP pool

with constant production and decay rate for ATP, which could provide such a resource

limiting mechanism.
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9. Conclusion and Outlook

Auxin and membrane potentials Especially interesting could be the inclusion of

membrane potential shifts in auxin transport. While this thesis included only gradual

shifts in proton gradients over membranes, there is also evidence of more dramatic

responses of the membrane potential to auxin. Following auxin perfusion of Vigna

hypocotyl segments membrane hyperpolarisation could be detected [76]. The mem-

brane potential subsequently changed from −150mV to −165mV. Older works of Felle

have shown that this hyperpolarisation is repeatedly up- and downregulated, leading

to oscillations with periods of about 20-30 min [51]. According to these results, auxin

causes first a slight depolarisation, then hyperpolarisation. Hyperpolarisation may re-

sult from auxin-dependent H+-ATPase regulation, while depolarisation could be due

to anion channel activation, leading to anion efflux (see [257] and references therein).

Linked to that, oscillations of calcium also occurred in some experiments (for a review

of different causes and effects of calcium oscillations, see [49]).

By including other ions relevant for the regulation of membrane potential (K+ , Cl−

and Ca2+ ) in a cellular auxin transport model, as well as including experiments on real

plants to investigate further membrane potential alterations in auxin transport contexts,

implications on auxin fluxes and polarisation events could be investigated. A quite

speculative question in this context would be if such changes in membrane potential,

if occurring at all in generic auxin transport situations, could be transmittable from cell

to cell and if therefore auxin could be involved in what are sometimes called system

potentials, which are long-range apoplastic signals [256].

Model validation by biological experiments

Since the study presented in this thesis does not include ’wet’ experiments, model

validation had its focus on the accordance of simulation results with previously ob-

tained and published biological data, such as dose-response curves of auxin-induced

apoplastic acidification, pH stress experiments or the unfortunately still very few data

of how auxin transport links to pH, for instance the finding that mutants with impaired

expression of a proton pump gene show reduced auxin transport strength [119].

Some of the hypotheses in this thesis may be hard to evaluate biologically at the mo-

ment due to the difficulties in measuring auxin concentrations in cells at the present
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time (one of those hypotheses would be the results of SAP-2 indicating high concentra-

tion and high flux of auxin in cells during canalisation, which, however, is corroborated

by some biological results implying such a phenomenon, by showing that regions un-

dergoing vascular differentiation also have a high expression of the DR5 auxin reporter

gene [194]). However, the measurement of pH in tissues that are involved in auxin

transport, for instance a situation in stem segments with an auxin source and auxin

sink, by confocal imaging and a pH-sensitive fluorescent reporter such as pHluorin or

other pH-sensitive dyes [7, 135, 253] could be helpful to test themodel predictions such

as pH gradients emerging at specific sites during auxin transport. Including mutants

with impaired proton pump activity (such as in [119]) in further experiments that focus

on canalisation-type auxin transport polarisation within plant tissues may also help

to evaluate the importance of auxin/proton feedback for auxin transport canalisation.

One hypothesis of the SAP-2 model is that H+ co-transport by AUX/LAX importers,

based on extracellular auxin gradients between auxin sources and sinks, establish

PMF polarisation patterns. Experiments with AUX/LAX mutants or with plant tissue

showing uneven AUX/LAX distribution at plasma membranes, together with the use of

pH-sensitive dyes, could shed a light on the plausibility of this hypothesis. And last,

the SAP-2 model predicts homogeneity of auxin concentration within plant cells in the

absence of polarised PIN accumulation at the cell membrane. If in the future direct

measurement of auxin in living tissue is made possible, this hypothesis could be tested

directly and help to re-evaluate auxin transport rates, which were only estimated in this

thesis.

As a general conclusion it can be said that there is need for more data from biological

experiments to evaluate the validity of some assumptions in the presented theoretical

models and of their predictions. Apart from those suggested in the last paragraph,

there is a lack of good data from AAA dose-response experiments in higher plants, and

the precise mechanism by which auxin acidifies the apoplast is still elusive. However,

the computational models of auxin and proton interactions that are presented in this

thesis are well corroborated by available data and provide useful insights on feedback

mechanisms in cells in the context of auxin transport polarisation. The presented

hypotheses and predictions are clearly targeted towards future biological experiments.
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APPENDIX A
Model Parameters

Initial Conditions

Equations

Table A.1: List of parameters in the PIN polarisation model, described in chapter 4

Param. Description Value units Reference

D Diffusion constant 600 µm2/s [73]
µ Membrane permeability for IAAH 0.2 - this study
p fraction IAAH/IAA- in apoplast 0.2 - [104]

KAUX Saturation param. f. AUX-mediated influx 0.3 - this study
m Hill coeff. f. AUX-mediated influx 3 - this study

KPIN Saturation param. f. PIN-mediated efflux 0.3 - this study
n Hill coeff. f. PIN-mediated efflux 3 - this study
η PIN insertion rate 1 to 10 1/s this study
k Basic PIN drop-off rate 0.01 to 0.2 PIN/s this study
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A. Model Parameters, Initial Conditions, Equations
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Table A.3: Initial conditions in the AP-10 model.

Variable Value Unit

[A−]a 0.0015 nmol/nl
[ABP]a 0 nmol/nl
[ABP] 1.91 · 10−7 nmol/nl
[ABP]i 0 nmol/nl
[A−]c 0.015 nmol/nl
[H2O]c 1 nmol/nl
[H2O]a 1 nmol/nl
[H3O

+]c 3.16 · 10−8 nmol/nl
[H3O

+]a 3.98 · 10−7 nmol/nl
[H3O

+]v 10−6 nmol/nl
[HA]a 0.0015 nmol/nl
[HA]c 0.0149 nmol/nl
[IAA−]a 0 nmol/nl
[IAA−]c 0 nmol/nl
[IAAH]a 0 - 1 nmol/nl
[IAAH]c 0 nmol/nl
[OH−]a 2.15 · 10−8 nmol/nl
[OH−]c 3.16 · 10−7 nmol/nl
[OH−]v 10−8 nmol/nl
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A. Model Parameters, Initial Conditions, Equations

Table A.4: List of all parameters used in the 4-component minimal model of
auxin/proton interactions, AP-4 (see chapter 7).

Parameter Description Value Unit Source / Comments

Ap Area of plasma membrane (PM) 7.8 · 10−5 cm2 estimated., see sec. 6.1
Ap Area of tonoplast (TP) 1.95 · 10−5 cm2 estimated, see sec. 6.1
Vc Volume of cytosol 3.9 · 10−2 nl estimated, see sec. 6.1
Va Volume of apoplast 3.9 · 10−4 nl estimated, see sec. 6.1
α Auxin passive influx rate 1 · 10−3 - estimated
β Auxin active influx rate 5 · 106 - estimated
γ Auxin active efflux rate 5 · 10−2 - estimated

ka1 fw rate auxin dissociation 1 s−1 auxin pKa

ka2 bw rate auxin dissociation 5.6 · 105 nl/(nmol*s) auxin pKa

kb1 fw rate buffer reaction 2.296 · 107 s−1 see sec. 7.1
kb2(apo) bw rate buffer reaction - apo 2.3 · 106 nl/(nmol*s) see sec. 7.1
kb2(cyt) bw rate buffer reaction - cyt 4.8 · 102 nl/(nmol*s) see sec. 7.1

pHa apoplastic pH 6 - [52, 86]
pHc cytosolic pH 7 - [52, 105, 204]
pHv vacuolar pH 5− 6 - [129, 130, 219]
KP Michaelis const. PM-H+-ATPase 10−7 nmol/nl estimated using [250]
KT Michaelis const. TP-H+-ATPase 10−7 nmol/nl estimated using [250]
pKa pKa value for auxin 4.75 - [220]
rH reflux rate for H+ 0.01− 1 · 10−3 cm/s estimated using [77, 138]
Xa height par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 0.1− 5 · 10−5 nmol/s estimated
Xb location par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 0.1− 1 · 10−7 - estimated
Xc width par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 25 - estimated
p Hill coeff. PM-H+-ATPase 1 nmol/s estimated
t Hill coeff. TP-H+-ATPase 1 nmol/s estimated

Table A.5: Initial conditions in the AP-4 model (see chapter 7).

Variable Value Unit

[B]a 9.91 · 10−5 nmol/nl
[B]c 2.99 · 10−3 nmol/nl
[H]a 10−6 nmol/nl
[H]c 6.3 · 10−8 nmol/nl
[H]v 10−6 − 10−5 nmol/nl
[IAA]a 0 nmol/nl
[IAA]c 0 nmol/nl
[IAAH]a 0 - 1 nmol/nl
[IAAH]c 0 nmol/nl
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A. Model Parameters, Initial Conditions, Equations

Table A.7: Initial conditions in the AP-2 model (see chapter 7).

Variable Value Unit

[A]a 0 - 1 nmol/nl
[A]c 0 nmol/nl
[H]a 10−6 nmol/nl
[H]c 10−7 nmol/nl
[H]v 10−6 nmol/nl

Table A.8: List of all parameters used in simulations of the spatiotemporal auxin/pH
model, SAP-2 (see chapter 8).

Parameter Description Value Unit Source / Comments

CellL Length of cell 65 µm estimated using [11]
CellW Width of cell 45 µm estimated using [11]
VacL Length of vacuole 36 µm estimated using [11]

VacW Width of vacuole 29 µm estimated using [11]
apo Apoplast thickness 1 µm estimated using [11]
dx grid point width/length 1 µm estimated
Vc Volume of cytosol 1.013 · 10−7 ml see cell dimensions
Va Volume of apoplast 1.637 · 10−8 ml see cell dimensions
DA Auxin diffusion coefficient 50− 400 µm2/s [73, 89, 71]
DH H+diffusion coefficient 50− 400 µm2 [3]

Adecay Auxin decay rate 0− 1 · 10−4 s−1 estimated
α Auxin passive influx rate 1 · 10−3 - estimated
β Auxin active influx rate 5 · 106 - estimated
γ Auxin active efflux rate 5 · 10−2 - estimated

k1a fw rate auxin dissociation 1 s−1 auxin pKa

k2a bw rate auxin dissociation 5.6 · 105 nl/(nmol*s) auxin pKa

pHa apoplastic pH 6 - [52, 86]
pHc cytosolic pH 7 - [52, 105, 204]
pHv vacuolar pH 5− 6 - [129, 130, 219]
KP Michaelis const. PM-H+-ATPase 10−7 nmol/nl estimated using [250]
KT Michaelis const. TP-H+-ATPase 10−7 nmol/nl estimated using [250]
pKa pKa value for auxin 4.75 - [220]
rH reflux rate for H+ 0.01− 1 · 10−3 cm/s estimated using [77, 138]
Xa height par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 0.1− 5 · 10−5 nmol/s estimated
Xb location par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 0.1− 1 · 10−7 - estimated
Xc width par. of Gaussian AAA-curve 25 - estimated
p Hill coeff. PM-H+-ATPase 1 nmol/s estimated
t Hill coeff. TP-H+-ATPase 1 nmol/s estimated

Asource Auxin source concentration 10−10 − 10−5 nmol/nl estimated
Asink Auxin sink concentration 10−11 nmol/nl estimated

dt time step size 0.1− 10 s estimated
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The system of ODEs in AP-10 (see chapter 6)

d [H+]c
dt

= kw1 · [H2O]2c − kw2 · [H+]c [OH−]c +
1

Vc
· Ap · 2 · β · [IAA−]a[H

+]2a

+ kaux1[IAAH]c [H2O]c − kaux2[IAA
−]c [H

+]c

− 1

Vc

[
Ap · VABP · ABPa

KABP + ABPa
− Ap · PH

(
[H+]a − [H+]c

)
− At · PH

(
[H+]v − [H+]c

)
+ Ap

Vp · [H+]c
Kp + [H+]c

+ At
Vt · [H+]c
Kt + [H+]c

]
+ kac1[HA]c [H2O]c − kac2[A

−]c [H
+]c

(A.1)

d [OH−]c
dt

= kw1 · [H2O]2c − kw2 · [H+]c [OH−]c

+ kbc1[H2O]c [A
−]c − kbc2[HA]c [OH−]c

− 1

Vc
· POH

[
Ap

(
[OH−]c − [OH−]a

)
+ At

(
[OH−]c − [OH−]v

)] (A.2)

d [A−]c
dt

= kac1[HA]c [H2O]c − kac2[A
−]c [H

+]c − kbc1[H2O]c [A
−]c + kbc2[HA]c [OH−]c (A.3)

d [HA]c
dt

= −kac1[HA]c [H2O]c + kac2[A
−]c [H

+]c

+ kbc1[H2O]c [A
−]c − kbc2[HA]c [OH−]c

(A.4)

d [IAA−]c
dt

= kaux1[IAAH]c [H2O]c − kaux2[IAA
−]c [H

+]c

+
1

Vc
· Ap

[
β[IAA−]a[H

+]2a − γ[IAA−]c

]

+ k(ABP)−2[ABP]i + k(ABP)−1[ABP]a

− k(ABP)1[ABP][IAA
−]c − k(ABP)2[ABP]a[IAA

−]c

(A.5)
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d [IAAH]c
dt

= − kaux1[IAAH]c [H2O]c + kaux2[IAA
−]c [H

+]c

+
1

Vc
· Ap · α

(
[IAAH]a − [IAAH]c

) (A.6)

d [H+]a
dt

= kw1 · [H2O]2a − kw2 · [H+]a[OH−]a −
1

Va
· Ap · 2 · β · [IAA−]a[H

+]2a

+ kaux1[IAAH]a[H2O]a − kaux2[IAA
−]a[H

+]a

+
1

Va

[
Ap · VABP · ABPa

KABP + ABPa
− Ap · PH

(
[H+]a − [H+]c

)
+ Ap

Vp · [H+]c
Kp + [H+]c

]

+ kaa1[HA]a[H2O]a − kaa2[A
−]a[H

+]a

(A.7)

d [OH−]a
dt

= kw1 · [H2O]2a − kw2 · [H+]a[OH−]a + kba1[H2O]a[A
−]a

− kba2[HA]a[OH−]a +
1

Va
· POH · Ap

(
[OH−]c − [OH−]a

) (A.8)

d [A−]a
dt

= kaa1[HA]a[H2O]a − kaa2[A
−]a[H

+]a − kba1[H2O]a[A
−]a + kba2[HA]a[OH−]a (A.9)

d [HA]a
dt

= − kaa1[HA]a[H2O]a + kaa2[A
−]a[H

+]a + kba1[H2O]a[A
−]a

− kba2[HA]a[OH−]a

(A.10)

d [IAA−]a
dt

= kaux1[IAAH]a[H2O]a − kaux2[IAA
−]a[H

+]a

+
1

Va
· Ap

[
γ[IAA−]c − β[IAA−]a[H

+]2a

] (A.11)

d [IAAH]a
dt

= − kaux1[IAAH]a[H2O]a + kaux2[IAA
−]a[H

+]a

− 1

Va
· Ap · α

(
[IAAH]a − [IAAH]c

) (A.12)
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d [ABP]

dt
= k(ABP)−1[ABP]a − k(ABP)1[ABP][IAA

−]c (A.13)

d [ABP]a
dt

= k(ABP)1[ABP][IAA
−]c + k(ABP)−2[ABP]i

− k(ABP)−1[ABP]a − k(ABP)2[ABP]a[IAA
−]c

(A.14)

d [ABP]i
dt

= −k(ABP)−2[ABP]i + k(ABP)2[ABP]a[IAA
−]c (A.15)
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